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A ISTIACT

inhe priti,':1) objective %ai to dctL rmine the dyvnani.- behax ior -f deep rti.nforcd-eoncrt:L
:iabs in th: .Pvt.rpressure region of 200 to 6JO psi. anl th-rel). to pr(;.ide a ibuz.s or ea-
tubissnEng tJessgig criteria for massive reinforced-concrete structures unrler o;,at loads.

both me- av and to-way slabs placed flush with the ground surface .%ere tested. Thle
ratimS if effective spar. to depth varied from 1.43 tn 7.0. It %as cxpected tr-at. for A:ahs
.,f these lroi)rti,,ns. shearing strenir.h would prove to be the eontroil,-. design pacam.-
ter. COwsequently. the test speimens %ere designed to study particular.% shear streal-
of siabs bo!h with "ad without shear reinforcement. though flexural strength .as also
eoasidered. The siabs were tested during Shot Koa. and the wealon yied ;%as givvn .z.

abtzt Mt.
Instrupier lation irc-luded self-recording overpressure-versus-time gages at each site

ind sff-r.-co'dirg acceleration-versus-time gages on the slab-supporting str-ctures.
Mt.easureani.nts before and after test %cre made to determine the magnitude ard character
,f the permannt d-frni::-.. - - !. if possible, the modes of failure.

As a result of foundation failures, no usable data was obta.ned on the reslyin), ot.ft-
deep two-way siabs. Thus, no effort was made to evaluate current resistance criteria
for these members. luweer; S4MUi en1 usable data %as obtained on lte one-way slabs
t'ustMTy detailed analyses of those membtl rs.

leen'. research or. the static behavior ,:f deep beams is suminiarized. Data available
from these static tests indicates .hat 'he she-" r-strength criteria original applied to the
Project 3.6 slabs are very conservative. In addition, the data indicates possible mOde.
of failure of deep one-way slabs thu! were not considered in the -.retest an vl-,es. Usins
dcfiei': in data from laborau ,; static tests, new empir~ca! t-xp: ess,.'!:! ......... o o
yield and uititmate defiectiuns o" deep one-way slabs and !..;. the fundamental pertod of
vib.-ation of such members.

(onsideration was given to the effects co axial ;..ads. base disturbanc., and rebound on
th- ",.xural hhavior if the deep on-.a% sabs. It is shomin that asial forc b are vfrv

im-,>..ant awl may acet-nt for ;ncreaS s- in the yed resistances of the deter slabs by
as much as 3t percent. For estinmates of 0:.. --dietur.,-ice effects. datw from nearb-
Stations wxas used, becaus- the records ,if the ac -ter_er-s on the slabs themselves
,'erc destroved Ib the -lctio Oi --., - -tt: r lict-lwe recovers. R1ho)n~t lomn tie-l m ; "orre-

Wjted ue:! %ith o-l.--rved crack patterns.
A,:.,licatin o! availa,:'e criteria for the resistances or btrcogths of the slabs in brittle

moJcs of fa;iu. - i:cl-iding shear-comprvssion. shear-anch-ra,'. lxnd. bearing. a.d pure
tC,d, shear ind-alt "lt much remiins ti be learned about :he f;,i!ure of duep one-'.%ay
siabs in these ":,ilce. Of those ment,..'-d. only the shear-compression and bearing-
str-n ,ih criteria do not appear to be excessively conservative.

Further r.-,earAih on the staltc and dynamac behavior of .eep one-uav slabs is recom-
aied, 1,, ddkiiii. research c stac behavior of deep, Sl-w;. sabs is r,_'"',d t)

e-stabiish use proablheh nodes tif fa:lurv and critera for rvsist.nc. :n tl,-.se unodex. P..-

','.int i ikds~gn criteri.i are :cv. mini, aak'il bw r a.;pk- 'ittd titV C''lt -

i.m sueh.etd anifornly ,lstriiuted .i'n. ;ic load.
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FOR EVORD

THis report presents the final result., of otc (if the projects partmepiig in t6w. r,.
tffect nrogramis of Operation Hanrdtacek- Overall! information athout !i,,s and ti,,- utht"'
niiiitary-effuct progra ins c.an be obtainedi ftrm ITH 161, the 'Sunin...r ' Rcport of th.-
Commander. Task Unit 3. " This technical summarv in *,udes: 0) ta!'ies listing vact,

%eo:t.n~ith its vield. type. ernvir-nent. metteorolo;giral crind~tions. etc., (.!t ma.p,
P ~showing shot locations, 131 discussions ot results by programs,. r4. s~mmnarxs of 31),ec-

!iv*es, procedures, results, etc. . for all projects, arnd (5, .. !istinj, of project ~-~J~for
the milrtarv-effect programs.

PREFACE

'The work reported herein was planned and carried out by personneli -f the Strucnaraw
Research L-aboratory of the University of Illinois under Contract A F 29it601)-i44 boeen
the Universitv of Illinois and the Air Force Special Weapons Center -AFSWC,. Kirfland
Air Force Base, New Mexico.

Tne project was under the general direction of Dr. X. M.L Newmnark, !lead, Depart-
!.nt tf Civii Engineering. and under the Immediate supervzsivn of' Dr. J. D. 11laitiwanger
Professor of Civil Engineering. The planning and field test phrases of ti s programn wcz c
carried out bv Dr. laliwanger; Mr. S. L. Paul. Instructor -,n Civil Engin.eering; Mr. it. IN.
Wright IllI, Instructor in Civil Engineering;, andi Mr. C. P. Isangelsdlorf. form'!"':
.r in Civil Lngineering. The posttest analiyses of tl'e data accumulated from the field

test andi oth',.- supporting and allied studies significant to this work were carried out by
Mr. Wright, ind Mr. J. T. H!anley, llesearth Assocjiate in Civil Engineering.

The ins!-" 'nentation program was inatalled and operated bY personnel of the Bailiitc
Research s... ,ratories. Aberdeen Proving Ground. Maryland, under the supervision of
Mr. J. J. Mezaros. The croperation of this organization during the test program -is
,.erll as during the data-reduction phases following the test was appreciated.

The~ Project Officer was Ca'-)tain E. i! Sthiann. jr. . USA F. of AF'%VC. Thtp cooner-
atior. of Lt R. L. Player. -NAF. also vf Arswc, tnroughout the perinrl nf The p~~-
graftfully acknowledgedi. Recognition is also given to Professor G. !.Siinanion of the
i'nivi'rsitv of Illinois for his interest, advice. antl general -;uadance during lte field t.,st.
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Chapter 1

YNTRODUCT ION

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The original objective of this project was to determine the behavior of deep -iAforced-
c. w-"ete slabs in the overpressure region of 200 to 1,000 psi. and thereby to provide a
L. sis for establishing design criteria for massive reir'torced-concrete structures under
blast loading. The upper limit of overpressure was subsequently reduced to 600 psi to
avoid the possibility of losing the slabs In the crater formed by the surface test shot.

The term "deep" as used here is intended t. include slabs having span-to-deptm ratios
as low as 1.28. It was expected that, for slabs of these proportions, shear would prove
to be t'ie most significant strer'h narameter.

Simply supported slabs reinforced in only one direction, as well as sQuare slabs simply
supported on all four edges and reinforced flexurally in two mutually perpendicular di-
rections, were tested. Approximately half of the slabs were reinforc-d for shear by
means of conventional vertical stirrups.

1.2 BACKGROUND

The design of reinforced-concrete beams and slabs has long been the subject of exten-
sive experimental and theoretical studies. Literally thousands cl laborator- ot-- h..
been made, and the results have been reported in the technical literature over the last
several decades. A complete bibliography of such tests would constitute a sizable report
in tself.

Deso(te the existence of a rassive amount of information having to do with the strength
of c.. etc beams and slabs, there are at least twa areas of vital importance to the de-
sign of protective structures on which data Is sorely lacking. The first of these areas
has to do with the behavior of reinforced-concrete beams and slabs under dynamic loads
-- practically all previo'zs tests have been restricted to static loads.

The second area -oncerns the nee-i or cxperimental studie3 on the a!terati 'f not real
beam and slab proportions to resist high pressures. Prior to the need for structures to
resist pressures from atomic or nuclear blasts, the load intensities of interest were,
;eVla-ively speaking, low, and ied to beams ama4 slabs of wha might be called normal pro-
portions. Under the high pressures (hundreds of psi) that protective structures must re-
sist, the beam and slab proportions must necessarily be severely altered. For such
structures. slabs having span-to-depth ratios as low as 2.0 to 2.5 are not at all unrealistic.
For slabs of s" --h proportions, experimental studies are very few. and., for dynamic loatls,
virtually noiexistent.

Another area where the need for information is urgent is the design of doors and covers
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liiIs i'. c lILeway" Into uInde'grouni proltectl , f.ll'ti'lule , 1 hls is JkIllieuJ " r.1 rut'e
i~n'ttor't, to I., d.'sig d and h1t1l Its it part if our relalligltorv Insallulllions, Il h, 4Ivborn

fo'r which mtay have to be Ip)Wer-operated. In siteh ease , Mhe weight of the d(hor In fill,
pi rtian and uust be kept to a practical ml lglinum consistent with rlo lolrenitenit Sr l mt'IIi
and I'd ill on prolet fion.

For b 'nis or one-wa.y slabs, udoiuiite ultimate strength design criterla re iviilluble
for nectilons of normal proportions under statically applied loads l(ference I1. Appli-
v'atim (if these criteria to deep sections would require extrapolation that could lea'J to
r'htlicr' serious errors, because the basic criteria are largely empirical. This ts partic-
tilarv true In regard io shear strength which, h is believed, will prove to be the most
mignlificat|,t strength parameter for the very deep sections.

'or two-way slabs, ultimate strength design criteria. even for static loads on sectiornt
of normal proportions, particularly where shear phenomena sire concerned, are not wry
v ll established. Consequently, for dynamically loaded deep slabs, proportions would
have to be guessed at rather than designed on a sound basis. As a result, such slabi
would have to be proportioned more conservatively and, therefore, !ess economically than
they should be.

In l958, while the field operations far this project were underway, the first extensive
st.1lcs of haboratory tWasts on doep beams (essentially one-way slabs) was begun at the;
University of Illinois under Contract AF 29(60t)-468. The results of these tests are re-
ported in References 2 and 3. In Chapter 4 of this report, these test results are consid-
ered in the evaluation of the behavior '"thr. slabs for this project.

1.3 TIIEO1Y: BASIS FOR DESIGN OF ONE-WAY SLABS

When thle slabs for this project were designed, it was believed that one-way slabs were
susceptible to failure in pure shear, flexure, or diagonal tension. The results of the lab-
oratory testing described in References 2 and 3, and the results of the field test Itself
have shown that the critical modes of failure are pure shear, flexure, shear-compression,
bearing, shear-anchorage and bond. These tests appear to indicate that deep members.
uniformly loaded, are not susceptible to failure in diagonal tension. Thj modes of failhro
and the test results are discussed In Chapter 4.

The parameters that affect the static strength of a simply supported reinforced-concrete
slab In the three modes of failure mentioned above (pure shear, flexure, or diagonal ten-
sion) are v, ",llowls: concrete strength, steel strength, depth of slab, percentage ofl
tensile rolciv. cement, percentage of compression reinforcement, and percentage of shear
reinforcement. When loaded dynamically, the strength of the slabs is also influenced by
the ductility factor, natural period of vibration, and load dura.on. Because the yield of
the weapon was in the megaton range, the expected effective load duration was long, rel-
at!vc to the natural periol of vibration ton the order of 0.005 second) of the iabs. There-
fore It was asfumed that the load duration was Infinite, thereby simplifying the design
cmpatAutions considerably. It Is realized, of course, that this is not quite true; however.
the ,'culting errors are small, compared to the other uncertainties ,existing in the design
of these slibs.

On the basis of the preceding remarks, criteria were devcloped in termni of the afore-
mentioned parameter,e for the loads required to produce failure in each of the three speci-
fied modem. The de'v :lopment of these ci iterla is presented In the folloing paragraphs.

1.3.1 i:re Shear. A pure shear failure would be exemplilned by failure along a ver-
tical ,,,on In the region of maximum shear, that is, at the supports. If the effretive
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depth of the slab is assumed to be nine-ten'hs of the total Oevth, and the shearing resib-
tahoe of the longitudinal reinforcemen, is neglected, the average shearing stress a.:ross
a vertical section at the face of the support is

v (rsp) 11"2

A il0 1': .a)

Where: rsp the uniform pressure (static)

I the clear span

d : the effective depth (All symbols are defined in Appendix C.)

if the shearing strength of ,lain concrete is taken as 0.2 PC where PC is the ultimate
strength of concrete f(eferei.ee 4), and is equated to the shearing stress as given in
Equation i.1, then the unifcrm piessure required to produce a shearing stress Lpual t,
the shearing strength of concrete is obtained by equating Equation 1.1 to 0.2 fle and
results in Equation 1.2:

rs, - 0.44 f1c (d/l) (1.2)

Shear failures, by their ver, nature, tend to be brittle. If this factor is taken into con-
sideration, then the relationsip o)eween the dynamically applied precsure of infinite
duratien required to produce a sp'-cified degree of damage and the static resistance is
given by the following:

pni/qy - I-1 (1.321

Where: ;A p the ductiiity factor

Pm - the dynamically applied constant pressure

qy the static yield r:.sistance

The ductility factor, that is. the ratio between maximum or, in this case, collapse deflec-
tion, and yield deflection for shear failures in reinforced concrete is rather uncertain.
How. . it. was assumed that the ductility factor probably was at l.ast two. Assuming
then, that u is equal to two, Equation 1.2 is redu'ed by 25 percent and becomes

rt. = 0.33 P, (d/ih (1.4)

.P

Where: r'sp - the ,iniform pressure (dynamic).

Fq1'fi.,) 1..1 h been plotted in Figure 1.14., !r a 28-day cyi-c strength ef 4,006 psi
and a span of 72 inches. Equation 1.2 has also been plotted in Figure 1.1(a).

1.3.2 Flexure. The static moment (M) at the center of a simply supported slab of unit
width, uniforrmlv loaded at an intensity of rf is as given by Equation 1.5.

M - irl . - (.:
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This. thev must be equal to the internal resisting moment of the slab which, if under-
reinforcetd, will fail by yielding of the steL'i. If the moment arm on the cross-section
at the center of the slab between the resultant force in the concrete and the resultant
force in the steel at yield is taken as o.9d, then the internal resisting moment for a unit
width of slab is

oM o d fy (mi:di l~

Where: 0 the percentage of flexural reinforcement

fy - the yicld stress in the steel

Equatir.g Equations 1.5 and 1.6 yields an expression for the load required to produce
yielding of the steel in terms of the yield stress in the steel, the span, the percentage of

iiexural steel and the depth.

rf - 0.072 fy, (dl " 11.7)

Because flexural failnres in under-reinforced slabs are usually ductile, the ductility
actor is rather large ion the order bf about 10) and, as shown in Equation 1.3. the cor-

rection for ductility would be so small as to be negligible, in comparison to o!he- ,n-
cerninties. Accepting this. the relation given in Equation 1.7 has been plotted in Figure
I 1(b) for an estimated value of fU of "' nOn psi, for a span of 72 inches and for a range
of values of 6 normally considerid in under-reinforced beams.

1.3.3 Diagonal Tension. The design of slabs for diagonal tension was based on aa,
emp;rical relation developed in Reference I and given here as Equation 1.8.

rsw Z 6. / -- - -  ( 2 Ow f-- --2
86.5 (d - (1.8)

Where: rsw the static resistance or failure pressure

1 th-e percentage of comprer :ion steei

w - the perce-t-age of web steel assumed constant over the length of the beam

!,, the yield stress in the web steel

The othc -croiz ::re as previously defined. If the span is taken as 72 inches. the steel
yieid stress as 5u,-i 4 ta. r'¢ as 4.000 psi. *I as zero, and the percentage of flexural

i; ia .ssim,,d fhr th,, z.,' bm-u h-e 1. then the ab-nve expression reduces to:

whlch, for various values of o, sha been plotted in Figure 1.1 (c). The a3sumpt:on tMa

0' (the percentage of compression steel reinforcement) is zero is true in this case. For
given values of pressures, slab depths, and Q. and for a percentage of mait- -ension steel
nut equal to 1. the v .lue of _w required to withstand the specified pressure can be found
from the correct:, as indicated in Equation 1.10:

i6
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ow  _w_. - I ;.~

Where: ,'wW - the value given ir. Figure 1.1(c) for the prescribed depth and pressurc asthe percentage of web steel consisteat with a percentage of tension steel

of 1 percent

Figure 1.1(c) includes a line label'd 6 w  -G.5, which .; an actual impossibility. but
negative val,;cs .f , can be used in the -'tove correction to ,ei.ermine positive values

of o w for percentages of fiexural s tel less thi: i. If the fi:m|a value of ow it 1t-i%
thvn, for the given depth and percentage of flexural steel. the beam shouiJ not fail -n
diagonal ter:sion, even with no web steel at the pressure assigned.

Although diagonal tension can bring about brittle failures, particularly in beams with-
out web reinforcement, no correction for ductility factor was applied to Equation 1.8 and
1.9. Rather, the value for raw found front those expressions was taken as an dpper limit
of a range of probable failure pressures for which .7G rsw (assumed ductility factor of
two in Equation 1.3) is the tower limit.

1.4 THEORY: BASIS FOR DESIGN OF TWO-WAY SLABS

The design of the two-way slah test specimens was considerably more comp!ex than
was the design of tne one-way slab s"ecimens. The principle reaon for this increased
complexity was the lack of information available on the strength of two-way slabs insofar
as it may be controlled by diagonal tension. The information available in this area, even
under static loads, is extremely limited and, for dynamic loads, totally nonexistent.
Cot.sequently, the degn techniques employed in the proportioning of the two-way slabs
can be considered, at best, ll:tle more than educated guesses. It was recognized that
such slabs might fail in either one of the three common modes of failure, that ib. flexure.
pure shear, or diagonal tension. As in the case of the one-way slabs, most of the twr,-
way slabs wer-- proportioned so that the probaile mode of failure -'.,ud be d;;ivnnl -, in-

The criteria used for the design of these slabs in each of tne several modes of faliiure -re
developed I the following paragraphs.

1.4.1 Flexure. The design t.f the slabs for ultimate flexural resistance is baed on
the y.. line theory (Reference 5), which assumes that a square panel simply supported
on all four edges and subjected to a uniform load will fail in flexure along two diagonal
lines connecting opposite corners of the slab. In other words, the f, ailure cracks would
occur on the bottom of th- slab dividing the panel into iour congruent right triangles who--..
hypotenuses are the Aides of the zquar, panci. Due to synmetry., there will b2 .-o shcar-
across a section along either of the diagonal lines so that each triangle may be seperated
as a free body with a uniform (yield) momen' acting along the two cutting planes, a uniform
l.ad whoe resultant is at the ceUtL old of the trsangle, and a distributed support reaction
whose resultant acts at the center of the hypotenuse. For equilibrium. the rnoment per
unit of leagti, slong the cutting plane can be found as.

M rfl2 (.1)

in w%-. I is the panel side dimension, or span, in ether direction. Eq-.ating the abve
,., .tion to Equation 1.6, the internal moment, results in the expression.
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rf 0.2Ifi y :, 41 1) '. ..

ir. hich . now represents the p,.rcentage of flenural steel ini each directio. hecause :t
is the same in two perpendicular directions. This indicates that for flexure a tw,'-v:."
slab is three times as strong as a one-way slab having the same percentage of tensile
rteel. If f, is 50.0(10 psi and 1 Is 72 inches, as before. then the values given for .7 or
rf in Figuie I.1'b) car. be corrected by a factor of 3.0 to find similar values fir --- wav
szabs. That 1&, for .a given pressure and depth the slab needs only one-third as much
.tccl Ia each direcltan as a Leam. or for n givs-n delpth and percentage of steel, the sial,
can resist three times as much load as the beam.

1.4.2 Pure S.:ar and Diagonal Tension. With respect w shear and diagonal tension
in the two-way slabs, the simp!lfying assumption was made that any strip of s.a" parallel
t- tw,, of the tour aides of the panel could be designeo an , .ah ln spanning 72 inches and
subjected to a :oad of ust alf the pressure acting on the slab. Although this approxi-
mation is uneo rvativ, f.i7 some particular strips, notably those through the center.
tme absence of precedent 4or shear icinfor.eement in blubb auad the approximate rlaturc of
Ow design reiations uscd, even for beams, ao not juitify a more precise determination
Of the shear conditions wit-in the alab at this time. Consequently, Figures !.l fa) and
I. 1 fc) may be used after multiplying the design pressure by one-half.
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Thi', aill ilItgth l a Itd ovelI'jesture levet'ez used Ill these tests were chosen tE' cea':te co4ii,

iit ,m for hith cu'relnt design specifications and data are inadequate for reliuble use.
'ht! Inicertal|ity is greatest in the areat of diagonal tension; therefore, the span-to-deplh

1';tlos Wtre ch'hosen so as to make this phenomenon critical In most of the slabs. Appro,-
nwitvlY half tht. slabs were reinforced for diagonal tension.

The slabs of both tyi)s were designed with spans of 6.0 feet with their tops flush with
the ground surface so that only the overpressure would act on them.

1ccauuse the Instrumentatioil in thit project was extremely limited, the i,,fura'tkoi
eg:;dh. from the tcst:i depended primarily upon the d fferences between those slabs which

tailed and those which did not. To provide such Information, one specimen of each series
-- had to b, so we:k that It was almost certain to fall, even at the lowest probable pressure.

while one other specimen had to be so strong that it would not fa.l even at the highest
b ;wdal, pressure. Between these extremes, the strengths of the srecimens were varied

as uniformly as possible by varying depth, flexural reinforcement and shear reinforcement.
Because of the gross lack of data concerning dynamic diagonal-tension strength, an

e.xteisive instrumenttion program seemed inappropriate. Consequently, the results of
these tests are not cxpected to yield complete design specifications. Rather, it is ex-
pected that they will serve only to further limit and define the significance of the numer-
ous pirameters affecting the strength of such slabs. It is hoped that the results of these
tests will define sufficiently well the significance of the several parameters so that, by
mians of further studies, definitive design criteria can be determined. Until ata. ,ilik:
as further studies can be performed, the results of these tests will undoubtedly give to
the designer of blast-resistant slabs confidence in excess of that which he now possesses.

2. UNL-,..Y SLABS

The one-way slabs were designed for peak overpressure levels of 600 and 175 psi,
which v.ere originally predicted on the basis of a nuclar device yield of 1.5 Mt to occur
ait ranges of 1,830 i 'Lt tlnd 3,100 iu~, t :wuL ., 'l., from grnu.:i 7cro. At e.,h 'Af 'hest'
loctions, 15 such slabs were tested. The weakest of theos wuru proportioned so that
they should Jail at pressures as low as 400 and 150 psi, respectively. The strongest

',.;ytinncd so that they should remain unh r cd, even though th: ovcrpresoure
levels present at each of the test locations were to reach 800 and 260 psi, respectively.
'rhe remaining 1 3 slabs at each site were proportioned so that they should fall at pros-
survs Intermediate be.tween these extremes. At the predicted 600-psi location, the slabs
had effective depths which varied from 20 to 50 Inches. and, at the predicted 173 psi
location, irom I i '. i1 i,ches.

Ail an Illustration of the method used, consider the case of Slab 36-4 which had an
.. Is5iCd -. ovctlve depth of 30 inches, From Figure 1.1(a), the resistance to shear proper
il: , iti. If 1.5 percent of tensile steel is nsilgned to this beam, the flexural resist.-Ince
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51 .:i ps: -iV'':f E.quation 1.7 w. -.%hich is . ,re .han ade~quate. 1!.u eh reinforut .n-eot

then must !x. dL.glor .I prcS"Urt!osi~n with 660 Psi. 'I h range of prt-5.zrre;
fro~in 6fili' to M~i psi is therefore cw'isidercd. U.se of the depth of 34 ti iches; andl X tit psi
tit Figu~r, 1.! f I results in a 1':iiue oji OI of approx~imately 0.2. hitrodutction if his

vilue into Fqiationi 1.11 intieaittes thai. ir this instance. nio %%el stce:; is required to rt--
.;:!t a presssurt. of 1013 psi. As indicated inl Section 1.3. this reprie:ts :II Upper .is,~ (4f

tlie pr-iAb~e str- ngth in diagoiml tetsion with 'he loner limit fiving equal ny 75 peree.-t
oif ''i p; . or ';oO psi.

At Vach "' the tw ipredicted overprvssur'L levels, the blabs *,urse tested in groups
ai' ii a di-epth. the djagontci tensile strength %%tiin ant 1-vr depth Igro;u; bring

%arie:d n-. -ariation i.a the pErc#_ntagt% (if flexural and -web steel. Those variations .- erv
Ch-oSen IA- -ral and error within any given group so that the range in diagonail tensiie-c
strengths within the group would be Aid-..- enough to bracket the probable %ar -thions in
ove~rpressure -.%hich colud be expectied on the basis of tip- range of proudi-ted device Yit Id.
plos ait ad-litiornil range in strengths to account for TeuncertaintieS tin the thcor-. where -
by the predicted strengths were determined.

Though most of the slabs; were proportioned so that failures should occur as a result
')f weakness :tit,'onal tensir'. it was expected that zome of the fiilur.4; might lW- or :

flexural or pure shear nature, since the ba4sis for ulti M.ate strength conputations. partic-
ularly tnd%,! iiynani i lo3drS. is admittedly rather uncertain.

.1. 1 chok I of Test St-r" --- As indicated pre~iousy. I tes, ipectments were
placed at ec~h of th twov non.minal -Jerpressurc levels of 6W)i and 1.5 psi. the slabs w.ere
so proportioned that their strengthr depended pri marily upon their strength in diagonal
tension as determined on the basis c-f the zriteria dt-veloued Ins the preceding scion. In
some instances, the slab strengths iii diagonal tensioni were approximately equal to their
strengths in pure shear and/or flexure. The proportions of the erie-way slab test speci-
mens, together with their predicted failure overpressure levels in each of the three modes
of ftilure. are summarfied in Table 2.1._ The revissed diagottal tensile strength predme-
t~ons given therein were made on the assumption that Equation 1.8 was applicable. even
though the concrete strengths vmere considerably in excess tif t.he rango" -# -. ,
which this equation was empirically developed. The revisci l kxural strength predlictions
take into account the dynamic yield value of 5i3 kips per square inch iksi Idetermined from
the laboratory testing of the slab reinforcing steel. The results of th.: laboratory testing
or !I reinforcing steel are giver, in detail in &cctfon 4.2.1.

2.1.2 Details of T est Specimens. All of the test specimens %ecre designed on the
basi If an assumed 28-day cylinder strength of 4.000 psi for tCie concrete and in assumed

dtynamic yield stress i.-- the steeli f 50.000 vsi. The construction contractor was directced
to provide t.oncet with a stretogth orf from 3.5no le 5WU) psi -,- '!ct.2.* tc%
evlindes-s taken fruin each batch. one cylinder of whieh was to be tested at the F-i-wetok
Proving Ground IEPG; at the time of the slo'b tests. The cornstrursion contractor was
itirtner directed to ta~ke all Principal reinforeing4 from the same lot of intermedialu-grade
billet steel conforming to ASTM Specification A-305. Twenty-four 3-foot lengths o1 tiuich
steel were sent to the Structural Research Laboratory. D~epartment 4f C.-vil Engineering.
tUniversitv of i!linois.

The actual -izes and number of bars used an~d their Jncatio.-s a-:'e summar iM'. in T able
A.2 and Figure 2.1. ANl flexural reinforcing was of No. 6 bars. The error bettween tbe-
ar. -i --*cc: milled for in T-ibl *-.1I and the area provided in Table 2.2 is in :ilI casy-s less5
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11'.'1 %%.J. :'I'.i an-V adjiustment Of Tiable !.
Figug c.s :! . .3, aixi 2.4 shuv% the suplisIr!t-rg siructurv' ft." thle tes.t hlabm 'I

uitif'ri i supposrt. tlv/: bla~bs were i'(s$ed. no't on the conlcrete io;Ukl.'itto (I. e-thi

I:iqt, uiiwVv'n' i~ - rther' or, wvihvr~, n!YJ nuti I 'Figlirv . atituste-.d to thu propwr,
vastr'': atul' h:rr-sundled !)y a dr -packed grout lfvertuc1. t'.U vntir 1, upp'n, *trua

wo '-Ifor'l 1., ;11 1 Vi'!e -%lurtics in either th, sl)ab -r te suppo'rt. Ahun 'W*. -v

g:,..,! pr-.' ided' a riu..ri v uniform !5uppo-rt. The sairne threaded1 r--ds :I~it s.upp'':t '; -

slabI t er'e~ vmndt- :'rough holes ita the 'a :tq provided V.ii!.t id ;:~tr '

:Inv t:plift d.riru! the negat:sve pressurc phase.

F-r !he vxperinmnt to function pr-,per:v. it un eb;entta' tha- the _:esur Cz: i
on the tojp surfaces of tabs. 'To tflis end, the pressurt- seahi sht-.-i it, Fl"ata 2.

%Vr.* desigiwed 1.) rwa 'ff the ixittoms of the slab.' %ith-uit .- "'inci'eait -.C-

.2T%%O-WAY SLABS

"1tw)i psi. As, in the cast,. of the. one-way slabs, they Aerv designed so that their
sterghs appeared to be dependent primarily upon the diagonal tensil streigth of ~~

slabs. hloweve~r, since for two-wav slabs thure is no in~form-tioP av::iablev rel'ativv w,
t"_ uitamatc strength of such siaw~. ... u-t5 onai tenzbitm under dynmipc loads. tht' prtuozc'ed

ste thmay be cnieal reror. Consequently. even thouqh the slabs 'xert; de-
signed for a nominal pressure, of 6-00 psi. they wt.re proportioned su that at ieas*t s ne
usible data woumld be obtained even though the actua! pressures present should depart
frt;,.r this nominal v:adue by as much as *400 psi. Actually this wide range Wf strengm:s
Of the two-way siabs was chosen not so much because. of uncertainty relative to h
pressures that~ might be expected at the chosen location, altheugh this was certainly a
consideration. hut rather because of !ack of knowledj~e as ito the diagonal tensite streng.
of two-way slabs.

2.2.1 Choice of Test Specimens. The same part~meters which influence the strusigth
of the one-way slabs apply equally well to two-way slabs. i~n this investigation !fthi
strength -if the concrete and the strength of the steel were held censtant. theretrv reduc-
ing the ' rtant parameters to be considered to th--se three: d. effe'ctive Slab dept:'.

~the ptercentage of flexural steel; tttd ow. the percentage of web reinforcement. As

in the case of the one-way slabs, here also several slabs were tested at each .-f several
differsent depths. For each depth the strength in diagoinal tension %v--' varied o-ver a rea-

st'el. Becau~se the aremt af uncertainty inso',uz' as thc pred. 2.':: di!

strength of LwT--way sl.-bs is concerned is greater thani it was in the ease2 Af the one-way
-1 %6n" the#. -.jnge rjt& 1;redleted strengths had to bc g.'.'ater in orde- it, F:4v equa' assLranve
,,f obtaining reasonably good data. Consequently, for each depth of stab, one was design-
ed to fail at a very lmw pressure. another was designed w-e f-2il at a rather high pressure,
aiyd the remaining slabs were given reinforcement percent-ages so that their atrcngtii-!
v-aried more orijesi uniformly between these two extremes. The proportions of the two-
way .dab test si. -..c:tw together with their predicted Ltiiurv o-verp'es.:-ire levelsv ii.t~.'
of the three modes of tflure are summarized in Table 2.3.

As a. - ampic of design. consider Slal; 20-4 which has an assigned depth of 2",mchee

" ire 1.1 tat a tOeam of 23 incc in depth could resist by puLre shear a press-m'c of
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370 p.i, therefore. the slab car. resist 740 psi. If thi rerelstance in fkxurt is taa.
?'A0 psi, Figure I.A indicates a ereenlage of 2.7 flexural steel requwr'd for : hean..,

hence. 10.! percent will be used in the slab. If. finally. an assurned range for diagou!i:
tensior of from 500 to S0O psi is used. then entering Figure 1.lc) with a depth C fi
inches an- a pressure of 400 psi (half the upper limit of 805 psii results n a rvquirvd

W f 0.9 if 4 were equal to I. Therefore. the required percentage of aeb ste.! is
given ri Equation 1.10 as 1.0. At this depth. other probable strengths -tere obtain-ml it:
varvin- , and LW.

'*,J.'lutai!_ ,,f Ttst ei-ns The actual sizes and nunn"-.. s of brs to !L- u-e-i

and their location are summarized in Table 2.4. am Figure 2.5. Ideally. the shear ,e-
-nforeemetit should have been placed so that UN- effective segments of the bars %4er
vertical when viewed in any se-tion. This would have made the effectivencss of each bar
equal in all directions. Unfortunately, bar fabrication and placement restrictions *nade
this impracticable. Therefore, the stirrups were placed as indicated %ith the rvalization
that the departure from the ideal c,irdition indicated above was small and probably
inconseqtuential.

The slab suvport detaiis are shown in Figure ;.ui. Ihose remarks grven in bectior.
2.1.2 relatiL'e- to the btrength of the concrete, strength of the steel, and handling )f
samples of uoth for the one-way slabs ap"'y also to the two-way slabs.

2.3 FABRICATION OF Trfi" btEC[MENS

The agency responsible for the construction of the test specimens and supportung
structures recommended precasting of the slabs and beams in the U. S. It was felt that
cioser control of concrete strength cotld be obtained at a stateside site rather han at
the EPG. The specimens were precast at a site in California ard shipped by surface
transportation to the EPG. Test cylinders for each slab and beam were also proiidt-d in
order to determine concrete strength on shot day.

The reaults of the 28-day concrete-strength tests by the contractor were received in
Ohe project after the beams and slabs "hs been delivered to the tPG. T- *

vcaled thxt the 28-day strengths exceeded the 4,500-psi upper limit of sperified concrete
strength by i5 to 20 percent Because there was ot. sufficient time remaining to recast
all the specimens. it was decided no: recast any. It was felt that any advantage o-b-
tai--f by recasting a few tyams or slabs would be offset by the additional varlitions in
c'..s. a-te properties that would be introduced. A secondary consideration was that a
re,%sion of the predicted yield for Shot Koa indicated "he probability of higher oierpre -
.ures at the two stations. It was recognized that if these higher overpressures occurred.
the increase in vncret- strenatl,,t Tnltht be ad',antaKeous.

The staiic and d-namic tesi~. of .rse slab reinorcini steel condurt:i irn t;-- i(. .01'jr -0
1-cscrch Labor.tory of the University of llinois indicated the ield resistance of the re-
inforcing steel was also considerably higher than anticipated. The revised credictcd re-
sistances in pure shear, diagonal tension. and flexure considering the actual steel and
concrete strengths are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

2.4 DATA RrQUIREMEN'TS AND I.STRUMENTATION

The minimumr data considered necessary for the success of this project included tht
fre-.-tieid overpressure at each site aid the maximum deflection and mode of failure of
r.. :n specimen that was damaged. The present lack of knowledge concern;ng the rciatvr
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sign~fic. ie of the several strength parameters made a more coampehesive 'nstrupi.-fn-
tatior. program impractical. The simple instrumentat.,n tystent used "A-s oiend Dri-
marily to def h,- t- re*atve significance of the strength parametrs-flexure. s'acar.
and diagonal tension.

2.4.1 Free- Field Overpressure. Overprcssure measurements %erv made at -:Lech o!
!ht two stes by the Ballistic Research Laboratories 1BRL witi si.f- recording pressure-
lime gages, as described in the Reference 6. These gages were mouw!'A on Z:,, Uppo"t-
!tn structures ui' !he s:abs and were designed .. measure mximum prt ssures .4 .
am ,'E psi at the high- and !ow-:ressure stations re> i'e:.

2.4.2 Act-eieratton. Six self-recording accelerm-meters were Uscd. " "o were pia--.ed
on the supporting structure of each of the three gr-oups of slabs. These J-.vices -aere de-
signed to record accelerations up to 150 times that of gravity. It was expecteI that infk:

u.ation obtained from these accelerometers wns.ld be of limited value insofar as the antl-
ysis and interpretation of the data obtained "m this particular project =-e concerned:
however, it was hoped that they would yield additional and muc.,d needed -nformation rela-
to._- to the magnitude of the peak act-elerations th2t the structure e:xprienc-d.

2.4.3 l- rmaent Deflections. The respor.se of each slab -o the applied loading was
determined primarily by- deflecti'm -asuremem$. Bo!l.E -ere cast in the tops of She
slabs in a pattern such that their elevations would define the defleiev:a shapei of the slabs.
On the one-way slabs. five bolts were equally spaced down the centerline, the end b lts
being located- over the .- side edge of the st..ports. Lin the two-way slabs, the bofts were
placed in the same manner on both centerlines and on both diagonals. it was possible to
measure the eievitiors oi the bets a. curateiy to within O.o2 inch.
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I.ALi" 2.2 D)iMI'..SIONS t-F WNL-\\AY hL.\I.

iBt Iforting Stucl
l.Ullg hldillil \'tI l, l

Slab I, Logtuia

". ", df N ,). of . . " |1 " Sj.tvngdz " I* " ll'ars. Barbs I"~ Size

IN, Ii ill In:

21-2 :11' 302 i9 27 * . 5 21 It*

2S -3 :1111, 2 ' 27 75

3.-b 31 1 TO 37 1' X) itt36h- In A!I 5 ; |l li I

36I- 1 3191 3, 1l 3Z "'; In 9 ;

366-5 :1 36 l' . s ::19 4i6 A

44-1 47'. 46 1 t4 s 12
14-2 47' 45 :l '*t , .1 5 1 :

-t4-:1 47- 45 6; 43 6

4;-4 .17., 14 .. :3 44 !14

36-1 58'. 57 55 7 B 5 5"7 . ;'
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il-i 122, !i !t\ 5 II 3!

16-1 181.2 16 !' A .4 Iti 1,

16-2 i1.1. 17 7 15 6;
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21-'2 231 , 22 6 "st 5 A 4 22

21-3 23 . 21 6 A 4 21 W
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::i -5 '-31 "2 !. 2 -

23' , 1 9 A 3 "; N

-~ A 22£6-1 2_8,_ 27 6i 25 3 Ii 5, -, 7'4

26-2 28;'1 26 "

26-3 2*1 2 27 7 23
3 1- 1 3 .: 1!" : - J

31 -L 321 31

' ee Figu.'e 2.1 tr gifide to rimunsions.
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TYPICAL CROSS SECTION

TYPE *Ar STIRRUP TYPE UaSTIRRU
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*U~p do 4ws~w4

000 0. *0000_1

TYPE V AND IU STIRRUPS SHOWING PLACEMENT
PATTERNS FOR LONG!TUOINAL STEEL

Figure 2.1 One-way slab details.
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Chapter 3

R ESULTS

A.1 FREE-FIELD MLASURE? ENTS

The free-field measurements consisted of surface overprebaures at each of the V'-st
stations. These were recorded by self-recording gages iurnished by BRL. In the fes,
Fume of the gage responses exceeded their calibrated ranges and had to be recalitAtt4
befcre final reduction of the traces. The peak values on some of the records %vr¢ cliffi-
cu.t to identi " definitely because of flaking of the recording-mirror surface in the 'Vicial -
ky of the peak value. Fortunately, the record needle scratches could be identified %'tirlY
well on the mirror glass itself.

From the three pressure gages installed at Station 3(O.1. ground range 1.830 fr-,.
oniy two records were obtained. The other gage could not be found after the test. 'the
pressure-time curves resulting from these records are reproduced in Figures :.t ;1W
3.2. In order to rectify the wide variance in the time function evident in these two rec-
ords, the surface overpressure-time record obtain,,d by the Sta.dord Research IntAti1tc.
Project 1.8, at ground range 2.000 feet, was consulted 'Reference 7). This record t
reproduced in Figure 3.3. It indicates that the pressure-time variation and peak-pressott'
value of Figure 3.1 is most probable for Station 360.01.

Relatively good records were obtait.ed fron. all three pressure gages at Station 2O . ,
ground range 3,100 feet. These records (Figures 3.4, 3.5. and 3.6) indicate peak ptes"
sures of 171. 193, and 212 psi. For guidance in sel-ction of a reasonable value of beak
pressure for use in the analysis of the results, the surface overpressure-time reclOrdat-
ground range 3,144 feet was obtained lReference 71. This record ;s reproduced in 'igijr-e
1 7. In spite of greater range, it shows a higher peak (239 psi) than any of the ta-luu
360.02 records. For this reason it was considered tnat the best peak-preesure va'4est
Station 360.02 was near the highest value for the three records. Therefore a value of L 0
psi was se'ected as the effective peak pressure at Station 360.02.

3.2 SI.A,. FOUNDATION DISPLACEMENTS

S-lf-recording accelerometers were installed on the slab-supporzing structure# ;i ba.th
stations in an effert to obtain informtrton vc.,tiang s.-'uurt .. ,,J . ;;!. .-
regions. Unfortunately, the gage canisters did not prove to be waterti;ht and tne J'kv,,v
wert ruined. No acceleration data was obtained on this project.

14! condition of the site aftrcr the tcst indicated ..tat severe fou!.d.tLiUi dispiac - r.ts -

and therefore, 'arge accelerations occurred during the test. The changes in slab !%nd-a-
tion elevations, aa determinvd by posttest surveys, are given in Table 3.1. Inspection
oi Figure 3.12 Indica.s the ground disp!acements under the two-way slabs was no. uni-
form. Slab 20-4. i-,.ated in the middle of the foundation, was discovered to be ablf'4 I
foot below the le%., of thi adjoining slabs. No posttest survey measu.e- cntq are Pvvi-
able for the twro-way slabs.
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:3.:, liIAVI()lt OF SLAMS

Th ,'rv.i mzrv incomplete data gained theli initial reentr y indicatedl that tVie~.
!:peciimeis sustained w'ily minor daman;ge. Subsequent more complete -;tud-% of i 4- *nde. :d-
tial beams and slan: revealed that. while the damage was not sevtr;,. it oasc~i si-ih rah!%
greater !hhat the earlier results indicated. Removal and ii~spection of the tcest sH-cnmens
sh-mwed much riure extensive cracking than was in evidence on the tops -f S10ecinsens as
thevY Were viewedI in placte immediately aster test. These more complete restdts are -un! -

inarized in Tahles 3.2 and :',.3. Suppo~rting the verbal descriptions of tne 113n1:g- given III
these taIbie_ are nurnerous photographs J the beams and slabs. Figures :1.9 to .. 4 are
photographs of the stations hE-torf andl aifter !L- -t Tllotogri," -,& thu slan .. I tie

test appear as Figures 3.15l threugh 3.25 and are referenced in Tabies 31 indf 3.3 to the
appropriate test specimen. Photographs are pscesent('d only %hen the cr~iwks were sui-
ficientlv distinct to warrant it.

The moust significant dfamage was observed in the ono-was slabs ait a rangeL ofI tn
f-et. Of the 15 test specimens, nine exhibited dlefinite permanent evidence of damage.
As would be expected on the basis of the predicted failure overpressures shown in Tables
3.2 and 3. 3. most of the damage occurred in the form of vertical flexural crackinig und
diagonal crackajg u Lite bilb. However. the extent of the damage observed was still
small in cor-par.son to that which would nave ixen predicte-d ';n the baer i f th, *ivasured
overPressui e of 1.1WO psi.

The une-way siabs at a range of 3,100f feet showed only verv slight damage. Since the
one-way slabs at a range ot itw .ii tret sustained -no heavier darrage than thev did %%hen
subjected to a pre-3sure ef almost twice the nominal design value. it is not surprising that
those at a range of 3.1001 feet were vi-ttlzv undamnaged when loaded approximately wvith
their design nominal pressure.

The two-wa:y slabs at a range of 1,83 fect sustained very severe damage. Hlowever.
the evidence available indicates that this damage resulted front foundation distortions and
breakage rather than from applied surface leads. As indicated in Figures 3. 11 3nd 3. 1 -.
this entire series of specimens appears to have been subjected to severe fissuring of the
supporting subsoil. This contention is supporte-d by the data of '-ale 3.3 whn-rein it t
nuted that the limited amount of damage to individual Slabs that was -n evidence occurred
not on the weakest slabs but rather on those three that were in the area of most severe
foundation damage. It i-s inconceivable that, except as influenced by the foundation dis-
tortions just mentioned. Slabs' 2A-3. 20-4. and 25-1 could have bee-n damageJ whet'n,
1- 15-2. 20-I. and 20-2 were not.

Lrecause no data was obtained in this test that could be used in evaluating the response
o1 deep two-way slabs to blast loads, no further discussion of the test resuits is made in
this report. The meager static -load- resi stance data 3a~iabe was c-Inbaftud to0 Obtain
the express; L i tib s .,I". . v .. :.. . i&'n dve ,-I.pv.u in k.! 'evr i.

The tpermattent deflections recordled for each test specimen are also presente-d ;in
Table.; 3.2 arad 3.- The deflections giver for the %;ne-way alabs %ere outained from post-
t"tS sl:rvo% s A, rfownsed by !Iotn~ps ind Nirt-. Those for t:'e twv -way slabs were ob-
tain~ed in the iiiitial reentry recovery effort by reading the center deflection from a
straight-edge tha. zpanned between reference points on the edges of the slabs. No Permn-
anent deflection's were measured on those two-way slabs that sustained the qnly noticealbic
damage because'. at the time of the initial reentry. they were eomantletclv buried in the
area of thc ' .&!ti n fAisure. A change In the schedule o! test eve-iis 5.., resrtcted the
time available for the final cbta recoveryi, on this project as to inake dvl'ection survt..%s
on . .c vlabs after they were excavated impossible.
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I.:t'l piit-ne v car] iw placed in the defIvetion rvttrit's, vitdhr

A stu'ih oft hese* i(vfeclions' revealb nt'rv rous inconsistenciet; rLusditing vvideflz %

tht; fact thiat sornic or the stzuds installed in the -,labs f,-r j-rofi:(e measurements %%vri

during, the tesz. ther-by invalidating a e -iparisson of ;prutust and pistte sur- ini-t -

urements. llz-wevo';r. the deflections 'Acre, in gene-ral, so small as ~ ~neghgOu
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Figure3 Prts vie of sl"b a!Rto .1 rneJ" et

Two-way slabs are in foreground. Ont.-way 8l2bst are in background.
Prersur~e gages and accelerometers are ready for installation flush
with top of slabs. Ground zero is to the left.

S~ fl t

* ft 1% 4

Figure 3.9 iPretest view of one-way slabs at Station 360.01,
range 1,830 feet. Ground zero is to the left.
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Figure 3.10 Pretest view of one-way slabs at Station 360.02.
range 3.100 feet. Ground zero in to the left.

__AL__

. M Wb

Figure 3.11 1'ootteatovl view [tof slabs at Station 36.01. range
1.430 feet. oteu edgey ofrte grud eri to owng sevIn Mr.
Goundzron fis t e Ift
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Figure 3.13 PO~tters view of e-way slabs at Station 360.01, raWg 1.85 feet.
Grujiad zero is to thme IefL

fita 314 . goslet iwf icwysastSato36O

rFngw 14 fdee iew a o n crow-way slab San3--1
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Figure~j jh. 'otv~t sidu view o[flea& O.. Beam is standing ou wod.

tuip is at the right. ',%ae flexural cracks near m-ntcr of Mon'.
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Figure 3.16 Poatest sicte view of Beam 28-I. Note aom et ftilure. wW that
tkA- tensile steel brokc completely away from the upper portion of the siab.

:'igxe 3.1; V Posms side View of Bhrm- Note flexural
and diagpal tenule cracks.
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Figuare .18 Mottea side vk-v of hum 2s-L-
-Kate flexural ort disgon. a~~ wdc cucs.

Figure 3.19 Pottea *Wde view of Beam 36-1.
N='t cliutiti dtaonal tefile ec,.
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Chapter 4

DISCUSSION

4.1 SI'A'Ilf. BEHAVIOR OF DEEiP O'NE- WoAY S.ABS

4.1.* Introduction. As indicated in Section 1.2, the design of reinforeed-concrete
Leams and one-way slabs is based on empirical data obtained from tests of beams of
nurmal proportions. Very few static tests have been conducted of beams with span-to-
depth ralios as low as those of this series. Consequently, relatively little is known about
the behavior of such members under static, much less dyn.:nic. loading conditions. Thus.
before taking up the response of deep members to dyn~satc loads, it is necessary to sum-
marize what is known now about their 1behavior tiner static loads.

A thorough review -ij the literature pertaining to the behavior of deep structural mer-
tiers subjected to static loads has been publis ed in References 2 and 8. The r.suits C
this survey can be summarized best by quoting from Referencc 8. Figure 2.1 mentioned
sr. the quotation is i.cluded as Figu- . i :-. this report.

It has 'A.en fouWd both theoretically and experimentally that the distributions
of normal and shearing stresses in a typical very-deep beam depart radical!y
from those given by the formulas of the ordinary theory of flexure for shallow
m._tmbers. The reason for the difference in stress distributions lies primarily
in the fact that the vertical normal stresses, particularly those due to concen-
trated loads, and the shearing stresses are much larger than those in beams
of ordinary depths and they produce a major effect on the state of stress and
eformations throughout the whole beam.

The rapid increase of load, bearing stresses, and shearing stresses with
respect to flexural stresses as the depth of the beam is increased is demon-
strated in Figure 2.1. in which are shown three simply supported reinforced-
concrete beams %ith equal spans but different depths, acted upon by a uniform
load of such magnitude as to produce constant maximum nominal flexural stres6-
es assumi ig a fully crack- I section and linear distribution of horizontal strains.
The beams rave one percent tensile reinforcement. It can be seen that the load
and !he bearing pressures increase in proportion to the square of the depth, and
the maximum ,-ho.- str,,,a increases in direct proportion to the depth
for constant stee! and concrete fl.xural stresses. which in this care are .:Yen .
lb 40.e^, psi .,nd c- 2.400 psi.

" .o ther'ica! ,olution* considering tOe true propurties ft. '.. anisotropy. non-
hoomogeneity. etc. ) of reinforced-concrete beams have ever been publishd, the simple
considerations in the previous paragraph do predict qualitatively the change in behavior
that takes place ars a beam of a given span is increased in depth. Most obviously, the beam
% .l support a greater load with increasing depth before failing ane. secondly. the mode of
failur,- changes. - ;cGc two predictions -are confirmed by test data. Further. it if well
known that the distribution of stresses in the vicin:ty of a concentrated lo-d is different
from tho.- :ssumed (and computed) from the c¢rdinarv theory of flexure. In beams of
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normrl i1 d ;ppr,inma.y 1t or more I dimensions. this de-pariiz, is not n1gu(:"-.

*sually. and is often ignored. This is )ustified in most east, In St. Venml. prmcnipa
lIowcver. :n the case of deep mt-Wmxrs, the span-depth re~atiunshqp and the s:ze of the
area ,,n th he boundpry forces act are such that this dvpart-uc cafejot b. iiuored.
This is illustrated in FiguJre 4.2 which shows qualitatively the tra-ectories of the princip;,
btresseb ,t nsion arid compressioni in My. simply supported beams .f different span-Ilepth
ratios.

It is apparent that the change in the directiops of the principal stress trajectories.
occurring as the member becomes deeper, is gradua!. Theorc:ical .,ou;onq indicate
that the t:rdinarytheory of flexure predicts the horil.ontai normal stresses at midsprn
of a simply supported, uniformly Ibnded r-ctn,t,!ar bcam r asr_.. abhy i.A Io. *K.i-depth
ratios as small as 2.0. This is also predicted ror.ghly bw, St. Veantls princip.e.

From a consideration of the changing patten- of principal stress- trajectories, it might
be expected that the response of the member cia.ges from that of :, b-am to tat of 2a
arch as the span-depth ratio decreases. This predicted change in behavior has been
confirmed by experiment, also.

4.1.2 Recent Tests. There have been two important series of tests subjecting pris-
matic beams of variou -p.l-dapth ratios to umformly distributed loads 5teferences 2
a d ). Otler tests of reinforced-concrete beams under uniformly di.'ributcd oads in-
clude tests of I-beams (References 10 and 11;. which are not strictly comparable.

:n Reference 9. tests of 18 prismatic, simply supported beams are reported. The
loads were applied by lo ;.yz au,ic jacks simulating a ,r.ifor mly distributed load. The
span-depth ratios for these beams varied from 15.49 to 6.07. As stated by the authors
of that report, the general purpose of the investigation was to explore the behavior and
stregth in shear, i. e. shear-cumpresslon, of simply supported beams under uniform
load. All were reinforced in tension only, without web reinforcement. The variables
included span. steel percentage, and concrete strength. The objectives of the tests were
divided into two groups:

!- A study of the behavior, up to failure by: ia; observation of the development of
cracks; tb) irnestigation of the transition between shear and fl cural failures: and h-1
derivation of empirical equations for shear strength of such members.

2. An attempt to improve insight into the general problem of shear in reinforced
concrete by: fal determining from the measurement of strains in the steel the inflecc
of diagonal-tension cracki.g, on the distribution of stresses in Ue reinforccmcn; and ,;
obtaining some indication of the actual strain distributiog in the concrete, above and below
the main diagenal-te slon crsck.

The results of these tests are summarized in Table 4.1. Note that a definite effort
was made to oiain shear failures. This wai, accomplisbcd by. use of hgh-strengtb steels
'in those -. - .... *%.*4 a J g s:,-: p :m, ., ., .:: Zf
failure observed *,!re shear-compression and flexure. I here were ro diagonal -tension
or sh-ar-spli:t:.ii failures, which frequntly occur in beams subjecte, to conenitratexl

,id.q. See Secti.:n 4.1.4 for detailed dis,.=uion of modes ,. fatiure.-)
it iS believed that this can be explained adequately for sh"low-r beams by consider-

ation of the combireti stress conditions in the concrete above the neutral axis. Thus
matter will be discusted in detail later.

Tests of 14 prismatic beams under uniform static load %,ere reported in Referenice 2.
The pan-. _h r-tios of these members ranged from 7.2 to 1.a, --u.crcte s;saengths ir.4.
2.14 ks: to 5.61 ksi, and the steel percentages from 1.00 to 2.20.
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As stat, d by the authors, their investigation was vxploratorY in nature and covt redl
a wide range of variables. No single phast of the ptoblem was investigated coo'prt-
hensively and few definite conclusions were drawn. llowev,., th- tests do gi . insight
into the behavior of deep beams.

The results ar,. summarized in Table 4.2. Of tle total, six beanis failed in bearing.
seven in flexure. nd one failed in bearing and anchorage (shear splitting ol conv tre on

a horizontal section above the tension steel at the support).

4.1.3 Behaviur Uniler Uniform Load. There are similarities in tile behavior of si|lplv
supported beams s.bjected to uaiform load rc-ard!ess o, €. span-depth rfio. The develop
rneat of Ilexure cracks with increasing load causes the usual redistribution of stresses.
tension being transferred from the concrete to the steel. V'hese flexural cracks start as
"ertical cracks at the bottom of the beam and remain vertical near midspan as they ex-
tend upward with increasing load. lowever, because of the patteru of principal bresscs
in the beam, cracks closer to the support start to bend over after reaching the level of
the reinforcement.

The vertical cracks near midspan develop rapidly at first, but at a later stage, their
jp.oge- ssion almost stops and the inclined cracks dev- '-p more rapidly.

As noted in Reference 9t the existence of lilined cracks changes the behavior of the
beam between the limits of the crack (Figure 4.3). Between the point at which the inclined
crack crosses the reinforcement and the point at which the crack crosses the neutral axis
of the beam, the stress in the tenbior, steel must be constant as may he seen in Figure 4.:3c.
Between Sections A and B, the member is behaving as a tied arch. That is, because there
can be no forces acting on the crack, the force in the steel (T) at Section A must be equal
to the force in the steel at Section B. These stress conditions are exactly those in the
tension tie of a tied arch; the stress in the tie is --onstant, regardless of the value of the
applied moment at the section at which moments are taken.

After the crack rises above the neutral axis, between Sections B ard C, the behavior
of the member is a composite of arch and beam action. The stress in the steel increases
with distance from the support but not linearly with increasing moment -s required for
purely flexural response. The increase In stress in the steel is due to the existence ol a
compressive force In the concrete below the crack. Tile existence of this compressive
force has been established experimentally by means of strain gage measurements (Refer-
ence 9). Considering the equilibriul;i of the portion of the beam bounded by the inclined
crack and bection C, it was reasoned in Reference 9 that some force inust act to counter-
balanec the moment exerted by t. e compression force C2. The only internal force that
could act on the body to resist the moment C2d2 is a shear force in the reinforcing steel.
designated by V2. I' was then reasoned that a vertical fc :e is now required to balance
V2 and th;s is evidently a sheaf force ,.ctin .;o !1ar, -o the ,.,,,.,Lu bevlo.. . .ch at
Section C. Thus, by statics

T, - C,. T, z andV - V,+ V.

Further, it was noted that if there is a linit on the shear V2 that can be transferred by
dowel action from the steel to the concrete, a limit is thus placed on the value of the com-
pression force C2. This accounts for the fac that the compressive strains below the
diagonal tcnsion -.. :k re-nained practically constant after the development of the -rack
(Reference 9).

The eP-' .;ence of a compressive strain below the inclined crack was confirmed inde-
pe?,!::nf.,y by others (Reference 12). Several reinforied concrete beams were tetcd
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under corcentrated loads to determir;e the validity of the usual assumptionas that langi-
tudinal reinforcement does not transmit vertical shear across an inclined crack and that
the maximum compressive strain within the shear spar. (the portion of the beam from the
support to the applied load) is developed at the extreme fiber. In Reference 12 it was
concluded that the maximum compressive strains in the concrete occurred some Jistance
below the extreme fiber (ia the shear span) and that the longitudinal ceinforcemet carried
considerable vertical shear across the crack at loads less than the ultimate.

Beyond the end of the crack, at Section C, the stress in the steel is proportional to
the moment.

However, i'dr members deeper than hose reported in Reference 9, the inclined cracks
from each support reach almost to mld.cpan, while the slope of the urack is ftill bLeep.
In some of the tests reported in Reference 2 these cracks crossed so that there was no
portion of the member which exhibited beam properties. There is. probably. no portion
of the very deep members in which composite beam-arch action occurs, because the
ncutr'l axis does not exist in the normal sense in these members. The only section at
which the trajectories of principal tensile and co.sipressive stresses are parallel is at

midspal.
In shallower members under uniformly distributed load the crack rises steeply until

it penetrates into the compression zone where it flattens, progressing toward midspan at
a decreasing slope until it stops at a distance of approximately 1/3 from the sury...rts
(Referer.ce 9). This behavior may be explained by consideration of the combined stress
conditions in the concrete. Noting that strain measurements in the steel indicate that the
redistribution of stress in the steel, caused by the formation of the crack, is limited to
the portion of the beam between the ends of the crack, It may be assumed that the crack
is progressing into an area In the concrete where the stress distribution is unaffected by
the existence of the crack.

If the extreme fiber stress in the concrete ahead of the crack is less than approximately
0.80 PC. the stress block may be assumed to be triangu'ar. This is certainly justified
for high strength concrete in which the stress-strain relationship is very nearly linear up

to this point. With this assumption it Is pos. ible to arrive at the combined stress con-
ditisuns in the concrete in compression as a function of the height "_bove the neitrl nviq
and distance from the support for a given load intensity, as shown In Appendix A.

The distribution of both shearing stresses and vertical normal stresses is uniquely
determined by the horizontal normal stress distribution, For a simply supported beam
subjected to uniformly distributed load with a triangular stress block in the compression
zone, the variation of shearing stresses and vertical normal stresses with depth are as shown
in Figure 4.4. Assuming that the crack is formed wherever the tensile stress (t) exceeds
some limiting value, it is apparent that the crack will stop before it reaches the top of the
be!am. As it rises the shear stress decreases ana the principal tensile stress approaches 0.

If a diagunai-tension iatlure &. deac a , one in which ine. inlclined .rack prelgrostisc,
to the top surface of twe beam, resulting In a very sudden failure, it may be concluded
that suc. a failure cannot occur in a simply supported rectangular beam subjected to uni-
4,-mly iiistributed load. Such iLures may oe possible, however, an continuous beams
and frames because the shear stress may be very high at a point of Inflection where the
horizontal normal stress is zero.

4.1.4 SummAry of Resistance Criteria. In view of the precedirg discussion, and Refer-
cnces 2 and '.. is cancluded that the possible modes of failure ot simply supported, pri,-
matic members subjected to uniformly distrbuted static loads are: flexure, shear-
corr ession, shear-anchorage, bond, and bearing.
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F le x u re. The yield and ultimate moments of such members witn hpan-depth rat o:
from 1. 4 to 15.1? may be predicted reasonably well by the standard expressions sum-
marized in Reference 2:

y fy Asjd (4.1)

and

Mu fS A5 d (I - k-k (4.2)

Where: My yield-resisting niminent

= yield stress of the tensile reinforcement

As area of the tensile reinforcement

jd moment arm of the internal resisting couple as defined by the c'astic
theory of reinforced concrete behavior

M u -ultimate resisting moment

fs stress in the tensile reinforcement at the strain corresponding to crush-
ing of the concrete in compression

d = effective depth of the concrete

k2 coefficient expressing the location of the resultant compressive force as
defined by the ultimate strength theory of reinforced concrete behavior

ku  coefficient expressing the depth of the compression zone in the concrete
at ultimate moment as defined by the ultimate strength theory

(ic z U-)

None of the members with span-depth ratios of less than 2.32 failed in flexure, so
the applicability of the expression for ultimate moment to such members has r" I-,,-
confirmed. On the average, the ultimate moments achieved in the test series (Reference
2) were somewhat higher than those computed by the above expression. It appears, there-
fore. that tne expression is conservative when applied to deep beams but accurate enough
to be useful.

Shear.-Compression. A shear-ccmpression failure is defined as one In which
the concrete above the diagonal tension crack (and generally in the vicinity of the end of
the crack) fails before failure occurs anywhere else. e. g.. concrete crushes at midspan
in flexure or at the Ruprport in bearing. Such a failure is generally more brittle than a
flexural failure. The .;ondltions fot a shear-compressiorn failure were stated by icfcr-
ence 9 as follows: ( Diagoral tension cracks must develop. This is a requirement for
shear-rompression failure but does not constitite failure of the beam. (2) The stresses
-:tduced by the bending moment in the reduced compression area above one of the diagonal
tension cracks must cause failure by destruction of the concrete in that region.

The latter statement is not meant to imply that the area above the crack alone resists
the entire compressive component of the bending couple lFigure 4.3). However, the
existence ,if the ":-ick obviates the nevessity for the development of tWe ultimate ztress
block over the full depth of the compression concrete.

It w,,-!d appear then that further conditions might be placed on shear-c.:mpre .:eion
m.k:<--. The first of these ia that the member must have a defined neutral axis. This
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implies that the span-depth ratio must be greater than 2.0. As previously indicated ii
Figure 4.2, the trajectories of the principal tensile and compressive stresses arc not
parallel members with span-depth ratios less than 2.0. Thus the crack never crosses
a defined neutral axis. Accepting the empirical determination that the critical section
for a shear-compression failure is at 1/3 (w;here I is the clear span); the location of the
critical section must be in the portion of the beam at which the principal tensile and
compressive stresses are parallel. This implies that the span-depth ratio must be equal
to or greater than 3.

In Reference 2 it was noted that inclined cracks formed in the deep mewib:ers at loads
of about 35 t., 55 percent of the yield load, and also, that using the expression developed
in Reference 9, the shear-compression strengths of the beams tested were all greater
than the theoretical ultimate flexural strengths. Reference 9 states: "It may also be
noted in Table 5-9 that the maximum midspan mor,.ents developed in beams A-3, A-3-1.
A-4, and A-6 exceeded the theoretical ultimate midspan moments, M's, for shear-
COmpression failure. There is not enough data to determine whether an. equation of the
type of Equation (5-3i would a4p.!y to deep beams."

In view of the preceding considerations, it might be coarlut.d-hd that shear-coinpression
failures as defined are not possible in members with span-depth ratios less than about
3.0, or, if possible, are hardiv distinguishable from flexural failu. es. Further, although
its applicability is in question, for lack of a bEcuer expression, the expression developed
in Reference 9 should be used for members with span-depth ratios of 3 or greater. This
expression is

M's - 1.52 bd2 P k (0.57 - 0-04511t (4.3)c 1000

Shear-Anchorage. A shear-anchorage failure is characterized by shear splitting
of the concrete along a horizontal plane just above the level of the tensile steel over the
supports. The concrete above the failure surface moves laterally away from midspan
with respect to the concrete below the failure surfaces. This type of failure appears to
be a direct shear failure.

In Reference 2 the following empirical expression was developed as a boundary between

safe and failure regions as shown in Figure 4.5 (Figure 5-72 of ieference 91

0.25 (4.4)
PC 10'

Where: vu - ultimate average shearing stress on the failure plane

Pc standard cylinder strength of the concrete

fba averam- bearing stress at the failure plane

To use the abo've equation it is necessary to compute an anchurage shearing stress.
Assur.;ng that yield of the steel is defined as faili're;fy As

v fYA (4.51a b ( 4 0.5d')

Where: (v A)- the total tensile force In the steel

b (c - :.5dl ) the nominal area of the concrete ju t above the level of the steel

That iw, c - bupp..rt width along the longittdinal axis of the nwaei.cr and d' i t Me
distance from the top of the steel to the bottom of the beam. I his formula is based on
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the assumption that the inclined cr ack starts at the tdge of the support and nas a risc of
twice the horizontal run.

The value thus obtained is cimipared u ith the value for vu obtaincd b% nieans of l.quatin
4.4. Ii it is greater than that obtained iy Equation 4.4. the member will fail in shear
anchorage before the tensile steel yields.

Bond. None of the members reported in Reference 2 appeared to h:.ve f-iled in b.md.
although the average bond stresses, u . at failure for all members even without special
anchorage were extraordinarily high, ranging ;.Om u.19 fie to 0.74PC. The authors of that
report believe that this may be explained by two factors: high compressive ,tri :,:es noi-
ral to the steel itn the vicinity of the supports, and restraint ag'inst expansion providted
u) the bearing platcs.

A nominal value of the average bond stresses at the anchorage may be comaputed as
follows:

Ua  - 4.6i)

Whore: fs As - the total tensile force in the steel

! = the total porimetrr of the reinforcing steel-O

1 n t,,. length of embedment. Fur deep beams I may be taken as approxi-
mateiy equal te v, the support width.

This formula may be used in ' -- nrwr similar to Equation 4.4. assuming some limiting
value such as

uu - 0.30 PC

However, there have been no adequate theoretical or empirical investigations upon
which to base an anchorage bond criterion for deep members.

Bearing. It has been noted (Reference 8) that bearing failures have been common
in tests of deep reinforced concrete members. The results of previous work on the bear-
ing strength of such members is summarized in Section 5.6.1 of Reference 2 and an anal-
ysis of additional tests is presented in Paragraph 5.6.2 of the same r.ference.

Three end conditions were used in the tests of Reference 2: plain ends; ends with side
plates clamped on to prevent lateral expansion; and ends with vertical reinforcing to help
carry the reaction. The results of the tests on members with plain en#4s confirmed re-
sults obtained previously in Reference i3; that is. bearing failures occurred at average
bearing stresses of 0.84 to 1.0 fPe, or. about 0.91 PC"

However, as reported in Reference 2, others obtained bearing failures with lower
average bearing stresses; one series at 0.76 ffc and another at stresses on the order of
one-half the cylinder strength. The latter were explained as follows: "Breton suggets
that the low bearing strength developed ia ins xai.a was due to the arrangement of t.e
lo:gftudinal reinforcement which was bent shatrpli, at both ends through all angle of 90*
an.i extenaded vertically to the top."

That explanation may be perfect;.. valid, but it is well to remember that unless the
supports are on rockers, the flexural deformation of the members will result in stress
concentrations at the inside edges of the supports which might well reduce the average
bearing stress required for failure. In the tests of Project 3.6. the supports were not
free to rotate with the member.

The results tt the tests of members with plates clamped on the sides iad.cate that this
restrain,' increased the bearing capacity by about 41, percent to 1.28 11 which also, is in
ga.o4 ,--:,Teement with previous test results.
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As statedl in Reference :!. ti'*e Portland Cement Association d'LAi rnuai'erenct:*
14) suggests that the beai ing capacity of a deepy beam m-ay be increased by thle use. oil
vertical reintorcement at the suplxorts. This was confirmed, Zut there was considerable
scatter in the data. In two- of four specimens, the iptroduction of vertical reinforcement
did not appear to raise the' bearing strength at all. In the other tw~o, the verdecal steel
had an appeciable effect on the bearing capacity. No det-- led explanation of thit; differ-
ence in behavior was offered.

Increases in bearing capacities of approximately So percent were obtamned by means
of cagelike loc-I reinforcement to restrain the transverse expansion of the concrete
(Reference 15). Further, the bearing capacities of wide beams or one-way slabs should
hE appreciably greater titn those of narrow iuieaibters bt.'cimue t~4 the lateral reb.ire~t
provided by the concrete itself.

In view of these considerations conservative values for the average bearing failure
stresses under static load may be defined as

M~ain ends fb 0.7 6Pt

Clamped ends fb 1.06 V 4.7)

Cagc reinforce:! f., 1.1,1 f'c

4.1.5 -Yield Load-Deflection Relationship. The defliction of a shallow beam under
uniformly* distributed load at initial yielding of the reinforcing steel may be predictec
reaionably iwel! by the expression (Reference 2)

5 t 2- 
48

6Y 4 8 1-kj d(48
Where: 6 Y the deflection at midspan

fy=strain at which the reinforcing steel yields

k = 42pn + -V7 pn

d = the effective depth of the rnember

Equation 4.8 is based on the following assumptions (Reference 2): (1) the variation of
curvature along the length of the beam is parabolic; (2) the concrete is assumed to be
elastic but unable to resist tension: M3 the maximum curvature (at mldspan) is assumed
to be equal to the initial steel yield strain .llvlded by .'e distance from the centroid of
the ste!el area to the neutral ais, as in the ordinary theory of flexure; and (4) shear
distortions and vertical dformations are neglected (i.e. , a plane section before bending
is a plane section after beadi,.g).

IWhen the e-bc~M~rt-~0 ~ -q fcctiontt of aii~e rfir -n*erd t'w)
basic defects in the )rdinary method of computntlor. of beam deflcctior. become apparecs..
First, in a hbaam cf homogeneous materiall, as the span-depth. ratio decreass the effects
ufi vprtical an. I hearing stresses on def..rhatlon cease - ' F-c -t'gligible. Second. a
reinforced-concrete beam1 i3 far from homogeneous; therefore. serious difficulties arl~c
in selecting appropria te values for properties of the section tsuch as moment of inertia
and area effective in resisting shear) to use in equations for deflertions. Thtus, even if
consideration is given to deformlation produced by shear stresses and vertical stresses,
equat;ions f' he difflection so developed are of doubtful reliability.

Fortunately, at the time of preparation ot this report, the first extensive series of
la..-.ttory tests of deep reinforced-concrete members was under way at the Univecaity
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-f Illinois :Reference 2). The load-deflection mcasurements aiadr in this %ork prov~dV !
an opportunity to evaluate existing deflect;on equations, and to develop expressions
which would predict the observed results.

The deflections at yield of the beams in the C and D series tested as described in
Reference 2 were compared with the deflections computed for tnese beans under the
same load using ordinary flexural theory. The assumptions made in the comnputations
are indicated in Figure 4.6 and the res'*!ts of tht comparison are tabulated in Table 4.3.
It ib evident that this method of computation is considerably in error except tor t;...
shallowest beani with l/d - 6. For the deeper members actual deflection can be as
much aq twice that calculated by flexural theory.

A study of the steel strains measured in the laboratory tests of the deep beams in-
dicated that the beams responded as tied arches, even fo. loads well below Vieid ArcL
action is indicated when the distribution of steel strain is more nearly uniform than
parabolic. As a result of these observations, a semirational expression was dic-eloped
based on arch-type response IFigure 4.7). The test results were used to evaluate vari-
ous constants in the expression. The equation which expresses center deflection at the
top of the member is;

0c I A s Es o :1

Where: tc " center deflection in inches

hie = moment at the center, inch-poutds

As = area of the tensile teul, inches

E3 - modulus of eiasticity of tensile steel, lb/"in

a - a constant proportion of the depth

:,nn of the member, Inches

d = depth of the menaw r, " :.?es

The derivation of Equation 4.9 does not take into cL.. I. r tlon the defioction due to
compressive deformation caused by vertical stresses in the con.rc .: !--twen the supports
and the center of the member at the top; that is, the compressive deformation 1.. '1- rib
of the arch. However, as shown su.bsequently, this deformation is accounted for empir-
ically in tne determination of the value of the constat a.

An exprenslon for a ws developed consistent with the properties of the memoers and
the measured load-deflection history. It appears to be a function of tIle span-depth ratio
and the steel percentage, primarily. There was no discernible effect of concrete strength
over a range of strength: from 2,500 to 6,(,ot. psi. The resulting expression for a 2z.

--0.0; Uld9 4 0.22 l/d+ 3.17
a . . . . .4.1 )

Where: * percentage of tensile steel reinforcement

I = effective span of member, Inches

d effe- -...e tie, h of member, Inches

A com.-trlson of measured deflections with !hose computed using Equation 4.9 is
shot,7r ifable 4.4, Relatively good agreement is obtained for a wide range of span-depth
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ratios ar stec; prcentages. '1"%,, ,f t- Ijearns taoulated had eompres ,ve r'in orc.-
Weint an the expresiof ai *o.;. * hold for them as %ell.

A nournbr of tu..ts of d.:4 , d inimrrb% %er c:nductted uwrler Series A ant l dtIser1cdA
in Reference 2. Thr actuil defle tions ,f these members cannot bv checked ag-a nst
,lclivct:oi:s -omlputed 1% L.quAit:on ).!' 11-caue, th- deflections A.rv- meaIurid with
respi-ct to a dt'fl -eting d:.tum. l:.cv-r. thoug: difficult ?-) interpret. these
mtitasurvil tcflecti.,s ira v no indicatur., that the equations prt-.-wtid .%it' -i ,'rv i

,i.)lcald to thv! ( ilrimlwTm than tht% v.ctr to those 4,1 Svri., C tnd P-

4.1.6 Litinate Loa!-Deflection Relation-ship in Flexure. Expressions for ultinlate
derlcetiun uere developed 4Y setting up rationai expressions for the deflection. consider-
ing the beams to resposu, as tied arches- ad usinv the test data obtained in Reference2
to evaluate the constants in the expressions.

The yield deflection (60 is considered to consist of two components, the deflection
due tto deforrmation in the'concrete (be. and the deflection due to deformatiou ii, the
tensile steel f&oby.

Uy °cy " °sy

The uitimate defleetion (6y)tdeflection at maximum resisting moment) is also con-
sidered to (-resist of :wo owh componer.!s.

6'u - cu V Osu

The test data indicate that the deflections after yield are largely due to deformations
in the yielding tensle steel so the term 6cu is considered to be equal to o . Thus. the
ratio between the ultimate deflection and the yield defection can be approximated as

u ik '6 0"U - Sbeg~ (j b "Js

6y bcy ,Sy cy sy

If the deflection due to steel deformation is expressed as I ts, when F. is the steel
strain at midspan. the expression for 6,16y becomes

6u (cu - CBs)
-v 1 4 --- y (4.11)

6; ,-an be determine from the Equation 4.9. In terms of the tied-arch model shown in
Figure 4.7. it will be noted that 4 can be expressed as

II -Xl (4.12)ld

where A express the effect of the d-stribution of steel strains along the span and the
es;. -ice height tefflclent ax of the tied-arch model. The tebt data Indicating the effect
.1 . .. rciatiur. on renter deflection Aa; tudied. and it a. detcrinin- that A had

an average valet. 4f 0.8 with no regular variation apparent with either lid or 0. Thus.
the -'3nuc for3 beconic:.

.2-- 4.13)

The resulting expression for ultimate deflecuaon is then:
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u .2 d y- IM i4.14

The %ahue of t sv is kn.)wn from the properties of the reinforcing steel. The value of, .;u
is less well defined but, if a calculation .s made for the ultimate moment r-sistance of
the member, a value of t su co:nsistent with the assumptions made for ultimate concrete
strain and the character of the ultimate concrete stress block can be readily determinel.

d a
tsu :at u

Where: cu - the u!tlmate concrete strain

d the effective depth of the beam

a the depth of the concrete stress block

The determination of 6u with. the above equations requires a relatively conpetc
knowledge of the properties of the reinforcing steel, just as does the determination of
ultimate moment resistance. If a more hasty analysis is desired, the expression for
ductility factor given in Reference I gives relatively good results.

6 u i0
-- but less than 20

Table 4.5 compares the measure," '.v.tors 6,;/r,. (Reference ") with the corresponding
ratios computed from .quation 4.11 and 4.16. The method of loading used in the tests
described in Reference 2 confined the concrete in the compressien zones of the beams so
that ultimate concrete strains far in excess of the accepted average 0.004 in/in were
measured before failure. Thus the factors 6 u/oy are computed for 'u of 0.008 in the
concrete, a value recommended by the test personnel, as well as for the more usual
0.404. It is unlikely that a strait of 0.008 is safe to use for airblast or earth-pressure
loadings, but dynamic effects may permit a value higher than 0.004. It must be cautioned
that these relationships apply to flexural mode failures alone and will be unsafe if the
member falls in another mode at a value of resisting moment lower than that for n---,,,,
failure.

4.1.7 Effects of Ax-al Leads. In the laboratory, considerable effort is expended to
eliminate unwanted variables. One uf these is friction at the supports of a simply-
supported bean. However, this was not practicable in the field test of the slabs tested
under this project.

Brief consideration of the behavior of deep reinforced-concrete members will indicate
that there is a tendency toward out%,as,4 translational motion of the member at the supports.
This tendency is obviouF if the men,.-r in c,,nsiSered to behave as a tied orch. T-hat 's.
there most be an outward luteral motion at the supports for stress to develop in he tension
tie. This stress car bc shown to exist if it is aisumed that the member is responding
ir pure tiexure., so long as the elastic neutral axis is above he geometric centroid of the
concrete.

In addition, the slabs tested under this project were set fush with the surface of the
gruind so that the soil (sand) came into contact with the ends of the slabs. As the shock
wave passed o,er t! ; target area it loa.ed the sil surrounding the structures a$ well as
the structures themselves. These pressures, undoubtedly, were transmitted throogh tie
soil loading the teat members axially.

S 2
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Thus, thiL slabs of Project 3.6 expericnced loading similar to that indicated in F: ;ure
•1.8, where the supports are rtpresented ae cencentrated loads. Consideration ",ill 'X:
given to the effect of tinite support dimensions later.

The exact nature of the laterai pressure exerted as a function of 4cpt in the &oil is not
known. The load distribution shown in Figure 4.8 is only all assumed distribution which
in based on the following reatsoning. The soil adjacent to the ends of the slAb is iigh!y
compressible rqlative to the slab and its supports. and it is envisioned that there was a
relative motion of the soil down with respect to the end of the slab. permitting tCe over-
pressure to at against the end of the slab at the top. This. of course, would result in
relatively higher pretore acting agai.st th c nd of the sI1ls on iic side toward g:'tuui
,.ero and relatively less on the side away from ground zero due to reflections in the one
case and vortices in the other. However, because the depth of the slab exposed by this
motion is not great these differences have been ignored.

In previous IDOD tests it has been established that. for depths of cover up to about 10
feet in most soils, there is ome attenuation of vertical pressure with depth for long-
duration pulses aleference 15). Because the depths of interest here are less than 10 feet
and because the lateral pressure developed b- the weight of the soil is insignificant com-
pared to tht. uvurpressure. it has been assumed that the lateral earth pressure at the depth
of tie foundat;n is a c'nstant function of the instantaneous value of the o-eprzaaure at
the surface of the ground. In previous tests, the latera' earth p.,. ures at such depths
were found to be as low as 15 percept of the surface pressure in ;. e. well-co.npacted.
silty soils and as high as Wit percent for porous, well-saturated soils. For purposes of
computation iater in this report, it will be assumed that the value of the lateral pressure
acting a; the depth of the footings is 35 percent of the surface pressure.

The wanner In which the iater-l pressure varies with depth from a value equal to the
side-on averprossure at the top of the slab to 35 percent of that value at the bottom of the
slab is unknown.. A linear variation with depth has been assumed.

Flexure. In practice, the effect of combined bending and axAial loads, whether con-
centric or eccentric, on the fiexural strength of reinforced concrete members is best
determined by means of an interaction diagram. Such a diagram. Figure 4.41*1, f- t-
elastic. homogeneous. isotropic material is based on the equation o€ superposition:

f o Pe
A Z

Where: f the stress in. the extreme fiber

P the value of the axal load

A the area of the member

Z the section modulus at that section

it th- =iai *,;Ad .: concentric and there a, w ,o ocher morneaa-producing loads appised
to the .mber:

P,- A f

Conversely, .f there is no axial load apl.ied:
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Dtviding Eitiation 4.17 by f
p M
I" M.

Thus. the interaction diagram for a wm:inber of an iteal material ib .. itraight I[ape.

Notice that. as shown, the diagram is dimensionless.
If the materia! %wre aisotropic, such that its strength in tension -Arc hzif as trv Igi:

in compression, the inteactiop diagranx would 'K- as sho-n in Figure 4.jfl,. ha -l:-fer-

ence 16 for further discussion.
Two interaction expressit;ns for the flVxural capacities of under-rma::forced vi.ncr',:

members subiected to axial loa;J andl bendring were develGped it, Refererce I 7. That for
yield moment is only approximate ard is conbervative cs indicated in Figure 4.1,1. The
theoietical interaction line for yielo morrent, shown as - dashed line. intersects the iine
for ultimate moment at the balance point. The expression for ultimate moment tmapacity
is exact if U- vaiues 41 the constants k, k ;. k3 . and k are known, exactly for a given
section. These expressions are:

For yield moment,

J X Z .. rf . W P c k 0k -d f

For ultimate mromen

%k
?alk M I L (4. 40k N

bd2 V lxi- kfk 'bdfrj- ~ 3  Xr

%here: Id ultimate flexural resisting capacity

Mdy flexural yield capacity

M 0  ultimate fexurai C '.pcity with no axial load

fie-uri viaid capitev with no axial load
4Y0

N =W ~In'a-!
', - compressive %!rengh of the concrete

f. yield-point strcsm J tf c reinforcement

b - sidth of section

d - effective depth of tensile reinforcement
W d .. r " .-f'h.lhr In the- t-wnlroid of tw iensile veel

k; ratio o a: ea of the concr-t.e stress block to area of Oe enclosing rectangle

k, fra-tio, of depth of the corrpressive zone to the resuh-int of the cornpres-
sive forces in the concrete

k3 ratio of maximum compressive stress in the concrete to the cylindcr
strength PC

S: "f 4epth of comp essixon zone to cffectie depth

q - rcinforcing index (i .-)

S 4
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"li'vznai In,.r-,ti..iJ, diagrams for mezbers tested Lnder Prqu-et :i.,; ate II h'.i '.;'
j.' I. N';e that these dizgrarn sr,. rNt d;rrinetwnai.mse.s. ant that the :e,rezac in niomt -

Itei stng e..cpaciti with incresin c .xia! lo] is very Marre fir thec deper r-miem r "Ah.-

U6a A relatively ti', perectage of reinf,-rcing stee.

Fur thes, two diagrams the enitfss ilure ",he fro. P ta ifa) a-surred to It
a straight I-ne because the flexural failure itm from Pb to M V is -! prinmary Interest. In

fa.t. the .rapresior Uilure !-e ,%vuld b- sligh1!% convex upward. iWith .%erte pzei'ar-d

taking rrmer, ts at the geom-tric -entruh. tif the c(oncrte, using sttatc 'aul-, PIr the

strengths of the material.
Slita r-Cinpresslon. Rca3iVy iv:el is known ;:bout tr. -faf's if -_- .

the s-hear-eompresson strength of reinforced -concrete beams even -dert static hrad:ng.
!n Iteference 17. testa i f 20 simply supp-rted b-eam.; rAer a single eonce.ntrated oaJ arc

reported, W without 1xial ied aral I0 with an axial lyad. Those 1aeams ted Atth axta'

loads were identical to those without. except for miner variatiowla in cont,-:, t strengti.

The variables we. san leng'h and teel percentage son'! two %ere used. t.ilei and
(1.0333L The spun lengths ranged from 52 to 132 itches. It was ro'tAJ that the axial Wad

inereas-- the Shear-ct-mpress.am strength more than the diagonal-tension srength. Th"

increaise in str#enfh "as large, f-r shorter beams tIhas, for 'Iter ones.
Thsts of 24 fa ame m.-mbers under conubiued uniform lateral loads giod axial ifx+4.e zre

rep)ortedi in IFelerene It. The variables were span ,ength. depth. steel percentage. and

concrete .- rezgth. These tests were a cortunuation of a long-range program to determine
the efkct of an axial load or. I' '. - ngth in shear of reinfilrecd-onc-ete richnbe's.

Reference 1 states that an attempt was made to imer;pet the results of thefe and previous

tests by means of a semiratimal approach using principal stress theories but that. owing

to the complexity o; the proliem and the ine-ret uncertainties involved. an empirical

.uproach was used inatead. ft was recognized that the emptrical approach has the dis-
advantage that the derived e xpressions may not be applicable for values of variables out-
side of the range of those from which the expressions were derived.

Further. it was decided to use the cracking load as a measure of the useful capcitlL

of a given member. Several reasons were given for this decision Pteferenc !I:
I. Many of :he members tested, especially those having the larger a4&us. tatied at

the crcJking load i4efined as the load at which irclind cracks are formntd.
2. AlthUgh some members were able to carry appreciable loads beyond the cracking

load, it was ,ot possible to develog reliable methods of predicting this additional eapacitv.
3. In all c-zes, the degree -f damage to the member. as jufged 115 its 3ppearance

and ti e nature and width -i the inclined cracks, was considerable -hen the cracking load
was reaahed0 even though addi;iaoal capacity might be available.

4. The use of ultimate r-ther than cracking load would require the use of dhifferent

expressions for shear cat |cltv fi;r -- rt .ladit.ff in r"'-- .p--i"- - -

tensicm.

As pn-viously noed. deeper meners $-bjected to mniformly distributpd kads have
• nsidcrabie capaci:v be. ond the cracking io; d. and !, - fail ;, ag'-al tenzljn. Thus

I;! use of the exprtssios derived would be very ,onservative when ap)lied to the slabs

tested in Pro;ect 3.4;. Farther. while the third and fourth reasons above are logical Aien

applied to the convention.zl structures ior which they were developed. the amount oi dam-
age acceptable in protective constrution might be considerabl) greater than thtt consider-

eJ aept-t1abse 't, normtal structures. Under these c.ru nmtatces !?! - d . 'Vri.p t f :-

sp.cifc expre.-sion for the shear compresiu'r strength of a deep nriber lubitewd t,,

axial l.%3d %-xilu be highly desirable.
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In any event. the expressions dvriv.-d in ll:rence 1I for thy c'rfs;. ; a.,'i; rt
,:s#fu, and arc given Welow.

F-.r mcne!,trs under uniform !fxd:

Si-.f-S • ulOni 12 N. " c
7 "d ) 4.0 " ) 4.21 h

For members under coreentrated load:
8V 0.;414 ,, ill12- N V -c

'C bd -5 4.7 a d)

Where: v, the nominal unit shearing stress computed at the supp)rts for simpiy
supported members and at the point of c.intrafiexure for framed
members

Vc  value of the reaction at the cracking load

b width of the beam

d effective depth of the beam

-c pcrerntage of ,e~r reinforcement

N a.%1a Icad

a hemr span

Equations 4.21 and 4.22 hold for a considerable range of %.;ues of thc variables:
concrete etrengths from 2.500 to 6.0G00 psi; steel ratios from 0.67 to 3.36; ritios of
simply supported span length to effective depth from s.2 to 15.5 (in Equation 4.21. and
ratios of shear span to effective depth of 2.0 to 6.0 ir. Equation 4.22

In summary, tle existence of an axial load increases the shear-compresson strength
of deep members of reinforced concrete. This iaereaz c is probably due to the lowering
of the neutral axis and consequently the lowering of the ultimate beigit of the inclined
crack. However. no definitive expression for thiC increase in strength has been
developed.

Expressions have been developed for the cracking load which are useful primartly
because the existece of an inclined crack is required for both shear-compression ad
shear-anchorage failures.

Snear-Anchor*ge. .1he Afect of the iateral pressu.e transmitted through t.
soil Ga the shear-anchorage strength of a deep mem'er may be evaluated roughly from
Figure 4.12(a). Taking the sum of the horizontal forces or. either free body formed by
a ilure plane just above the level of the reinforcing stctl, the average shearing stress
on tae failure plane may bo computed to be

C-11 -
bi '0 . _' - --.a ," * 0.bd' ) bc - 0.Sd'i

This expressi'- is cssentially the same as Enuation 4.5. Thus. because the vertical
--ad required to produce 3 givels stress in the steel is increased by the axial load. the
vertical ioad required to produce a shear-anchorage failure would be increased
accordingly.

From Figure 4.12lt,, the effect of friction at the supports tw. the shear-anchorage
s!rength of a A .-. menber would appear to be neglhg.bie. Taklinj th- sum of the lPnri-
zontal forres on the free body above the failure plane it is apparent that the value of th
avera- shearing stress of, the section is determined I*- the value of the compressive
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firce C. The value -f this force prKlured by the verticalh :iptlied lfds is onhv
r-daxce.d by the existence of the Hiction force due to - light increast: ;n the !cv-r .rir. l
!he interna! resisting couple 6- c.. the centroid of the t-wo forces T and efV i: ,-viol 'I

This approach is obvi:usy oversimplified in that xp consideration was given to the
effect of the axial loads on the cracking strength of thr menmber .r to the effect :.of tI.e
axial loads on the location of the crack. iEquatie s 4.21 and 4._2 may I)-- used. as appro-
priate, to determine whether inclined eracks would have formed at some cr;:ical momd.nt
such as the yield moment- If so, then the member mat- be anialyzed fir i.- shear-
anchorage strength as previosaly imdicated.

Bond. From consideration ,f Equation 4.6 and the basic phenomenon of bo.,_ tt
would appear that the elect ol axial loads on the bond strength of a member is directly
related to the total value (if the axial load. Whet)her the member is considered a beam or
a tied arch the expression T - C - P - cfV is applicabie. Thus the total force in the
steel cT, is reduced by the existence of axial loads incre-tsing the vert;"., load requiced
to produce bond failure proportionally.

Bea ri ng. From statics, the existence of axial loads would appear to have no effect
on. the bearing strength of the member. That is, the nontinal unit compressive stress in
the concrete below the reinforcing steel is unaffected y the existence of an a !ia! d.
However. the lateral preseure wuAdd serve to confine the concrete at the support in that
direction atrd might raise the bearing strength of the memrber thereby. Most bearing
failures in static tests consist of a spalling or snearing off of the corner of the member
at the support. The failurp r' is roughly diagonal and does not intersect the tension
steel. The exact contribution of the c- -fining pressure ear...t be determined from the
data available fre- this test program but may be consideraoic tReference 19).

4.1.8 Effect of Finite Support Dimensions. Normally. 2-Sen computing the moment
at a section in a sim4my supported member, the supports artu assumed to be point supports.
in a labortory the supports are designed so that this aunsu'Wion is valid. That is. the
bearing plates are supported on rockers or rollers and the elective span is the dist.-w-
between the lines of -ontact between the bearing plates and the rockers or rollers.

In actual structures, the effective span of a simply supported mem'. ' _-- --.
to be the ciear span. lowever. this asumption as not strictiy correct. Ignoring the
effect of the deflections on the distribution of stresses at Oe supports, the effect of the
finite support dimension on the moment at any vtetion may be determined by consider-
ation of Figure 4.13. Tamnb moments at midspen. the morent at the center -glec.;ng
tUe support dimension 1s:

Ur pblI?

The correction due to the u.ameuion ,i the support is-

Thus the total moment at the center is:

tmo-ever. -f an effective *pan -f 1l 1 c is assumed:'

II 1
Uc pb ' tt -l 2 1 ,.24)
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If it is :is.uniccl that the distribution of bearing stress is uniform., 1h- u'rrow n
using Equation 4.24 is:

F~or c ,I 1

100 10u)
Error 100------ - - o8 pereent

Whereas for the sante assumptinns the error involved ili uising Eiei Clear spanl is:

Error Io Oil 12226.7 percent
12

The error involved in using the clear span is not only much greater but is also onl thle
unsafe side.

It.2 EFFECTS OF TIATE OF LOADING ON MATEP.1ALS PROPERTIES

1.2.1 Reinforcinrg Steel. A series of tests, both .tatic and dynamic, was nraarP" to
determine the physical properties of the reinforcing steel used in proiect slahbs. Tl-
tails of these tests and an evaluatir )f tne results obtained from thcxw may be founui
Appencwx B3.

In the dynamic, or high-] -ad-ratt. series of tests, Aforts were made to use a loading
function (stress versus time) whic% was si .tilar to that which acted on the reinforcing in
tL~e field-test slabs. It is believed that this object-'.e was achieved. Four specimens
were tested, for which yield occurred in 4 to 5 msec from the beginning of loading. with
the loadine. increasing whiIa thi. vield w;as occurring. Dynamic analyses of the field-test
slabs indie..te that the yield point of the steel in these slabs was achieved, for those which
yielded, in timez; ranging from about 1.5 to 3 msecs. It is believed th-4 the !aboratory
test data can be ireliua:y oxtrapolated for this iimited range.

The meas6, eel upper yield stress versus time from start of loading to yield is plotted
in Figurp .x Beec-use thle data on the response obtained from the field tests are ex-
trerrely limited. -' seemed easonable. on the basis of the laboratory tests, to use a
unifortr cynan ic-yielu level ol 63 ksi for all computations of the resistance of the
field-tee, slabs.

4.2 2 Concrete. It .- . we!lI known that econcrete dizl;*, -ys a timen-dependent response.
Withn to u ualrrge of bu-.cajit.J ctuuL. . A. r716A.e..:r~r, alld I~ .i: -L. p

Sconcrete are only slmtiU Sensitive to variations 0' the rarte of straining; however, a
H-r),e increaoe it, strain rat(- may iouble the cornpress.-.- strength.

Vf efL..t 'Ie 5ittrain rat,:~ oi' tho 1ruimpressi.u. -itrengdoz, of ecus-i--c --t:er -,
sh jwn in Figure 4.15 WFtgure 2 of Reference 20). Reference 20 notes Lhat the data of
ti-ree bepurate investigat(ans are presented in the figure, but .1really satisfactory base
itr comparison is la~kin6 becaus-- of differ,;Penc, in cylinder sizes and methods of deter-
m~ining straining rat ;s. Vcwcver, these latter differences arc of little significance inl
-oayin'twf I5 I ,.'eutly difierenit stroinilig rates. For some 010':tnin. h

effect of the stressing rati, on the compressive strength of concrete ma) be used morL
conven'. Yv. Thle results (if work ion, by several tilvestigalors is summarized in Figrure
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1 of Reference 210, which is reproduced aa Figure 4.16 in this reporl.
The question remains as to wheher this data is applicable to the compressive strength

A :.-oncrete in flexures. There is little published data on the effect of the rate of loading
on the flexura! strength of concret-, an.; it deals with unreinforced beams which failed in
tension. The data indicates that, over the range of stressing rates applied, the effect of
stressing rate on the tensile strength of concrete in flexure is the same as the ef' Ct of
stressing rate on the compressive strength of concrete cylinders. Specifically, n the
range of stressing rates of I to 1.00 psi/sec. the compressive strengt"- andI modulus of
rupture both vary directly with the loga-ithm of the rate of stressing. Hlowever, the rate
of stressing of interest is on the order of 10 psi, see. The effect of the rate of stressing
,"i the uompressive strenogiths of cylinders deviates from this logarithmic relationship be-

yond that point, but there is no data on the'.effect of the rate of stressing on the modulus
of rupture for stressing rates in excess of 1,000 psi/see.

For purposes of analysis in this report, it is assumed that Figures 4 15 and 4.16 define
the effect of straining and stressing rates on both the compressive and tensile strengths
of concrete in flexure as wtLil as on the strength of the beams in bearing.

The effect of straining rate on the modulus of elasticity of concrete has been investi-
gated extensively in Reference 21. in the range of straining rates of from less than 1 in,
in-sec to more than 106 in, in-see. In impact tests described in Refqrence 21 it was found
that the "mouulus of elasticity of each of the concretes increased significantly with the
rate of application of the load. The secant values of the dynamic (impact) moduli were 12
to 47 percent gr ater than the -*tie values for weak concrete and 7 to 33 percent greater
for strong concrete." The secant moC:'li for both static and dynamic tests were deter-

mined using 0.9 PC and 0.3 to 0.6 P C Reference 20 suites: "The higher rates of stress-
ing produced a greater increase in the modulus at loads of 0.9 Vc than at 0.5 to 0.6 PC.
due probably to greater creep during the static test at the higher load. "

If it is assumed that the strain at which failure occurs (in uniaxial compression tests
of cylinders) is constanz regardless of the straining rate, and that the shape of the stress-
strain curve is the same for static and dynamic loading, it can be sh-'wn that the effect of
straining rate on the compressive strength and the modulus of elasticity should be the
same. However, this is not the case. The effect of strainlng rate on the. ......
strength of the concrete is greater than the effect of the straining rate on the modulus of
elasticity, indicating that the shape of th stress-strain curve is different under different
rates of loading.

The probable change in sha~m of the stress-strain curve is indicated in Figule 4.17.
The value of the modulus of elasticity prcbably approaches the value of the initial tangent
modulus as the straining zate is increased, resulting in a linear relationship between
stress and strain up to the maximum compressive stress attained for very rapidly applied
siramn. The shape of the compreasive-stress block at the ultimate moment in a heam
failing in flexure would be detei nine,t approximately hy tha: vahe of strain mah:x .a.,
mizes !he ratio of the area under the gtress-strain curve to the area of the enclosing
rectangle.

Too Nitle is known abcut the prop%,:tie3 of concrete undier "arious strain rates to
permit the determinatien of the value of ultimate concrete strain in dynamic flexure.
Thus, for purposes of analysis, it was assumed that the ultimate strain in compression
is a constant 0').6,04 in,'in) and that the value of the compressi',e force (C) is defined by the
expression ,Eei Reference 2):

G - k, k3  bkd (4.25)
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Where:. hs a coefficient expressing the ratio (if the area ot the stress block to that o
the enclosing rectangle

k3 - a factor depending on the stressing or straining r/ate :nd obtainud from

Figure 4.14I or 4.15

fV, the standard cylind,.r strength

b %idth of the compi ession zone
U

e t
U (Ul ts

1.3 DYNAMIC BEIIAVIOIR OF DEli' ONE-WAY SLA?3

L.3.1 Natural Perid of Vibration. For the same reasons that caused the deflections
predicted bv normal-beam theory to le in error for deep cencrete members (the high
value of vertical strerses relamie to the horizontal bending stresses and the inapplica-
bility of the normal assumptions such as t)atne sections remaining planel, the usual
equations for beams cannot be expected to yield correct values of natural periods of vi-
I.Lration for deep cent-rete members. The deflection IS) and the natural period ITI can be

elated in a form .f the following expression:

T - 2 :C -ik

Where: 6 s the ,tion of a specified point in the beam under the action of the dead-
n..,.- loads acting on the beam

C = an arbitary constant depending on the location of the point at which deflection
is measured

g gravity constant

It should be noted that the error in period is less severe than the error in deflection,
because the period is a function of the square root of the deflection.

For the reasons s.ated above, it was decided tha: the best period values for the deep
one-way slabs could be determined by use of the yield-deflection expression developed
from the tests of deep concrete members tReference 2). This expression was developed
in Reference 2 and is repeated below for convenience:

it!
Center deflection ....... (/"rd)

- -01.o (/dl f 0.22 1i,c.• 0-,
Mherc a -

".- .Pressiona %ere used to d-fine the stiih ss of each me.,tbei foc voirnputation
ut the longest natural period by Rayleigh's method Illeference 22.

For free vibration of an undamped system. the maximum potential energy must equal
the maximum kinetic energy. PE max - KE max. The potential and kinetic energies
were computed by a -suming the deflected shape to be the deflectior, due to the distributed
weig!;t of the bea . and 6., and o q to be the center deflection and qa. rter point de-
flection respectively under this load: From use of Simpson's rule for approximate
integrat"
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1'P.ma x w/i 12' ,tsc , 4csq I

K! m \ " (2 'T)z w,g 1 12 (' sc • 4 s"

Bv equaling I'L max to KEi max, the equation for the longest natural period bt-vomes

S sc 4usqg'~2f 1("sc " 4sq)  (4.2C,)

An evaluation of the deflection data obtained from the C series of Reference 3 reval-
ed that the nuarter-point deflection was approimatply 0.5;6 of th,. ,'ter el'lee.Lti-.
There was no consistent variation in this relationship with l'd. ,5, or PC. Thus.
equation 4.26 can be written as;

T T 2zr s (4.27)

A reasonable lower limit for the ratio of the quarter-point deflection to the center de-
flection is 0.5. and a reasonable upper limit, 57/80. The difference between the periods
computed ubilag tilat- two liinlitz, in less than 10 percent. Therefore. Equation 4.27 was
used to determine the iundamental period of the one-way slabs tested under this project.

As an indication of the error irvolved in defining the deflection curve by means of
center and quarter-point deflections only. consider a simply supported, prismatic beam
vibrating in the flexural mude. i't,e quarter-point deflection is 157, 80) 6 we. Therefore.
from Equation 4.26:

TaT xJ0.7876sc

whereas, the exact expression for fundamental period of such a beam is:

T a 2z/ O.'78 8 6sc

g

Thus, the error resulting from the assumption that the deflected shape may be defined by
the center and quarter-point deflections only is not great.

4.3.2 Equivalent Single-Degree-of-Freedom System. The equation of motion for al
undamped single-degree-of-freedom (SDF/ system like that shown in Figure 4.18 can be
found by solution of the dynamic equilibrium equation:

my - ky- x) - p (4.28)

Where: m the n abs of the system assuming the spring tu be massiess

Y the acceleration of the mass

k the stiffness of the spring

y the displacement of the mass

x - tle displacement of the foundation

p exterral force applied to the mass
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5ulI)tr t iting ni IT C .1ch SidC a;J 4-11(ot1g t, I . X. Yi'elds

inti - ku p - m,

S.kt'i-nW T 2. I--'vr and assuming that p and are single-valued lunctions .t till,-. owc
Solitio)n --f Equation 4.2!9 is

A p Vo
u k T k

2, 7 t' bil l ( I - *;. .

T)
t*, initial timei

initial resistane. k l,,

r~o  k ,i ,)r k titnes the Initial relative velocity

"Iit, solution may l) expressed il ; :-is ,if i',alle" ii- ais:

r A sin h-I'/T t- a u- p- m.

where r ku and the other terme -;-e as previously defined.
To use an equivalent SDF system for the test slabs, the mss. reistance. load, spring

constant, displacement. and stored energy of the SDF system must be expressed as
functions of the mass, resistance, applied load, spring constant, displacement. and
stored energ, of the slab. The dynamic characteristics of the two systems must ;C 'lie
same. This is accomplished by equating the periods of the slab and the SDF system.

The selection of parameters of the SDF systems used for dynaniic analysis of the
project slabs was as follows:

SDF System Slab

Period. T 2' 7 T - 2 g S
k Igi 5.4 4 6'sq

8M
Resistance, r ku r -

Forc:ng function, P p incident overpressure

Leflection, u V C' rntCr dei-econ reiai,,- tv .iqwt!rt.-,

[lase distu&'!)ance, i i of slab footings R - acceleration of blab footings

!..ass, M e  .m m mass of slab/unit area

Kinetic energy, KEe  1/2 m, (6z KE 1/12 mbl' 0 .

Potential energy, PE, 1/2 ru PE - 1,12 rb/' (6c  
4oq;

'The s,!..-ript e den-ite at -quivalent parameter.
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With the use of these relations, the defection or resistance of !he SDF sys vm at wo:v
time can Lbe converted into corresponding slab deflections or cen:er moment.

One important stress function of the slab is not described by the SDF model, this ,s
the slab reaction. It is riot consistent with the remainder of the analysis to use 1 2 rbi
as the value for the slab reaction. Zonsidering the forces sho%n acting on the slab in
Figure 4.19 the value of the Reaction V can be determined b taking moments about the
centroid of the inertia-force distribution. For a trapezo'da! distribution of .nertia forces
with f,- o.56o c . the location of the centroid. R, is o.:M3/' . For a scond-d.gree
parabolic distrib.tion, R is 0.31!' . Taking R as 0.3311 . the equation for V jecz'meb:

V b/' if.12p - 0.38 r) 14.:"!1

In order to represent slab behavior after yi" • o.e modification of the S)F systeir
is required. The factor of primary importance is the change in moment-teflection ratio
for the slab which requires a change in k. the sring stiffness, for th,. SDF system. Itc-
cause r for the slab converts directly to r for the SDF system, and 6. for the slab ;s
equal to u for the SDF system, the conversion of the k value is simple to accomplish.
The value of me, equih'!nt mass, of the SDF system might also be altered to account
for the change in the det.. ,f"r'shape of the slab in pass ig from the elastic ra e to the
yield range However, because the change -f me, will not be great, it is convenicnt to
neglect it and thus be able to make d'reet use of response charts and rapid computational
methods such as those outlined in Reference 23.

4.3.3 Response to Applied Vertical Loading Only. To evaluate the order of magnitude
of the possible effect of the axial load and friction at the supports on the response of the
test slabs, each was analyzed first as though the only external force applied was the side-
on blast overpressure on the top surface of the slab. The original design calculations
and response predictions for these slabs were based on this assumption.

The forcing function for each station was obtained by considering the pressure records
for that station, pressure records obtained at nearby Stanford Research Institute Stations.

and the theoretical pressure-time curves of References 24 and 25. for the value of th;.
peak overpressure experienced at each station. Because the duratiun ui tne appiled load
was quite long compared to the fundamental period of the s.ibs, the slope of the decay
of pressure with time was represented by a straight line which appeared to fit the
measured pressure-time history best at the early stages of decay (initial tangent approxi-
mation).

Representations of the measured pressure-time curves for Stations 360.01 and 360.02
are shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.7. The simplified forcing functions used in al: subsequent
computations are shown in Figure 4.20.

Resistance fnetin q dpfinint:e l.x'irnl reapnm-. - ,arh - !a -,::_, rc .;; cs
fo!lows:

1. Yield moments were computed using Equation 4.1. A yield stress in the steel of
63 fsi was a suined, for reasons stated i -Section 4.2.1. . .32ta.;se the ultimate streafgth
ot the concrete is raised also by the rapid stressing rate, it was ar,sumed that the distri-
bution of ec..pressive stress in the concrete was linear at yield. Therefore, the moment
arm of the internal resisting couple is assumed to be that computed from tue elastic
the-wy.

2. Yicl'I eflections were computed from Eqtuatlor 1.9 us:.-, O. yield nionmen ''r.
puted above for M( (Tables 4.6 and 4.7).

1. Ultimate moments, i.e., that moment at which the concrete crushes in compression
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o r the steel ruptures. %%e- e I.t rnplte l ti -:n t-quation 4.2 after c.mputiln 1. !j an
iterative iethod ,'lbe 4.,.. The effects ;:f the rapid loading o(i the sore,4,tiis ,f the

steel and the concrete, and strain hardt.iing in the st(.el, were taken invj eonsileration.
The stress-strain relationship f.or the steei was assumed to Ix. bilinear as shown in
Figure 4.21. This assumption is believed to be justified by the fact that most of the
slabs had multiple layers of tension steel. A more refined assumption does not appear
to be warranted, because the different layers -f steel undoubtedly experienced different
stress stateS at the same time.

4. Ultimate center deflections were computed using Equation 1.14. Tht. dyananlie
yield strain (( !.. was assumed to be (.10(21 in, in. This is consistent with a dynamic
yield stress 'if 4t kst ayl was based or, the assumption that rapid loading has no effect
.n the modulus 4f elasticity of the steel. Values for the ultimate strain in the steel
were obtained from the computations fro the ultimate moment.

5. Finally. the resistance function was assumed to be linear between the three powts
defined by the origin, the yield resistance, and the ultimate resistance, as indicated in
Figure 4.22.

The flexural yield resistance of a given slab is given by the expression:8Xl V
r, I (4.33,

Where: ry the yield resistance, psi
My the yield moment as previt;usly computed. inch-pounds

b width of the slab, inches

P z the effective span length, inches

The effective span length for all computations was assumed to be the clear span plus
one support width.

Similarly, the flexural ultimate resistance may be computed as follows:
8MU

ru - ) R434

The slabs were analyzed by the rapid computational methods of Reference 23, using
the method outlined in Section 2.2.2 of the reference to accouat for strain-hardening of
the resistance function. The results of these calculations are shown in Tables 4.9 and
4.10, for Stations 360.01 and 36C.012, respectively, and are compared with observ-d crack
patterns. From these tables it is apparent that the computed response assuming only a
vertically applied biast load was far more sever in each case than the actual response
of the slabs. At Station 360.01, the computations indicate tiat 7 of the 15 slabs ihould
have failed and the remainder should have exhibited considerably more permanent de-
flection and cracking than they utJ

No slat, at Station 360.01 with a computed maximum response of less than 4.4 times
t'i, yield deflection was cracked. Slab 36-1, which did not have vertical reinforcing,
sudlered light inclined cracking, .4ereas its co.apanicn Slab 3t-.., w:Ii, verticas stir: zps.
did not crack, though it lad the same computed response of 6.5 yield deflections.

At Station 360.02, only Slab 11-1 (the shallowestl was computed to have failed, and it
suffered light cracking at midspan. Of those with computed responses of less than 6.6.
5 of 12 were ver. lightly cracked. Two with computed responses of 14 yield deflections

showed o.lv hgnt vertial cracking at midspan.
To .ummarize briefly, the observed response at each station was much less than that

)n...aed -by assuming that the only external force applied to each slab was the side-on
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overpressure on .tne top surface. This may be due, in part, to the assumption that the
uiimate strength of the reinforcing steel was not increased by rapid loading. l:Mever.
in the range of response of less than 5 yield deflections, the effect of this assumption 's
negligible. Thus, a slab having a predicLe4 failure should have shown at least tigns of
extensive yielding in the reinforcing steel and a residual deflection of 5 or mort yield
deflections.

4.3.4 Rebponse to Axial Loads. As discussed under Section .4.1.7, .t i believed that
the ends of the slabs were subjected to lateral earth pressure and that a fr;ction force
directed toward midspan was generated by the tendency of the h.,tvon! of th slh in mnove
outward at the supports. It is not possible to dctermai, the value of either force exc ly.
The assumption made under Section 4.1.7 regardiig the distribution of the soil-transmitted
pressure will be used here.

The support friction is even more complex, but for purposes of anaiyis it is assumed
that the force can be represented as the product of a coefficient of friction and the slab
reaction. Further, it is assumed that the coefficient of friction is a constant. Several
references give the static coefficient of friction of concrete on concrete as 0.6 to 0.70.
This is a limiting value-kh.. l.ic frictiuon ii, olihtly less than static friction and decreases
with time and the- relative velocity. Be,.use the exact value of the coefficient io -nknown
and because the previously mentioned values represent an upper limit, it was assumed
Ciat the coefficient of friction at the supports was 0.5.

As indicated in Eqtatioo -,..n 1r-e slab reaction is a functlen of tu-o variables: the
instantaneous overpressure, and the resistance (which was assumed to he a function of
deflection only). However, when axial loads are introduced, the force-deformation
relationship for a reinforced-concrete member is altered, as discussed urder Section
4.1.7. The iroment-resisting capacity is inc'eased significantly. Enouigh experimental
data is available on tests of beam-columns to make some rational allowance for the in-
fluence of these forces on members of normal dimensions, I. e.. span-deth ratios of
about 10. It is assumed that the same methods of analysis are applicable to these deep
members. That is, it is assumed that the forces involved may te resolved into an ax~al
force and a resisting moment at midspan, and that the resisting moment in te section is
defined by assuming a linear distribution of strain with depth at midspan 'Figure 4.23).

The classic definition of moment on a section is that moment taken about the centroid
or neutra. axis of the section. In a member of reinforced concrete, the transformed
area of the section changes with axial load. It is impossible to develop analytically a
closed-form expression for the moment about a changing axis; when the stress-strain
relationship for the material changes, the axial load changes with the moment and the
moment varies with time.

If the me . b -c.- m~.. 'f: .--.- g7 c~u. l|ntre- --.. e'ast:: : . 2, l=.c r,:.;stiqa

momert taken at nddepth would b a function of tht deflCetiU4 ur rotation of a piane
bectio,) at mlds.an, regardless of the value of the axial force. This is implied in the
equation for t'perposition 4.17). But, ot:.-".sly, thiz is Xa, for rcinforced-cconcrete
members; there is no depth at which the moment is a function of the angle change alone
rgardless of the value of the axial load, because a change in axial load changes the
cracked-section moment of inertia. As shown in Figure 4.24, the distance between tle
centrotds Gf te compressive and tensile forces changes wiW. the axial load, even though
the anglc 'i j.e w"-y be constant. This change in the moment armi in due to i;eiv.sic
behavior of the concrete and the fact that the location of the cer.troid of the tentile forcet
re:i.' ns constant. Therefore, the resisting moment computed at middepth decreascs
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gradually with increasing axial ]oad fur the saie angle d.ange at the s.ctui. For pu:
poses of these computations. however, it wil be ass,n -d that the resisting moment
Mr (figure -. 23) is a funtion of the deflection only and that it is defined . taking
moments at the geometric cntroid of the concrete. that is. at a depth o 0.51.

The texisterce of axial forces also affects the frequencv of vibration of a 6--am-colum i.
Assuming a span-depth ratio of atout six or more so that the vibration of the member is
primarily flexural. and rewriting Equation (d). page 375 of Refeience 26. it can be shOv.,
that

Wa I-' - cr/ :4.3

Where: . circular natural frequvncy of beam-column in fundamental mode

circular natural frequency of member in fundamental mod- with r.* axial
force acting

N axial force

~cr- critical buckliu- load in first mode

From equation 4.3o it ,. apparent that a compressive axiai force decreases the natural
fr-cquency of the member. However, a simple competation indicates that Ncr is about
100 timcs the axial load at the balance point for these test members. Thus the effect of
the axial lo.-d as expressed in Equation 4.35 is negligible.

An axial load also affects the frequency of flexural vibration of a reinforced-concrete
member by inhibiting cracking and thus stiffening the member. Consider the term w
from Equation 4.35:

F71 14.36,

Where: 1' - effective span

E = -nodilus of elasticity

I moment of inertia about the bending awis

p z mass per unit length

Under axial load the cracked moment of inertia of a reinforced concrete beam is i-
creased while all other terms of Equation 4.3G remain essentially constant. Calculations
for members of this test series indicate that the increase in cracked moment of inertia
duc to an axial load esjulvalen." to that at the balnce point for each member is on the order
ef 50 percent. Thus, the maximum pomsible effeut consistit with flexura: r:spo;.- :-
creases the ratural circular frequency of the member about 22 percent.

While the preceding expressions apply only to members with span-depth ratios of
al-.,4,t six or more, the Indications are that the effect of the axial lcads on the periods of
•ibraton may be ignored widiout introducing a very large error. This would be es..cially
true If the maximum value of the axial force were small compared to the value of the
axial load at the balance point. For values of axial loads subsequently computed, the
effect Is to Incre'.t, the periods by less than 10 percent.

The frequercles of the members tested, as computed ir Equation 4.27. quite probahi
are not p-,"arate to within * 10 percent. so modifications of theni based on the pre.ving
cor ! ".ttions are not warranted.
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Also. the rise time of the appiiL-d pressure pulse is unly -bout '.!i tg -. 4 fit the
ccrmputed 1wri-dis. Consideratiort oi the bpectra of maximuni displacement 1Fik-ure 4.1'
of Reference 22) resulting from forcing functions of the t pe shown in Figure 4.20 leads
to the conclusion that period changes on the order of t 10 percent dc not signifi(antly
change the maxinmum response of the structure.

in view of all the precedirg considerations. it was decided that analyses of the response
(if the slabs would be based on the following simplifying assumptions: '!) vertical forcing
functions were as shown, in Figure 4.20, 12) earth-trasmitted axial f-rc,- was as shown
in Fig-ire 4.8. that is, the shape of the force was trapezoidal, with the pressufe a function
of the ir.i-far.-eous side-on overprefsure at the surface. !;) friction force at t.# SzppOrts
was equal to half 4I the instantaneous value :.f the reaction; :4i internal resisting moment

in the slab was a fnction of the deflection at midspan only; and (5) effect of the axial loads
or the periods of vibration of the slabs was negligible.

Referring to Figure 4.23. it is now possible to define the elastic beh.Avior of the slab.
Ignoring rotatory inertia;

N CfV G 14.37)

Taking moments ct the intersection of centroid of the inertial forces and the friction
force cfV, .ad assuming elastic deflections are so small that they do nx affect the
moment arms of the forces invol 'eM:

V 1,1' ". , 11 . tu.04 p)-0.o8 1 4.38)

10.33 I' -0.2Sh )

Where: b width of siab. inches

11 effective length of slab. inches

r instantaneous value of resistance, psi

p instantaneous value of the overpressure, p.1

11 instantaneous value of the axial load due to latera; earth nr.-
(P -.)03.) bit; poundb,

h depth ,f slab, inches

The instantaneous value of the resistance of the slab, r. may be determined from a
solution of the differential equation of motion of the equivalent SDF system under the
appropriate forcing function. For example, ignoring the base disturbance and assuming
an undamped system, the equation of motion for the one-way slabs at Station 36.02 is

me 'For o f t t 4.39)
?nocY * k9 ProPr t* • IOo t t

Where: me equivalent mtss of the system

- - mas acceleration

k - equivalent spring stiffness

W mass displacement

Pi peak overpressure
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td  duration of pressure pulse

Solviag Equation 4.39 for the deflection -'f tne slab %hile the force is acting on the
struetures:

I ,1 t )
Y'Y 1 l- s in 2 a

Nhere: y center deflectior of the slab, inches

V cerzt-r deflection of slab under Pm acting as a static load, inches

td- duration of presture pulse, seconds

T fundamental perind of slab, seconds

I *~
t

21 rd/T

T. b 'bain r, :1 is necessary only to multiply both sides of Equation 4.40 b; k. Thus:

r P, [ - - sin -2=t T - C 1 ,4.41)
(i d

Solving Equationts 4.41. 4.1 4 .- -t discrete intervals of time. it is possible to
obtain instantaneous values for Mr and N which may be p:otted on an interaction diagram.
The yield moment It. is then obtained from the intersection of the trace of these %-Alues
with the yield line of the interretion diagram. In the preparation of the interaction dia-
grarts for this step of the analysis. tMe effect of the rapid loading ;:ate on the strengths
of the concrete and the tensile steel were taken into consideration as discussed under
Section 4.2- Specifically, the yield point of the steel was assumed to be 63 ki, the tlti-
mate strain in the concrete was assumed to be 0.004. and the v-alue of the compressive
force in the concrete was computed by Equation 4.25.

Typical results of these computaUons are shown in Figures 4.25 anti 4.26. TI- -
putations indicate that tbe tensile steel would not hAve yielded in most of the menbers
under the assumed leading conditions. For Slab 44-4. which was computed to have failed
if vertical loads only were actng ITable 4.9), Filrure 4.26 s.ows that the effect of the
axial load (under the assumptions listed above? would be so g-eat as to prevent yieldirg
of the tension steel at midspan.

New resistance functions were prepared for each slab with vlue' of yield Moments
otained from the graphical solutions. Again, assuming that ,he axial forces do not affect
the stiffncsscs of !'e '-,-.i,-ld tt-f!artions were computed 'A multiplying ,he yield
deflection obtained from .Luation 4.9 by the ratio of the yield mnmert otA-Aacd ft,--. :4'

interaction 4 .gram to !he yield moment computed by Equation 4.1.
S, iw ultimate .. men: may he obtained from the interaction diagram, also. However.

because the yield moment approaches the :ltima:te moment as the axial load is increased.
the new resistance functions were assumed to be plastic beyond the yield point. The re-
spinse of each slab was again comptited by rapid techniques. The re-ults of these com-
Notations are shown in Tables 4.11 and 4.12.

As previv'isly .' :s-d, many assumptions were mre to permit th.-se analyses.
There were no experimrntal data obtained to confirm or deny the validity of the assump'
tions. T - only response data obtained consisted of the vord and picture descripions
of .osible crack patterns and the residual deflection data. which were not conclusive
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at all. li,,tAV.a, thlt' rusultb 44 tiw coMputations indica!e thtt the effvet of axi-i goa:-,.
if they existed, would be to increav" the strengths of the siabs marked!y.

if the ffect of the axiai forces M the yield resistances of the blabs is ignored1 and 11
is assumed that the periods of the slabs at Statin 360.01 were equal tu the rise time of
the applied pressure pulse (reducing the amplification factor for maximum response to
1.0). I of the slabs still should have exceeded their respective yield deflections Inl 6
of these .ould have failed in flexaire. Thut, errors in period computations alune cannot
acco-Ant for theo discrepancies that exist between predicted and observed res,-nse.

A brief study of Tables 4.11 and 4.12 reveals that the effects of an earth-transmitted
axtal force ar2 frctipn at the suppons tend to bring the compute-d aid observed respomse
into line except for Slabs 20-1, ?8-1. -2, and -3 at Station 36(i.ot and Slab H.-1: 1
Station 360.02. In these cases. the periods of the -!abs are greater and the depths of
the foundations !ess than the others at the same station. Any grouno motion induced by
the airblast passing over :be surface wauld undoubtedly have had a great-r effect on the
initia! response of these slabs than on the others. The effect of base disturbances in
general is discussed under Section 4.3.5.

4.3.5 Effects of Base Distura-nce. The iotet onditions at Stations 20.01 andJ
360.02 indicate that large vertical round ac.elurations must have occurred during the
passage of the shock wave. The final elevation of the gromd surface at Station 360.0!
was 7 feet below the presbot elevation while that at Station 360.02 was 1/2 f[ot lower than
the prehot elevatior. The r- *h-, a base disturbane may have a significant effect on
the response of a structure is well known, but it cannot be clearly estabilshed what t.hat
effect might be without detailed knowledge of the aerleration as a function of time.

This fact was recognized during the planning stages of this project. Provisions were
made for the installation of accelerometers on the slab foundations. Unfortunately. the
records rom tese accelerometers; wet e completely 3biiterated through leakage of sea-
water into zhe sages. As a result, the only indications avaiLtble of the acceleraticn-time
behavior of the slab foundations came from the Project 1.8 records of accelerations at
Stations 180.01 aid 180.02.

The data available from Project 1.8 include horizontal and vertical !t,' u m....ol
soi! at a depth of 10 feet and verticstl accelerat'oas at a depth of I-foot in the soil. Station
180.01 was located at a range of about 170 feet greater than Station 360.01 and Station
180.02 was located at a range of about 44 feet greater than station 360.02. It is believed
that this data does not justitfy uetailed computations of the effects of base disturlance cn
the slabs. The Project 1.8 data shows a considerable attenuaton of the acceleration peaks
from the 1-foot depth to the 10-foot depth and a change !: the times of the peak upward
and downward acceleration with reference to airblast arrival. The accelerations of the
stab foundations are not ,teducibit fr.m this earth acceleration data, either in magnitude
of peaks or in tame variation. "rie aiipearance of the tent site- ad ic l,- at'-y 5 fo, nn.
Jtatior at Station "tuo.ol aftei the test indicated consderable localized variations in
gro.nd movements. Thus, only order of m.'pmitude estimatet c-a be made of the effect
tt grouna movements on the response of the Project 3.6 slabs, using 'uxises of an accel -
erition-time variatLon cmnforming to the range appearing in thr- Project 1.8 data for
ver,*cai acccieratic ns at I- and 10-foot depths.

The highly simplified acceleration-time function shown in Figure 4.27 was derived
from tt Pro:e -t l.' data. The pe..k acceleration values and time variation are i!"ewhat
arbitrary. waltues hich seemed reasonable were chosen for the peak accelerations at
the average d:vtn -if t.e slab foundations by using an exponential interpoiation between the
tw-' -*ge depths 'I foot and 10 feeti. The time variation was established to give downward
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mnd upward acceleration spikes representing veloctty changes intermvdiat'e L-tLween Ilc
velcity changes at the 1-foot and Ic-foot depths.

The zc-celeration pulses were appli-d &u coljunction with the pres-ure pulses to lS;th
36-4 and 21-2. which sb-wtd no signs of yielding in the actual test. in order to etimati
the possible effects of the base disturbance. The method of analysis is covered in Section
4.3.2. In the calculations of response, the alabs were assumed to remain clas.tic and the
resistances required in the positive direction ato' in rebound were v.sa.-ted. l.cause
estimates -Af order of magnitude evre sought, it was believed unnecessary to incude the
effect on the required rebouid resistance of the change in stiffness for the sizb in rebn-.L
At; U.issated in the section on rebound behavior which follows, neglecting the change o
stiffness gives low values for required rebound resistance. However, damping is also
neglected. uan, under the conditions of loading, maximur- rebound did not occur until
several cy-cles of vibration had taken place. Thus. the required rebonww resistance
values given are considered to be significant more i-n their differences than in their nag-
nitudes. The results of the analysis of resucnse are given in Table 4.13. These results
indicate that the ground displacements could have had considerable effect upon the resis-
tance required to prevent yielding and therefore on the slab response also. The compari-
sio Lbtwecc Cases I and 2 indicate ':e beneficial effect resulting from a favorable timing
.4 the ground disturance, whereas a comparison of Cases I and 3 indicates the unfavorable
effects of a delayed commencement of the base disturbance. It is obvious thai Lae tin.ng
of the ground disturbance relative to the overpressure-time function is of primary impor-
tance.

The consideration of the data available on ground disturbances during the test of the
Prolect 3.6 siabs indicates tat such disturbances. judging from the intensities and time
variations of accelerations measured in the soil at nearby Project 1.8 stations, could be
responsible for either a significant apparer increase or decrease in the slab resistance.
depending on the time variation of the acu.Meratioft. The order of mag itUde of the appar-
ent change in resistance is dependent opon the value of the peak accelerations, and is thus
unknown, but rough caculations indicate the effect could have been as much z50 percent
of the predicted resistance. It seems probable that the foundation accelerations began
coincidentally with the arrival of the airlast pressare. that is, that the slab ,
did nat show the delay in commencement of accelerrtien indicated by the Project 1.8 data.
If this time sequence is correct, the base disturbances were likely to have been respon-
sible for a significa nt portion of the apparently higher-than-predicted resistance of the
Project ' l slabs.

4.3.6 Elastic Rebound. A negative displacement or r. nand can occur after the slabs
underzo their maximum positive displacement. Rebound displacement results in stresses
of the opposite scn--- : -2 -r .-.,- +.rl, th normal positive displacemcnt. The mag-
nituJes of th rebound dias-.lacemets. anw tMe rebound stresses. are infiut 4b e- tic tint

history of tE: overpresure loading as well as the peak value of the oerpressure. If the
.,:.is - .vur i.ur.se. for a siab that remains elastic throug--out the loading history.

the magnitude of the negative or rebound displacemen will be equaa to that of the positive
displac.-- nr. Conversely. if the loading is of infinite constant duration, no rebound will
*.cc-t:r; the oecillatiuns of the system with respect to tae unloaded equilibrium position will
never proceed into -he negative range. The analysis of rebound m.agnitudtde becomes more
co ,plex when i--" .-tt response of the slab occurs. but the simple cites stated bound the
range of possible rebotnd response of a slab with identical stiffness in positive and nega-
tive re.- mte.

..it nalybis of rebound response is further complicated by the changed dynamtic behavior
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-f reinforced-concrete slabs in the region. of negative dasplacem-nt. The slau:E rA r..
longitudinal compression reinforccment; there;ore. in reboutul response, they v.e
e-entialiy unreinforced-concrete members. Thus, the load deflection relation. ani
therefore the natural frequencies of the slabs. would chatige as they deflected up'ard
beyond the unloaded equilibrium position.

A rapid procedure for computation of required rebound resistance has been developi,.d
,nd was published in Reference 27. This -rocedure a"3a developed (or an equivalent SI)F
system and rctsiders the system to have the same dynamic characteris::c during normai
response and rebound.- It is. therefore, not exact for reinforced concrete structures
which may not oe reinforced identicaliy for positive and negative dhspiacenents. The
charts available for this wrocedure will give results that are connservativ, when te as-
sumptions made in the. analyzical development are ritisfied, because the charts are pre -
pared to correspond an envelope containing the peak rebound values.

A comparison of the moments of inertia fur the or.e-way project slabs in norutal du-
flection (I of the cracked transformed section b%- normal elastic therory) and in rebournl
I of the gross concrete sections assuming effective bomogeniety indicates the moment
of inertia in rebound will be greater than that in normal deflection-from two times as
great in the shallower slabs t" o.cr four times as grzat in the deeper slahs. This vari-
ation of mome.t of ine.tia in turn indicates that the periods in rebound will r-.n from less
than 50 to 70 percent of the periods In normal deflection. The effect of this change in
stiffness as the sia) begins to deform into the negati-e range is to ircreasc the required
rebound resistance over that . would be required if the stiffness were the same in
the two directions 4 response. The factor of ampliflication appears to be in the neighbor-
hood of vIrl where I- is the moment of inertia in rebotund and ! is the moment of
inertia of the cracked elastic transformed section. Thus the rebound response charts
prepared in Reference 27 noulld appear to be on the unsafe side for use with the Project
3.6 slabs.

The rebound stress that the slabs can resis is limited by the resistance of the slabs
to bending in the rebound direction. It is not possible to give exact values for this re-
sistance. The slab concrete was not tested in tension, and 'ittle is known concerning
dynamic effects cm the tensile strength of concrete. In order to et.-tt""
resistance of the. slabs. t was assunred that the modulus of rupture for the concrete in
tension was 0.15 Pc (0.10 V'€ is a nomal static rule-of-thurrb value for the modulus of
rupture. and 0.15 V. was chosen to allow for dynamic effects). The rebound resistarce
is expressed as the equivalent pressure in psi on the slab surface that would develop !he
modulus of rupture on the tensile surface. The values of rebound resistance rr are
tabulated in Table 4.14.

An estimate of r'r. :1e required rebound resistance to preciude cracking in rebound.
can be ma ' !--' ;.i ..1-'-, c, in irtfrerce 27. The value of o -....j/6_ used to
enter the charts i t-.at determined as described in S,.rtion 4.3.3 otnnieri- .;i; nori.a
Ioa-s to act on the slabs. Because the yield resistance is higher when axiial loads are
e-.sider-d. cu!aiuns assumir4g o axia; load to act will lead to somewhat low va.ues
for required rebound resisiance. This is due to the fact that the maximum elas'.c de-
flection is somewhat greater when axial loads act. As discussed previo,:shv, the valnes
-Of required rebound resistance taken from the chart are increased boy the tactor 1q7 , -
Jilow for the effect of changed stiffness in rebound.

The cv'- -..s -i! the slab Installation place axrother limit -n tae rebound stress that
he decveloped. The only positive resist-nce to the lifting of the stabs from their

:-Is was provided by two 7/Th-inch diameter threaded anchor bolts at each end. Th
.- i1 mum end Yhear in rebound is himited to the -ield resis-ance of th,_se ,nrhor ii,lts.
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The yield stress under rapid loading condtions for these bolts is not known. but the Valuc
of 63 ksi used for the yield stress of the intermediate grade reinforcing inigat be slightly
high, because the steel was probably similar t0 a hot-rolled SAE 1015 type. The end shear
in rebound that the bolts could develop was assumed to be approximately 53 kips; a valt e
computed using the area at the roots of the two 7/8-inch diameter threads and a stress of
63 ksi. Approximating ra (the rebound stress as limited by anchorage resistance) as
equivalent pressure on the slab surface:

2 %a 2 (53,000)

ra - ~a 24 (7 5 .7 5 ) 58 psi

when la is the span between anchor boits. The expreasion for ra is in error, because

the end shear is not precisely half the total slab resistar.,ae in the dynamic case.
The above-computed value is much smaller in mcst cases than the rebound response

calculated for an end anchorage assumed to b#- sufficient to prevent end displa,nent.
However, the end shear that can be drveloped in rebound can be greater than the yield
load of the anchor bolts because of friction between the soil and the ends of the slabs. It
is not possible to state confidently a value for this frictior ' rce. Howewvr, for order-
oi-marnitude estimates, the friction force can be considerea to be a unit shear of one-
f.urth the overpressu-e value (average normal pressure on end of slab is assumed te be
r,,ughly one-half the overpressure, and ce of fricti between slab an sand back-
fill to be 0.50). At the time of maximum rebound the overpressure at Station 360.01
would have been In the neighborhouu vi 400 psi, and at Station 360.02, in the neighborhood
of 150 psi. Taxting r. to be the uniform pressure on the slab surface that would statically

develop ., unit shear at the slab ends equal to one-fourth the above surface overpressure
levels

0.50 p(t)
s  is

Where: h = slab height in inches

p (t) 400 psi at 360.01, 150 psi at 260.02

is  lengtn of slab z 88 inches at 360.01, 82 inches at 369.02

The pressure values expressing rebound stress attributable to anchor-bolt stress ra.
and to soil friction rs have been ccnverted to the Dressures r'a and r'8 respectively which

will give tne same values of center moments on the span (center to center of supports).
This span was used for compuation of the rebound resistance rr; thus, the values r'a and
r's can be used fo: comparison wth rr.

In Table 4.1. "he valu.3s of r',,, r.. r', + i's, and rr are tabulated for each slab. The
observed response in rebound is ais. indacated by a 2,tptemcnt as to whether tens,P crack-
ing at the top of the slab was noted.

t must be emphasized that the values set up'n the quantitLeC discussed 'av.-')'e re-
tund resistance rr, required rebututa resistaice for no cracking assuming %'.equJ te an-
chorage r'r. and the rebound resistance which vould be developed by anchorage ra r )
are approximate, because the computations for these quantities req, Ired the estimation
of poo-ly defined parameters surh as tke dynamic modalus of rupture of the concrete and
the period cf the sWabs in rebouwl. At the best, these quanities carry about one signifi-
cant figuru, and r'r, which is very sensitive to the precise time hibtory uf the dynamic
response, and loa~ing function, is certainly only an .rder-of-m;'-1&.ude quantity.

Ce 0 an conclusions can be drawn with reliability from the rt-sults summarized In
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'labie 1.15. Tile lim degree tif rehountl resp''nst noted inl the pioiwtV nloIds I~ jrIi
due to thle weak Upitit anchorage Miicli existed. I hie calculations indicate that wvitn stirong
.-necloragc against uplift. .;rvgative moment of ai magnitude sufficient it) crack thle top of thu
slab would have occurred in miost slabs. Thus, in a location whecre such slabs %ill lit
firmly hoeld down, reinfurring steel wil! be required to aid in carrying the rebound stress-
es, if eracking in rebound is to be prevented. It appears from th( test results that the
weak anchorage used was adequate to prevent permanent displacement of the slabs from
their supports; where such anchorage_ !ccbiuiqucs are permissible, they appear to offer
gued protection against rebound failures.

Cone.d-tations other than available anchorage resistance limit the accuracy of ie
teciju i5d 1- cWni'sp~ite Or2 ., thei rebound resistancc ruqUi.rL- *&. prevcLnt r..ig

Absiuniing that the natural periods in normal arid rebound response were knomi, at would
still be impossible to predict precisely the maximumn positive responise because of thle
limnited reliability of the resistance function for the slabs and the additional forces of
doubtful magnitude acting on the slab through soil pressure at the ends and frictoa at the
supports. 11he required rebound resistance varys markedly for slight changes in time o1
maximum pos:tive response because of the change of overpressure %%ith time. In the
calculations for r,. , no attempt was made to take careful accourt of ttue overpressure-
time variation since the time of maximum responbe is poorly defined. At both stations.
the overpressure decayed very slowly beyond a pressure of about ono-third the- peak
value. The weaker slabs, which underwent large nor'elastic positive deflections, may
have rebounded in this time region. If such is the case, the r 'r values for thesc slabb.
are quite excessive since the value of rOr becomes significantly reduced when 6 m'- U"v
passes, 2.0 and td/T exceeds 5.0. The use of the amplification factor 1rr11 (on the
values obtained from the charts in Reference 27 for rr I to account for the changc, in
period of the slabs in rebourdi is an approximation strictly correct only for response to
an impu'lse loading. The analyses for r'r do not consider the effects of damping, whiich
would limil rebound. Damping could be particularly significant in cracked slabs.

The values of rr. available rebound resistance, were computed using a rule-of-thumb
o. 1 P for the modulus of rupture of the concrete and assuming a homogeneous section
of the full cross-sectional area 3f the slab to be effective. Sln*.as that yielded durinw.
positIve deflection and cracked in the region above their nidhcight would have reduced
areas available for carrying tensile stresses and thus a reduced rr.-

Ground movements, depending on their amplitude and timing, could have a major
effect (if the rebound respoasc-thc effects could be detrimental or beneficial, and quit-
igic.illy different for slabs at the same station. No adequate information is available
for determining the effects of gr.iund motion or. individual slabs. A general dis5cusbion on
the possible magnitude of ground-miction effects is given in Section 4.3.5.

4.4 EVALUATLON OF REbSTANCE TO OTHERP N1OFlS OF FAi1'!N2m

4.4.1 General Approach. The evaluation of the strenirths of there meimbers in other
..ao=G is basically dependent on the anatys-.b of their response in flexure. As in the
,tatic case, the desired mode of response is flexure, because the member is ter more

ductile in this mod- than in shear compression, sh'par anchorage, bond anid/or bearing.
Aiso, as itt .he static case, the objective in the analysis is to determine whether tile
member nh' *ld have failed in one of these less desirable modes before rea~ching it.s
compute- inexur-al strength.
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- l& .i U lin SLi Izgh As ::.tated ,:.Svet-oi ;. 1 .4. (11 zgo~laI tensi-m cr.wli.?n"..
dex.cloJ) !Ix fvrv :invmemer call fail in shear !oinpression or shear anrch~orage. For ".a
reason ine crack~ing strength of each memiler was dIetermined. using Equation 1.21. .h
us(. 4. tis exprvss.oln impiles two assu.-.iptions in lte dynamnic case: 11 ) thsi effect 4~ raiv
strebs o1 strain rate ---n fihe cracking strength may be accounted for by all,)%%ing for u, in-
crecase in c,,ncrete strength only, and (2P if crack lorniation is a tirac-dependent pkino.. --
non, sufficient tnmc elapsed during the response of the merr.ber to permiit the crack t-o
form. These saiaie .sstraptiofls are implied in the app~lication of the formulas for SIM-'
comnpression shear-anchoi'age. iborA andI hea-ring strengths.

,he ratio of N t., *.t-xial force to shear at the supports) varies with -.ine as the: sal
reminds. Fo)r a first approxitmat~on, vaiues fut N -.vieola frann:Kt .

4iairamis i-r those mnettbers that were computed to have ieided under the :oiuineO dil
in" ConitiOnl. ValUCs for V corresponding it the yield momlent were obtained from thie
l\narnsC-response comiatations. ror those members that did not vield, the nixim.mni
Vdlues of N anrd V attained during elastic response were obtained fr~om tie respuonse C-1n
putations. A consistenrt set oi values of N and V may be obtained by iteration. ti.anrg the
%'~aue of N orrerpnlingr to the compruted value of the reaction ir eacti successive
-ompitatinn.

Initially, ro allow4.ice %as maue for an increase in the strength of the concrete &tie to
apid stress ratc, hi~cnizse it is not clear %hnat stress or strain rate is applicable If .10
m-res in strength 9*1 50 percent, i ; assumed, the cra-cking strength would he ,nereased
1wv onl% '22.4 percent. because the cr~ltking strength is expressed as a function of the
square ro-ot of the concrete strength in Equation 4.21.

The results of these computations show'n in Tables 4.16 and 4.17, indicate that inclined
cracks slhjuld have developed in all members at both stations even if a considerable in-
Li t PSe in concrete strength were allowed. However, it should be noted that most 4f the
biabs had spam-ilepth ratios beyond the range for %hich the expression was stated to be
-.1-piicable. F.vcn for those slabs whose span-depth ratios were greater than 3l.2 the ex-
pression appecars to be conservative, if it is; applicable at all to dyniamic response.

1.4.:; Shear -Compression Strength. Equation 4.3 was usea to com"- iti the static shear
Qt'inpressiofl strength of each member, recognizing that the validity of the expression nas
nit been established for deep members even under static load$. The effect of the rapid
strai, rate was computed by using the time to yield or time to maximumr elastic deflection,
whichever is applicable. It was assuiimed that if the slab ivere going to fail in) shear voils-
pression, the strain in the concrete akbove the crack must bie 0.004 in. in at the time -if

Yield 4or maximum elastic deflectioni or earlier. This reasoning led to strain rates of
aplproxiniateiv 2 in in-sec. From Figure 4.15. the teffect of such a stramiing rate is to
increase the strength of the co)ncrete approximately 50 percent.

The computc.I sier-t-orpre.;slon .trerg1.s cf t!"c inemberh :'ie oapo

computted f'.exural str,_n~r*hb in Tables 4.18 and 4.ix . Note that the computed static snear-
!.ression strength is greater than the compu~ed dynarnic vield apd ultimat, mo ments
(a..bu'ing no, axial forces acting, wiV. the single eyeeption o1 Slab iu- at tUtion _)#W.()It.
This slab did n-it appear to be crackied at all and thus could not have failed in shear-
compression.

Trhe estimated dynamic shear-compression strengths of the members arc greater than
the estimated nt' xii umn resisting moments attained, except for Slab 44-4. Thc- estimate-d
maximum resisting moment attained is the dynamic yield moment obLai:,.d from t1:- inte-r-
action dir.Tram for !hose members that were computed to have ,ieldeid under the combineld

i'. .a the maximum elastic resisting moment obtain%!d from the response computations
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f..r th',st: that did not - ield under the cunmbined loading.
III these voinputations, no consideration was given t(, the effect of the .iyiui lvxmds on

*.u shear- omnpression strengths .4 !he members. although it *s qute ikehe that tht!
axiail load's %, iuld increase the shear-compression strengths. as ~rteviouslv 'liset s'tt.I
Thus, 1: Equation -1.3 were aplicable to deep, tivans under d - naniac *.)ids. at iAll I!

.%ould be con rvativ4L Mien applied to deep in br' underI thle !,adin ng o,,tion.,

vitco)LnftC' d in these teSts.
4.A. 1 Shear -Anchorage Analysis. 1; rot~irr inertiai forces art ignai rd. the average

stieae strebs on the failure plane at the vield ni..ment tFig::ire L. P :nx.- Le oiaputed fromi
tac fol ~r:1tvexpression:

T y V 3' Vbl
v t4.42 i

a it (c -t 0.5d' 1

Whe're: V a average shear stress on the failure plane. ph-

Tv tensile force in the steel at yield. pounds

Cf coefficient of friction between slab and support, assumed to be n.5 for
these computaltions

V- :stantaneous value of the reactlon at the yield moament. poumis

b =width of slab, inches

C width of supph't ", i.:fCs

ti distance from the centroid of the tensile steel to the bottom of the slab.
inches

PV instananenus value of the overpressure at the surface at the timne -Jf yieldf.
psi

Equation 4.42 above ignores the slight tincrease in pressure assunied to exist between
the b.ottom of the slab and the level of the tensile steel. However, the conitribution' of the
lateral pressure is so small fon the orde-r of loft psi for the deckoest meint-' th't .$,.

latterm of the nmrtrmay be ignored entirely without seriously afifectinhersl.
The shear-anchorage capacity of the member may be determined b , moans of the

following expression obtained from Equation 4.4.

( fc0.25 4o)A.3

Whe re: v U maximnum shearing stress capacity ')f the member. psi

- *20crete cylinder strength order standard test et'nditionts, 5I)

(b v insta."neous value -.f the bearing stress at yield, psi

The value of the constant k was determined by com~puting the ratte -if stressing [It
bWaring at thic !upports. It was assumed that there is a linear r(Aationship between shear
strenglt of 'L. concrete at a give,. stressing rate, and the cotnpr.'ssi'c btren.-Ji -ibtained
I .rom tests -if cylintlers at the same stressing rate. Further, -,~a assumed that the
c-.,' .'r.te at tne failure plane was subjected to the same stressing rate as the cotic-ete

-ne supports.
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111v results -.1 the~se C'iiuitato(nsi :re eompaireu %%ith [A-i vu,.' responim .1 1 .0.
;.20 and 4.2-!. Slabs in the 2.1, 26i, :'1. .- 1, aind 5i series id( ti,-. reavdt the -. it-1.1 ina .it
andse: b,,~ cmbined loadin~g according to p~revious computationis. For thesu slab,;. f
tonsile force int the stect %%as assumed to be -' for comnputation of tile sheatr -arcoi

sti ess !fy Fqtjuni 1.4'2. Lidi the miaximui couuted vaiut *.f the bearing mirt s.-i uA..
it) Eq..'ti.In 4.4: for mitijiutation -f vu . Thus the computed shear -wo0,i'oraga: !sti-v:q.
these aie.nhnrs are probably higher than the stresses attaiined. . ee the crJit.o_!
c.-pacit.es aLre tin. maxi mum shear-anchorage stress capacities the icnizt-r.., co,. I '~
attained during response.

Acc-irding to *i%(::e Computations. none ')f thle Slabs Should hxefai,~ .1 in -he-:t-
anchorage, but Slab 21j-l may have dtone so. 'When the slab vas remop'vtI. the eo'.e:X*P~
helov the, sI ar-arnchorage failure piane and the principal incinedL" ei'ackb renlrn-E in
place oin 'hec f~mindathmzi. Suim(,! of the !slabs conitained vertical -Ub reinforcemient. -.hier:
uiidout"ed helped to r-esist shcaring fobrces j't the anchoraige. l'er.time !9!:twi nig
slabs had no. vertical reinforcemnent aiwi are !lwrefore ucmpnarable to 2-1. .11,-;. :;-3,

o04 41 43,a.5-.(f these, 36-1 an-d 36-3 developed iinclined crzacka -at mwo
end otil%) but did not fail :ni shea r- anchorage. For both, the ratio of the cottplited -averagc-
shearing stress attaine-d t,: the cornplited she'arnix- stress capa-citv was slightly it ss th.-n
for Slab *18-1. but ths mnay tot be significant.

the fact that n. inclined cracks developed in the other siabs without vert'c Ae.:. I'm
Significant. however, because the development of an iuinod cr:.ck is a neeessarv eon-
dition fnr shear -anchorage filure. lia treviousiy discusied. it is quite probable that the
existence of axial forces lpreventcl inclined crack formation na those members.

In view of these considerations, it is not cita.r whether Slab 2S-1 happened to be weatk
in shear-anchorage or whether the equations used to analy7e ihe members are not appli-
cable .!j the dynamic ease. It is possible that the failure duscribed occurred Ouring
reboand and is not a shear -anchorage failure at all.

Tile data contained in Table ;.21 for Station 360.02 eantains little rfmtonof value.
With the possible exception of Siab 21 -1. nione of these members developed inclined
cracks.

4.4.5 Deed-Stress Analysis. The average bond stress developed4 at the anchorage when
the tensile steel reaches yield may be computed from the followting expression:

Where: zi average bond stres~s. psi

TV d total ter.asie force in the steel when _he dynamic vivld point is reached.

!:Isum of the perimeters of the reinforcing barsq. inches

supp-mt dimensicn, !itches

in addition *.o assuming that the dynamic yield point was attained in the tensile w'eel.
tte above expression presumes Ole formation of inclined cracks near the bupports. Wile
mulst of the nlembvrs tebted did not exhibit such cracks. some did. By eompariiig
stresses cornputt-d in those members which developed inclined cracks -and in. wltich the
dynamic yicl' 14!v:nt may have been reached in the tens~ile steel) with strtwaaes coinputeu
in Lhose - embers which did not crack, it may be possible to determine whether tile latter
wovilt! ' ve failed in% bond before the flexural yield resistance was attained dcsp!te the lack
of an adequate criteriot.. 6
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It is not ci.ar .khether an allowance should be muade for an increase in o:in srtcengih
becaus;e -4 the rapid stressing rate. Brief consideration of the state of stress ir the
:.-nvrte at the !eve) of the steel above the suLpprts leads to the coinclusion tha. rictio,
bWLVen the concree and the steel 'nay p-av an important role in determining bond st.rength.
As noted under Section .1.1.4. the stress conditions around the stec. in the tests upon hich
present bond-strength criteria are basedi are not similar to those encountered a. the an-
cho-age ii tests of deep members. In vit w of the foregoing, the stresses computed b
Equation 4.44 uere compared to the static concrete strengths obtained f'o,, staglSard
,'inder tests. The results of these computations t.re compar,... -.ith the observed respo.se
in Tables i.2" and 4.23, for mmbers at Stations 360.111 and 3i;1-).'2. respectively None
-f the members showed signs of bond faiure at the anchorage.

Because none of the members at Station 3611.02 Jeveloped inclined ... ,i s. nothing
definite can be learned from those computations, lorever, at Station 34.m.,.: a number of
the test slabs did develop inclined cra!Lks. The highest ratio of ccimput.(! average bond
stress to static cylinder strcrgth attained in such a member was 9.273 for Slab 20-I. z:&-
cau.e *he computed average bearing stress at yield was less for this member than for the
others. it is probable !hat none of the members that did not attain flexurai yield resistance
w-ould have faile in anchorng. This statement is based in the asouniptiun, that the value
of the compresbive stt ess in the concrete at the level of the steel is approxi mate!v !he
same as a ihe support and that the archorage bond strength of a member is affected by
the value oi vertical compressive stress in the concrete at the level of the steel.

4.4.6 Bearing-Stress Analysis. The average value of the bearing stress at any time
may be computed by dividing the instantaneous value of the reaction by the are.z of support.
For a member with a elastoplastic resistance function, the reaction is that corresponding
to the yield moment. If the yield moment is not attained, then the maximum value of the
reaction may be obtained from the dymmic-response computations.

For purposes of comparision with bearing strengths, computed as outlined below, three
sets of bearing stresses were computed; those corresponding to the yield moment assum
ing that the member was subjected to vertically applied forces only tfb.. those corre -
sponding to the yield moment assuming the member was subjected to tfic vsvuua.
assumed combined loading condition ffvaj. a id those correspondi.ag to the maximum
value of fhe reaction assuming the members remained elastic ffb m).

For determination of the bearing strengths, it %as assumed that the static bearing
sirength of each member was equal to the concrete cylinder streng-th for that member. In
this manner some allowance was made for the unknown effect of confinement by lateral
earth pressure. The stressing rate was computed by dividing the bearing stress by the
time required to attain that stress, that is, elLth:r the time to yield or the time to maxi-
mum elastic rti'-!;,,. An" -.s-,..,. -rafe fi:.-, n n-ha- n e . .

Note that the st--c.sing rate comput-d ib the average btl catng tate during response.
A number of inve-tigators have noted that the rate at which the last W0 Percent of the load
is aFo!.ec det-rmines the compressive strc-., t of concrete c, 1ir.cr,. Because the stress-
time relationship at the support has the general shape of a cosine curve, the use -f the
average stressing rate may underestimate or overestimate the effect of the dynamic load-
ing on the bearing strength in some cases. However, in view of other unknowns involved
in the analysis a more refined determination of the stressing rate hardly seems war-
ranted.

'I he results of these computations are compared with the observed response in Tables
.1.2' --.sd 4.25 for Stations 360.01 and 360.02 respectively. The computed bearing atrcngths
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,,f tht: slatbs at St.ition 360.112 t:rv greater than the emuted bearing rtraeb. lot v o:.
of th, h.b~vb, atsumed. and there --as f' evidence oif bearing failure ur incaptent bi.-wint
fai;.re. Thus. tht. c-:nputatiuns and the observed response are in reative :'grtena t
at Station 360.t2.

At Station 340.01, five slabs 13G-1, 36-2. 36-3, 36-4. and 44-4- showed evidence t.f
bearing failure or some sign of distress over the support, such as a ver,ica! crack. The
computedi bearing strengths (Column 5 of Tat,'e 4.24) are much greater than the com-
puted bearing stresses assuming vertical loading only iColumn 2 of Table 4.2 I. How-
ever. the comlyated bearing stresses achieved under the assumed combined loading
iColumn 3 of l'.Ibe -t.24. are approximately equal to or greater tia.: :he computed betring
strengths for Slabs 36-1, 36-2, 3;-3, and 3C-4 which were cracked at or over the sup-
po.-ts. For Slabs 20-l, 28 -I. 26-2, 28-3, and 36-5, ,hich shoxwe no signs of cracking
at the supports, the computed bearing stresses were lower than the computed bearing
sti-engths. Thus. for these nine members, very good correlation was obtained.

According to previous computations based on the assumed combined loadings, none of
the slabs in the 44- and 56-inch series yielded. Therefore. the bearing stresses tabu-
lated in Column I of Table 4.24 wou!d apply to those slabs. For those members, the
computed m cearing strer:es were greater than the romputed bearing strengths.
whereas only Slab i4-4 showed any sign of incipient bearing filure. There are man"
possible explanations for this discrepancy, including the fact that errors in vomputing the
natural periods for these members would have a greater eifect on the value of the maxi-
mum reaction 'hai for those s!-F . longer periods. The computed periods fur slabs
in the 44- and 56-inch series are closer to the value of the rise time of the pressure
pulse.

It is interesting to note that in the cases of Slabs 36-1 through 36-4 and 44-4. the
,Omputed bearing stresses assuming vertical loadinK only ,fh.) were consideraby less
than the static bearing strengths of their respective cylinders. For the computed bear-
ing stresses to be equal to the computed dynamic bearing strengths, the yield resistances
of these members woald have had to be increased considerabiy 12 to 5 times). Although
base acceleration may account in part for an apparent increase in the flexura, resistance
')f the slabs, it cannot account for the deveiopment of higher bearing stresse " *"- -..
time. Thus, It can be concluded that: (1) the yield resistances of these members were
probably increased by the existence of axial forces, or t2) the cracking observed at the
supports was not indicative of high bearing stresses. The cracks must be attributed to
some other ea'se, and Conclusion ;1) it; more probably correct, because other ccuses
undoubtedly would have resulted in cracks above 'he supports of some other members
as %ell.

4.4.7 Ptire She-ar It v e,,vaa:, that the state of stress on the vertical section
adjacent t the supp5jIt -s not olic of pure sl'ear. Tht tcrm has been 'aer i to 0 *,...*he
.-tie65 I"! fhat .ecti. n because the internal moment is theoretically zero at that point. In
f ct. he s!ate "f strets on a unit element at :-nv depth in the secticn if quite complex.
which is apparent from consideration o! Figure 4.2. The existence of axial loads and
inclined cracks further complicates the stress state.

0O-%ing to the ct-,,plexity of the problem, past effort has been directed toward establish-
ing empirical crieria based on the average shearing stress on the section. Reference
'N rcnomren' lat t'e following expression be used to determi'Ie L.e ultimatc averaze
shearing stress .t the section. recognizing that it is conservative:

as
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.%i.:re: vsu ultim:;:Ie average shv:irtng stress on -.he sel. on

PC c.nrute strength :ab determined b- standard cylindior test

l yer. as indicated in Tabl- - l1 -A Reference 2. average sheatring slreb, e:, a-
bigh as l,. "3 V. were developed at the vertical section adjacent to the suppirt of simp:v
s-ipport#-vd deep mtmbers subjected t,, uniformly distributcdi static 2!,ad v liutt re-uiting
in shear failure.

The a.t.: ,ge b.1oaring stress On ihat section at vield was conpn -J b% the foliwigr.
-xpression, which neglects .ial ioad etfects, for the one-wav s.;iijs tested uneer Frujec:

V5 v  . ,12 py 1A"" ry ,4.46-

Where: vy average shearing str,.ss on the vertical section adjacent, to t. sjpx-"i
when yield stress is reached in ihe tensile steel

I -ear span

1 .-ffective d .pth

p instantaneous value of the overprissure ..; "hf slab when vielJ occurs

r. - yield resistane.

The results of these computatims are com:.ared with the ultimate stress compiuted by-
Equation 4.45. and observed response in Tables 4.26 and 4.27 for Stations 360.01 and
360.02 respectively. Two cases were computed: one asbumivng th me.,iher to be sub-
jected V? vertical loading ,ily. and the other assuming the member to be subjected to the
combined loading conditions defined in Section 4.3.4. Note that uiore of the slabs failed iii
pure shear.

At Stationi 360.02 none of the computed shearing stre 'ses at vicid rahed the ultiMate
a -erage shearing stresses computed by Lquation 4.4-5. However. at Station Uraiill - i-t-
computed average shearing stre;. exceeded the ComputeJ uitimate average sheara+g
stress in several member* even for the case of vertical loading oniv. as sho'sn in Table
4.26 for Slabs 2ft-1, 36-1, 36-2. 36-4. 44-1. and 44-2. For the casev of the combntd
.-ading condit,,n. a.l of the coauputux ave,-age shearing sut -sscs ecceded the ....

ultimate-some b% a factor of 2.
Slabs in the 44- and 56-inch series did not reach % ield according to the previous -om-

putations. Fo- these members. the average shearing stress .r. Oe section adjacen to
the supp)r! was comiute-.d (using the maxtinum value of the rcaction attained during
elastic rcdpo,,s-i ,. the fo~lowi.,; ex.*ressi,).,:

I V-ax

Where: Vs m  .xi.num value Of average: ehear atress attained during elastic respons'e

I clvar span

" effective span ic2nter to center of the supports)

Vnn:. maximum value of the reaction (obtained from elastic resporisr
calwalationsi
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1) width of slab

d effective depth of slab

It is apparent from these computations thitt Equation 4.45 is very conservative. if th •
effect of the .xial loads on the fle.xural yield resistance is accepted. As diteusse, in
Section -1.4.6, there is some evidence to indicate that the yield resistar.ces of these ne:n-
bers were increased as indicated.

iFurther. it is note-! that no consideration is given, in Equation 4.45. to the effect of
rapid stressing om the strength of the concrete. Assuming th.at the effect of the stresinjg
rate ojn the shear .trength is Drooortionia to the effect of the stressing rate on the com-
pressive strength of a concrete cylinder, the average shearing stress can be expreasei
as a function of the dynamic compressive strength. The wiaximum value obtair-ed for the
ratia of the average shearing stress at zhe support to the dynamic compressive strer gth
of the concrete, in Table 4.26, is 0.203 (Slab 44-3).

in view of the results of the analysis of recent static tests of deep beams of reinforced
concrete subjected to uniformly diztributed load, the results cf these computations. and
brief consideration of the effect of the stressing rate. it is believed that the allowable
ultimate average simaig stress .:.uld bez increased for deep slabs or beams subjecte-
', dynamic loads. Aithoqph the value of the average stress at which a vertical shear fail-
ure will occur has not been established, the available evidence indicates that t.e pre.el.t
criterion is too conservative.

S 0
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I \;I LI SRIThiHI ) VAR'U I .'H PI AM.R- *3:. M HItI rt t

Itt. :r!-. * mm M.-fwMsi Mi-n;i 4 -J.nt nt Fazu"

in- INrb 1m...-

Il-.. .7~ It,4 1,.5 31.. 1

I) 1.1 %.-5 2h79.1 L'i 13 ' 3:

Dl- Ps . :1.5 It z.3; 4 it 623
I)-~5.4 :;I 7-55"" 2 ~ S. a
1) 9 't.'.5 2,9" 3.3.,1: - .#

D)m 3 IA 13. 5 3.36 wts - 5

S q2 .t o shrlar t-nmprtssaom t~lasi-; F &nciicte IlexuraI failure-.

TAiIRE 4.2 MEA.SVliLD VAI'AITFV ol' BF4MS flifli REFF3IEXCE 2

I-bya Ivrta~v Ceackiq view t'rzlnt- bo

Inda- inh- .mh-

I" Lps 0:1ps Imps

A-1 1.I.. 3650o 1. 11 fims Rc3I
.A-%-1 1.1-I4 ; 1511 j.t,3 Ej9k. . 5 'I

A-?' 1.64 3.144W 1.1. Z73- lIB
A -2L -2 1.9- 5..f3 "'1" l 41m ~ !V B
A-213 1.6-4 3,74'.II 14o ' -- %4_1P

A-3 2!.3: 2.'.4" l.fk. I!ft! 5701 628s,
A-3-l i. T' -. 4741 5?a 2l! ONI 3 F
A-3--, .b32 5.11t"Ij.4mm p. G~

I.33 2311.!t4 4cm R-S.
A-4 .. 2.114! ijk; .s 204 '6p

',-J-4 ~ ~ ~ ~ . 1. 1,(8.N.! l r
A -4-3 3.-o- 2,8" .2 16 013oI

-5 163 3,640' 3".3 2 13 P
A-to ." 26s ~ w 3!9 F6

* . 14 V, I!. as failure. F! t .Irv's Iri g ftaRvn. A &nnut nc+ nnmp (asiurv.

* tv%. r1 im .. VA t34bi.
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1.\II.E 4.8 COMPUTATIONS F0R ULIMATE: MOMENT IN FLEXt'ItE UNDI:I 'N!IFI)13M
VERTICAl. L)ADING ALONE FoR ONE-WAY SIAIIS

Itimate compressive stram of nr t u 11.4 in in
4,.004 1k, k, Pv .' ) Is I

kj o85 k n..2 ts P f

Is !r)*s " 2.82

1,3 taken from Figure 4.15. using a Atrain rate obtained by assuming t u to i. attained in one
q uarter the slab_peril.

P eri od R ein fo rce m ent M moe n

8;41) Peio Ratio k3 , fit l! Moment
Tlp aiod t tu * M f,t "A, d

pI - k. ktti
- ' sc- - pi ks i "'10 in-li

20- 8.3 fl,0147 1.53 5.410 65.11 0.136 S.498
29-1 7.1 0.oo 1.54 6.679 67.22 0.076 12.079
28-2 7.1 0.0098 1.54 6.900 0a.37 0.072 12.141
28- t '.1 'F.AM98 1.54 6,571 67.15 0.o77 12.07#

M6-1 5.9 41.0102 1.55 6.r45 67.19 73 0.736
36-2 5.! 0.0102 1.55 7.020 67.30 0.0729' 2.790
2f;-3 6.2 0.4on77 1.5; 6.822 68.56 E.o57 16.413
34-,4 5.5 0.0148 1.57 6,180 65.52 0.0904 29.099
36-5 6.6 0.0051 1.54 6.310 70.63 o.o421 I1.112

44-1 5.2 0.010o 1.57 6.208 66.91 0.0796 30.225
44-2 5.5 0.0075 1.57 6.744 68.72 0.0558 23.58
44-3 5.9 0.0050 1.55 6,238 70.76 0.042 16.30
44-4 6.6 0.0025 1.54 6,614 Rupture 0.0227 9.050

56-1 4.9 0.0049 1.58 0.586 71.43 0.0394 26.266
56-2 4.9 0.0049 1.58 6,328 71.13 0.0410 26.130

11-1 12.3 0.0150 1.49 5,628 65.09 0.137 2. r .

16-1 10.1 0.0104 1.51 5,443 66.1 0.0975 4.038
16-2 9.45 0.013 1.52 5,609 05.13 0.1346 5.69
16-3 9.45 0.015 1.52 5535 65.10 0.1365 5.642

21 1 8.3 ,.0093 1.53 6,882 67.57 0.0740 6695
21-2 8.3 0.0093 1.53 6,117 67.04 0.0773 6.634
21-3 9.3 0.0053 1.52 6,587 70.55 0.0424 3.859
21-4 9.3 0.0053 1.52 6.273 70.22 0.0444 3.8.7
21-5 7,7 9.0149 1.54 5,821 65.2t 0.1274 9,750
21-6 f.10 .1.;9 1..;, 4 ,4 f;7.4Z ' .; 3 .,. 

26-1 7.4 9.0078 1.54 6,666 68.35 0.0596 8.438
26-2 8.3 0.0050 1.53 5.932 70.29 0.0440

-3 7.1 0.009 1.54 5.i5 66.20 0.037 i0.229

31-1 6.9 0.0048 1.514 5.917 70.59 0.04212 7.645

31-2 6.9 0.9U48 1.54 6,692 '2.52 0.0367 7.710
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I \ i. Up C'MPAIIISONS I)" C'MPI'Il I V f tI I I I . I %D1.1I % .It'I IC.I. 1,4LlMNG Al. ' NL
WITHI OSEI\VlElD IESIPONSE: STATION Vor.1I ONE-WAY SlI.;

('opuleild Parame.trs Co'mpted , Itesp-mt- - .... ..

Yild h -tim~att. Duchlity MImimin Deflectio i lbtrved Residual Lk flciioin
Itfsistr.lt, 1vsifa-ce twv Factor Vid IdWvflh 6I , ft.spnse -VYicIJ Dflection

lv - ru u -
0 A

p si psi

9o-1 40S 442 7.8 tiilure Extensive vertical cr.icks 1.1

28-1 549 6128 15.5 Failure Failure. rmAt in flc.xurt N A
•28-2 549 633 18.0 Failure Midspan vertical cracking 0..
2x-3 549 628 15.2 I-"tu re Midolpan vtrticai cracking 0.7

2"-' 910 1,08o 13.3 6.5 Inclined ercing ..

No e-nter vertical cracking

36-2 94" 1.1182 13.7 6.5 No cracking 0
36-3 712 835 211. lailure Inclined cracking 0.3

No c tnter vertical cracking
36-4 1,337 1,518 6.7 1.8 No cracking 0.1
36-5 477 575 31.0 Failure Midowtn vertical cratting 1.4

44-1 1.379 1.573 I. 1.6 No cracing -0.3
44-2 1.043 1,225 1*.-# 4.4 No cracking -0.1
44-3 710 85 3.5 26 lillqaa vertical crac. o; f.2
44-4 362 471 88.0 Failure Midupun vertical cracking 1.3

56-1 1.130 1,368 31.1 3.7 No cracking 0
56-2 1.131 1,360 3.7 N.. cracking -0.4

From pottst survey daa.

TABLE 4.10 COMPARISONS OF COMPUTED FLEXURAL RESPONSE [NDIR VERTICAL LOADINO ALONE
WITH OBSERVED RESPONSE: STATION 360.01 ONE-WAY SLABS

Com d Pai -Mauteri conud Rposse
Sa Vield Ultimate Ductility Maximui Deiluetlao Observed Resldual Deflection
Resistance Resistance Factor Yid biSwftiio Rtsatoes YWeI Deloctiein

11-1 136 131 10.3 Failure Light midaps crack -0.1
16-1 202 227 18.8 6.6 No cracking -0.1
16-2 26 317 8,8 1.8 No cracking 4(j.3

16-3 286 317 S. 1.x LigM widuan vertical .0.1
crack

21-1 326 376 19.4 1.3 Light vertical cracking -0.1
21-2 326 374 17.2 1 3 No C *acking -0.1

21 3 182 217 49.8 14 UoM vertical cracking • .3
21-4 1912 217 47.6 14 LIotl vertical -rackinit • 1.3

21-5 492 541 8.0 No yield Sliglt ve."lcal crack, .0.03

am side
1- 6 .)s18 211 2 6'I 2.2 silf;o, Vea dcai cLrack. 9

Coe side

26-1 4"7 474 41.7 1.05 No cracking - 0.3
25-2 263 313 3.3 1.2 No cracking a

:6-3 510 579 121 No yieid No crucklig -0.2

31-1 3719 1!" 20. 1.15 Iu*l) cracked. ile -3- 2

31-2 3311 433 46. 1.15 No cracking -0.2

Pr'- . * i'otteet urvey data.

9,
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TAL1.11 LII l't'AItI. OJF CoX3't.TEiJ FLEXURAL. 3tESI'tNNE. 3'.NDiLi COXMIINLb4 I~I:NDlNt
AND AXIAL LOJADS. Ull If OISEIIVLD 3{LSONSK: SIA1hIX -W-41.111 O.M. WAY SL.AW0

Yield 'ptciI~daIDf~r
Hut, lsistanci' Itcsjol"K. (Aik-rvcd Hluins Ywld4 Defivctiun

7PSI:,3 Failure' Etensive vertical cracking'3

24 1;-H .5 st-r-anvhlwage failure N. A
21ft- 2 !"1 h.4 Inecimwi unil ivricA~ cracking 9.

"%.. WH 4;.5 Inc-invil and i ctjcal cracking o.7

1- ;.S23 1.1 Inclined cracking. wne end 10.3
ZIE.21*33 1.1 Curner cracked. one suport i

36-.3 1.4"'. - 1. 23 lalined cracking. ont, erd
36a- 1 3.3403 3.3 \o visible cracks 0.31
16-. 3.5241 1.5 Inclined and vertical trucking 1.4
14.1 No yield No visible cracks -o0.3
11-2 No yield No visible cracks -41.1

Nt' kid One crack at m.idsgpan 0.2
iINo ..ield Fine Inclined and vertivai cracking 1.3

5V-1 Xuyilk Nu visible tcracks. k
46-o\ yield Nu visible cracks -0.4

Fromt Interactias diagrams. From postiest mrvey data.

TABLE 4.3? COUP-ARlM)\ OF COMPIJTED FLEMXAL RESPONSE, UNDERI COMBINED BENDINV
AND AXIAL LOAD. 11ITH ONERVED RESP'ONSE. STATION 360.1r2 ONE-WAY SLABS

*Residu 41 Devikcoa fstab Rtesistance Reopmse tilerved Rlesponse
W.V ~~~~4m fly________

11-1 3I4 Failure Om igtmiien crack 0.1

16.3 20m 3.6 No visible cracks -0.1
I r--, 35-I 3.2 No visible cracks -0.3
31-3 334 3.: tOm H&x) mklupa crack 0.1

21-1 -No yield Very light vertical cracking -0.1
21-2 - No yildk No visible cracks 0.3
21-3 3&4 1.? LlxM verticalcraciqa *0.3
.33-4 3.1 1.2 Light -- rticwI cracking0.
21-i - No yield Shrt vertical crbi;1. no side- 0.03
"I3 C - \ oyield Shoet vertical crark,- sw d 1)

::.I - No yield No visihie ctucks. 0.3
261-2 - No yield N~o visible cracks 41

26-3 - No yield No visible cracks -0.2

31-1 No vieki 1'.ssbly tracked. am- side 0.2
31-2 -No yield No visible crscks -0.2

Fronm Interaelzim diagrams. tFrom postiest wirvev data.
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~1II.;.m: 'rif t'Fil he"X .F' C .l ACC1ELEP1AloX UlhiN '111F. sL.AR

uivaiurt inclilt M IALhI 116L1.A3 LA3CI

'a r-r

1 :o1 -'3.1 RHO3 1*4

-332 -- 1 3-6115

1~. : Statiorn limsure pulse. o) avek-rat;.m 'p
4
lv. Cujv: Stats-n* fpresur

TABLE 4.14 R11i10IESISTANCE OF PktojELC SLAP)S

frn~ls-. rupture. 0.15 flu. psi1; hi hiIglt4 usta inckws. b, widlbs of slab. ,inch# Ir
nrnoept -pt ioertu in rel*ownd 1 12 bW W. rr .-t4x-=Wd reitanlce 16 *r'jh 11 9.! re. plki.

h' -4 indws I SO OWnhS b 24 inebu 1 77 nc.s -

TIab Is PC~ I, ir _ slab s Ile 'F rr'

10-1 221 344 3.3' 95 11 1I.5 i6" 3) 4

2~- 3.1 6.71) 5..35w 194 16-1 18.5 5.443 3231 53A
2S.2 w31.5 6,9's') 3G."4 2)))) 16-2 111.5 5.609 M2600 65

26- .o. 3.S; 5'.s" i. 1-3 3.3 5.535 12.64wo fil

3E.I 2'%.5 G.ui43 122.OO 33 21-1 23.3 6.80: 26.0'I 12"
562 3.5 .2 23.1"1) 34) 21-2 23.5 M.IT 26.1.011 Its

M8-3 313.5 fi13 23.000 322 21-3 23.5 A.357 26.01 121
M4-4 3%.3 614. 1250) 3121) :1-4 2#3.3 s.213 4-6.09' 111

44-1 47.5 6.410 214.003) 4414 21-9 213.5 4-."-I 26.00') ins

4 , 47.5 1m 214,00 436 N-3 1 2-4.3 6.658 44,50". 384
41-- 3 t-.: A.71 . :4.1"mn 474 ls-2 26.5 ": Ml"30 13
44-4 17.5 C.253 234.4))')' 443 - .4- 23 3,203 49.300 143

361 5A.3 1 .614 400.tH4' 'INI 31-1 M2.3 5. L.I- "$.SIN# 1
3i- Z ZJ%5 fi.6 400*43')' V14 3-2 32.3 "~:2 *.600 23
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATICNS

5.1 CONZCLUSIONS

5.1.1 General. In terms of the original objectives of this project, the results were

partially successful, at least for the one-way slabs. Despite differences between pre-
dicted and observed response, the results obtained from this project are in relative agree-
ment with those obtained in static tests of deep beams as reported in Reference 2. The
latter tests were conducted subsequent to the Inception of Project 3.6 and results obtained
from them were not available at the time of the preliminary design and analysis of the
slabs tested under Project 3.6.

In particular, the data from laboratory tests mentioned above indicate that the present

criteria for anchorage-bond and pure-shear failures are very conservative. Ab discussed
under Section 4.1.3, it is believed that a diagonal-tention failure is not possible for a imi-
formly loaded, simply supported one-way slab or beam. None of the slabs tested under
Project 3.6 failed in anchorage bond, pure shear, or diagonal tension.

Certain qualitative conclusions may be drawn from comparisons of the behavior of
slabs that differ from each other in only one respect, and from the behavior of the slabs
in general, despite the differences between predicted and observed response. In addition,
tentative conclusions may be drawn from the analyses discussed in Chapter 4 of this report.
These conclusions are tentative because there is no data to substantiate the various as-
sumptions that were necesa, to consider the effects of axial loads, base disturbance,
and rebound, on the response if the test slabs.

5.1.2 Conclusions Drawn from Observ ed Behavior. Effects on Web Reinforc6-
men t. The effect of web reinforcement e the behavior of the one-way slabs tested
under Project 3.6 was qualitatively the same " that cbtained in static testt of deep beams.
Specifically, comparing the response of Slab 28-1 ,t that od 28-2 and 2-3 and te- re-
sponse ol 36-1 with 36-2, It Is apparent that web relnfkr -ment inhibit.- t's +5lopnent
of major inclined cracks even in very deep members under dynamic !o..

With the exception of slit differences in concrete strengths the slabs. g, 4 . h-.
the same properties. Slab 36-1. which had no web reinforcement, devek¢%eua 'r:-r,
crack at one end, whereas a2s-2 dio n.. Siab 28-1 which also had no web reinfocm-...
developed major inclined cracks at both ends and failed, either In shear anchore or
during rebound. The other two slab, 26-2 and 28-3, exhibited more distributed cracking,
.id io.A deveop major inclined crack and alo not fall.

It in concluded therefore that web reinforcement should be provided to insure failure in
flexure rather than in some more brittle mode.

Longitudinal Compression Reinforcement. None of the test slabs were
reinforced in compression, although those with web reinforcement had very small bars
at the top . which the web reinforceent was tied. A large numbe of the sWabs dgvl.,ped
vertical crack. from top to bottom In the vicinity of midspan. It is believed that the only
hal" explanation for theme cracks is that tensile stresses were developed at the top
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surface during rebound (Section 4.3.6). It is concluded, therefore, that wherever support
conditions are such that significant tensile stresses can be developed in the top of the slab,
longitudinal reinforcement for resistance against rebound should be provided in accord-
ance with Reference 27. This reinforcement will result in more ductile flexural response
in the direction of the applied load.

5.1.3 Conclusions Drawn from Analyses. Flexure. It is recognized that flexural
response computations are affected by certain parameters that cannot be defined with
great certainty, especially if the resistance function is elastoplastic. Among these
parameters are rtse-time of the applied load, natural period of the structure, peak
applied pressure, and yield resistance. However, it is clear from brief considcrationc
that e maximum possible effect of variation in the first two mentioned cannot account
for the differences between predicted and observed response at Station 360.01.

lcause the probable variation in the peak applied pressure is on the order of * 15 ner-
cent. it can be concluded that the yield resistances or apparent yield resistances of the
slabs at Station 360.01, particularly, must have been increased greatly. Comptations
have indicated that axial forces and base disturbances could account for the differences
noted (Section 4.3.4). Owing to a lack. of data, these computations were based on as-
simptions the validity of which cannot be confirmed in ge'eral. Therefore, the results
ol these computations should be regarded as giving orders of magnitude of the effects of
axial loads and base disturbances on the response of the test slabs.

Neither axial load nor base disturbance by itself appears to account for ;he difference
between computed and observed response for all slabs. For deep mentoers such as Slab
44-4 the effect of axial loads appears to account for the order of magxiitude of the Inc-'case
in yield resistance required. There are other Indications that ihe increase In yield re-
sistance was real rather than apparent-indicatons such as cracks in the bases of some
of the deeper slabs over the supports. However, for the slabs with depths of 20 inches
or less, the effect of axial loads was insufficient to account for the required Increase in
yield resistance. Therefore, it is ooncluded that both axial loads and base disturbances
had a significant effect on the flexural resistance of the various test members, and that
the former had a greater eftect on the behavior of the deeper slabs whcreas the latter had
a greater effect on the behavior of the shallower slabs.

Other Modes of Failure. Anattemptwas madein Section 4.3.l to eval, tethe
resistances of the slabs to failure In other modes, such as shear.oompression. ftar-
anchorage, bond bearing and pure sawar, by applying empirical expressions derived from
analyses of data obtained from static tests of reinforced concrete beams. Equations 4.3,
4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 were modified only to include, where practicable, the effect of rapid
strain or stressing on the strength of the concrete. It is not clear whether the equations
used are applicable to the dynamic case.

If applicable, the equations for czackln .trength and shear-compressio, -'n.tr t
appear to be conservative. The former predicted Inclined cracks in al members, where-
as visible inclined cracks were noted in relatively few. Allowing for an Increase in shnr-
cL ..,p-esslon strength due to the rapid straining rate, the latter predicted a shear-
compression failure in only one member and that member did not fbll. Howeve-:, it is
believed that the shear-compression strengths of all members wiuld have been ibereased
by the effets of the axial loads; these were not taken into consideration in the developmcat
of the equation.

With the possi.wte exception of Slab 28-1. none of the members tailed ,u shear-kiichorAge.
and none were computed to have failed. However. because some of the slabs had web
steel tw. tch undoubtedly belps to resist failure In shear-anchorage) and because most of

1x
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tim ila' did :tot dwvclop j biIe iuc!acd cracks. it is n(A clear rhether the tiuatif as5(.d
it applicable to) th,. dvnanlet eae

It is vucar that therm W~ -vo ad-jttt ci-zriat3o- achorag. bond mtrargth ot We~p tmv-
.w--v slabs. The dirva _ooit.i1s In the tvnerete w-rroundin. -h ter reifoce.ent

at-ovc the suppoit in a deep slab are gr-Llv diff'ront from tOrse in e.Uadard pullout tests
jz n wtch the present criterion is based. Tia; fact was noteW in Reference 2. ... ach
rvpu-tea coilp4ed bond atrestes greatly i.. excesi of the -an.drd I-ond-stretgtb Zriterion
in atatl, testC f doup bams. Bond stresses ou the der of 6.3 f"., b; were de-
vi-I.ped in 'N slabon tested under Project 3.6 with no appatrent bond failure at the anchorage.

The critericn app i-d for bearing strengths apW.ars to a pic-ahle to the d.,namie
case after ailo~arwe hai been made br the rapid gtressing rate. Goed correlation was
obtained between the computd Learing stresses. c.nputed bearing strengths . ' o-
aerved response f-,r the case -if the .tsurid combined loding condtiot. As discumsed
above, the analyses of the r,..mose of the alab, to combined bending and a'ial lo4' are
based on assumed magnitudes of forces not confirmed by data. Thus, the applicabilitly
of the bearing strength criterion assumed has not been established firmly.

The present criterion for pure fe'qi) aL-ear failure i3 apparently " conservative.
V-'ucs of computed average z:turln stresses as tigh as f.43 2 were obtained in static
Ic As of simpl.v-supported deep bean' . without pure-shear failures as reported in Reference
2. Compnta.t.:ns Indicate that average shearing stresses as high as 0.32 P were attained
in the slabs tested under Project 3.6 without a shear failure.

it is believed that one of t... t,:..,,<s why the present criterion ;s too owservative Is
that no consideration is given to the effect of the stressing rate on the strength of the con-
crete. It Is concluded therefore that although the value of the average shMaring stress at
which a pure-shear failure will occur hs not been established, there is sufficient evidence
available to permit a reasoaable increase in the timate or allowable average shearing
stress on the vertical section adjacent to the support,

In summary, It is concluded that, except for bearing strength, none of the criteria used
to determine the strengths of tho members In modes of failure other than flexure have
been demonstrated to be applicable to the dynamic ease. Specificolly, it is ewiphasix
th!it: (1) there is no adequate criterion for anchorage-bond strength; (2) LW va ma~ used
for shear-comprossion strength Is known to be conservative when the member is subjected
to combined bending and axial loads, even in the static case: (3) the expression for crack-
Ing strength appears to be very conservative if it is apracable t. the dynamic cas at all;
and 4) the ,riterlon fo'. pure-shear (erd shear) strewth appears -o be very conservative.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

i.2.1 Fur,.er Res-c--h -. Dleer "--Wty Slabs. The tsponse af rl-ep onc %%ay --!.-s
to tatlc ics is or . beginigto eudrto A'uhsoi eetp~~a
b_.imn to, as :ep.arted in Reference 2. a great dea re,:-s-.- 4. '- learned, specifically
about the failu.' of these slabs in brittle nne.-- such as shear- co.-pre.nio a, shcar-
ani torage, pure shear. ard anchoragt. botAd.

flexurJ resistance criteria developeJ from tests of reinforced-concret t beams of
or1inrv proportions fspan-depth ratios of about 101 appear to be applicable ,?o deep beams
down to swn-d&cph ratios, of around 2.0. However, criteria developed slm'lariy A.r ir"',k-
ing. ab ar-c," presL.on. pure-shear, a.4d anchor:,-,1,d strengths do Wt ap-par o he
applicable to the static case, much less the dy.:amic. Furta.nr. the ef.ect of axial luadi.
on tt- :csistanee of deep menbers to these t i',tle modes of failure has not been dete. -
:..... d for the static case. After the static case Is f:lly understood, there is inuch that
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minJaire ws 4,- invvetiotoW 4-fcptcrnaz ueau bWLvior. which cowI L,-ziW iw~v.aziej
updkr *.utwwti c4-isium --ko% &,%r in" ~~Wed can bu neltLed A "oig Ohe
innkrzut a~Teos Uf ixrAgation Are. it) petiks f v.ritm of 4et tift-way slabs; --1

-*~ -J ?A41i StrcsS)U( af strawagi rateg -i 1K- strefl3I u , dm tr~rqad-concrcte
I'tIIet :2fc~a'; . _Cj * rj xt:Ti4 ! i r -twainn rate a* the aerit of deep

roinfwtv-terete &lab* Ir bwti' madej arid 0i vitem-i oK uciuI loadsa twviuing fric'oo0
Athe aupj~rts on dr, :. Ah of dvvp re L4xc-eoncrewa slabs in th~e various modes of

raiiiwe.
It is reewsmendQs. thereforr. that laboratory invetav- tiojttof tho xta~cinMI dynanuQ

biuiavi-or of dfrpj :-way slb. ame pursued. VUtl maoe.A kn-ii iebout ihv effects lle:ed
*iov. Owe wasign of deep xie-wsy slabs iwis rwcvsaity ,.ematn cevorvti"'..

'Reaarc a eep~o-Wy Sabs Presenut design critiafree ww&

uulubs of WJQiao concrete ax- based as theorefical aaalynes a.- a'eager oLvtie trals0
me&Luim t%'"k two-way #!abs. One cm reamt reslts obtained ftekrersue 2) fromt static
ttsi o de- .- wsLah~ as ziflat dilereuveso betwevn the beaaior of deep and
mechuu-tbik two-way P' .oo & v~ vtclpated.

To the wriwrs' 1, ,wletae thzcr. Nave been no static tots of deep two-wuy sls Of
re*4co cv- xe coeriued under L borstary eosditions la adCUtion. little theoretical
work he- .--eui donc * deep, tw*-*-ay slabs vm in iP44ysg the theory of elasticity tW a
t--r-,ceous, isotropic ni.Wr.'4. P. is recomniwded therefore tl at theoretical and ex-
perlc'ntsl Invt15tons *I deep iwu-..ay alas of veinktreed come *cte be puersued to
estabili the proboble nodes of failure of such menibere and critcrn [ or resistance to
failure in those ndes

3.2.3 Interim Design Criteria for One-W!ay Slabs. Urtil am knowledge is obtained
and better criteria s..tablisbod. it is recommended that the criteria sumaozarted below be
used for the analysis and design of simply supported deep slabs sub)*cted to 'uniformly
distributed dynamic loads.

Flexur.. (1) Yield resistance:

Oy .6fy j Id/?) 651

Where., ry yield resistance

fy -drunmic yield streab of the tonsie relizforcement

J ratio of distance between rentroids of compressive and tensfile lbrces to
the effective depth as ddhed by the elastic theory

d effective depth

1' eflective spas (center to center of supports)

0 percentage of tenas Is reinboeawmt

i)UlImate resistancet.

0u .06 [5 11 - k~it (d /P* * 1.)

Whwem rr u vit-rate resltae

fa = Wasmlc stress ntealh. reinfurcema;t associated with strain In the steel

at the ultimate m~eit
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!z - ratio of depth of the centr!d of the compressive forces to depth of tih
neutral axis at the ultimate moment as defined by the ultimate treng(tU
theory

ku r ratio of the depth of the compression zone In the concrete a ultimate mo-
ment to the effective depth of the slab as defined by the Ultimate strength
theory

d. I', and 0 are as defined above

43) Yield deflection:

3.125 ry 116y a -ES d9 -s

Witre: 6y dynamic yield deflection at mldspan

E= modulus of elasticity of the tensile reinforcement
-0.01 (P'/d); - 0.22 (l'/d) - 0.17

ry., i, d wnd 6 are as defiwd pre .iouiy

(41 Uitinate 4-4eflection:

6u s * 0.2 iV/d' I au-ty) (S.4)

Whrw. ou - i uatIaiUAe d ethlos At midps

au "attain in th ttmmte reia froinm at ultimate load

CIO y" Uraix is Oe lomitle redwomW

4WD P. a" C; lit as &&%Ad prerosy

(S Period of vibration:
(10 For spen-depth re.las of less thm,.0 w)e ame k~lowing i

Where. T - fuadmametal period of vibration

6so, = mpoVled deflec at midepe whm slab is laded by a di -ributed i"t
load equai to its own velgbt

g = avity Constant

&, For spm-iNs ratios of 4.0 or greater use the follwig expreslm which was
deveiopa from oonsideratlon of simple apport caes of Equatls LI and 6.29 In Reer-
ence 28:

T - 619 x W-  V N 5$,

Where: T - nstura period of mnmber, maec

1 - effective spun (center to cot r upports). inc
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fy dyna, ic yield atruss 9f the- tensile reinforccitint, p,.

ry dynamic yield resistance of mumber, psi

The preceding expressions require iwowikdge of thet stress-strain relationship in the
tensile reinforcement under r*d stressing, and a considerable amount of computation
For example, the ,putations for ultimate deflection and resistance in particular retquire
the soluti,. by auctessive approximation of the tllowing expression:

'00t k k PC

Varv.: -u ultimate strain in ths concrete in compression

ki  ratio of tht. area of the concrete strcss bloo-k to t4 area of the enclosing
rectangle as defined by the ultimate ;trength theory

k3  ratij of the ultimate compressive stress in the concrete to the stindard
cylinder strength, fie. taking int, consideration rapid ,training rate

P= .,tandard cyliadaer str,..gth in psi

8., and t are as defined above

Equation 5.7 is based on an assumed linear variation of st;ran with depth at midspan
and should be valid for span-depth ratios of 2.0 or more. To se the equation it is nec-
essary to know or assume values for cu' kk, and 1c, and to kmm or assume the
dynamic stress-strain relationship for th- tIersle reinforceaent. in Us report, the
ultimate cor.Vressive strain in the concrete was assumed to be 0.004; ki was assumed
to be 0.85; k3 was outaineW from Figure 4.15. For a first approxitnation, the striMng
rate nay be computed by assuming the ultimate strain is attained in onz4-alf the funda-
mental period.

For trial desig prposes the extensive computations re.uired to determine ultimate
deflection and resistance may be avoided by using a elastoplastlc reivrtance function.
The yield resistance value can be used as the ultimate resistance. The ductinty actor
A may be obtained from the folowing equation taken from Reference 26:

10 MIA8
- O tO 58

Wlwre: 0 percentage tensile reinforcement

01 = percentage compressive ,elforcement

:t is beli.-ved that desigs based on tie at.o.e e.1,tatio: for d..:zy iac,'vr. .;' ta.. prev
ously given equatiens f.r yield resistance and fundatwal period wti be somewbat eM-
servative for fnexural rspors because of ti.e nteglect of the aodtional enerw absorption
.. e to strain ha~enirg in the et., a.nd increases ,j. the ;.acrni ,.:ument after yield.

Oth.r Modes. (1j Shear-Compressicu: Use tho following exprestion, developed
in Reference 9.

S1.5 bd PC k (0.57 - 0-r0 -)
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sinrce MIS

- 1.0J43 f'l
rc 12.16 011',1Y P k to.57 - 1 5 (5.9 1

Where: r., resistance to shear-mompression failure

k - ratio of the depth of the neutral axis to the effective depth i.,f the 3Iab as
defined Lby the elastic theory

'I, I' , fr1 are as defined above

(2; Shear-Anchorage: (ai use the following expression developed in Reference 2 modified
by the rate of stressing at the support, assuming no axial loads:

u -k P .5 fby (5.10)

Where: vu  ultimate average shearing stress on the failure plane

fby average bearing stress at the yield resistance

ks and P. are as defined previc,-aly

(b) Equation 5.10 must be e-o--.d to the following expression to determine whether the
slab will fail in shear-anchorage before the yield resistance is attained (assuming no
axial force acting):

O- 5.11)Va " (c+0.5d')

Where: va  the average sbhring stress on the failure plane when tne yield resistance
is reached

c z the longitudinal dimension of the kupports

do - the distance from the centroid of the tensile forces to th- bottom of the slab

fy. 0, and d arc as defined previously

3, Bond. Use the following expressions as indicated for shear-anchorage abovre:

0 0.30 P(5.12
0.01 0 bd

Mubrk- uu -uit...,ate bond s~tress
ua -Lvragt, bond stress at yield resistance

L, sn of the perimeteru of the tensile reinforcement

, fy,, o, I ani if are as defined previously

'4. lkmrt:i,. UL/e the f-iiu-ing r. .:ssuming no axial loads:

1611
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V%,f - - - m,.12 py - 0.38 ry. - 9.5 .s

"by - e c

Wheret fbu ultimate bearing stress

fr bearing stress at yield

py - value of overpressure at yield of tensile reinforcement

V, c, and ry are as previously defined

For most designs p. ' ry, therefore, for most practical cases, the following e.xpressiod)
may oe used:

0.5 ry 0.5 ry (5.15bi

*AtL- that Equation 5.15b is conservative except when py > ry (not a common condition).
(5) Pure Shear. Use the following expressions, assuming no axial loads:

Vsu ' 0. 2 k3 PC 15.15,

V
Vsy - - 0.12 py*.M r t5.I6a

Wiere: v -su ultimate shearing stress on the vertical aection at the supports

Vsy - average shearing st"- .. -: the vertical section at the supports

I £ clear spn

d, py, and ry are as previously defined

As indicated under (4) above the following exprt;ssion may be used in lieu of (5.16a;
for most practical cases.

v - 0.5 ry (5.16b,

(6, Web Reinforcement. It is recommended that the amount of web reinforceme- --
quired be determined as indicated in Section 5.1.2.1 of Reference 1 but that at least 0.5
percent of web reinforcement be used in deep beams of span-depth ratios of less than 6.0.
It is believed that this minimum requirement should be met to insure a flexural failure
until apparent anomalies between the behavior of deep one-way slabs u der static a-d
dynamic loads have been explained.

Axial Loads. If the values of axial loads can be predicted with reasonable
accurary as a 'unction of time, they should be taken into account in te analysis of the
member. It is apt-ret fromn 'he -,ns,& ..- tionot in Chapter 4 that axial loads can have
a marked effect on the yield resistance of the slab and on the shear-comprevian. .ul-
anchorage, bond. and p-re-shear strengths of the slab. However, the values assumed
in his report for the coefficient of friction at the suvoort and the lateral component of
the ec rth-transmitted pressure are no: to be taken as accurate since there are no daza to
confirm them. To ignore the effects of axial loads is to be conservative; thus, it seems
advisable to Ignore rather than to overestimate them until more daia has been obtained.

Base DIsturba nce. AS indicated in Chapter 4, base dlsturbance c-.n be harmful
or be'neficial depo-,. y, on the variation ,f the disturbance with time. Agin, if a reason-
able prediction of the " ariaticn of the base disturbance with time is possible, it should be
taken inte .-:count. For one-way slabs with shallow footings, subjected to high over-
press-:. .. (within a rarge of pressure such that the air-shock velocity is greater than the
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ground-shock velocityp it ib believed that the effect of the b-. disturbance is to nc Lase
1;)e al ,arent yield resistance of the sla). This belief is basd on two colsidera.ions;
the magnitude of the disturtance at shallow depths appears to be significant, and the rate
of prepgation of the air-iduced ground shock through the soil is such that the disturbance
ixegins x-fore the structure attais its first maximum deflection.

No attvirpt was made to approach the problem of the effect of base disturblence on the
response of simply supported one-way s.abs in general, in this report. Therefore. no
general recommedation can be made. llowevcr. it ;& noted tuat the magnitude of the
effect computed for these slabs is undoubtedly much greater than that which m!ght be ex,-
pected for a structure designed to withstand pressures on the ocder of 200 to 1,000 psi.
The depth of the foutingo fur such a structure, even if it were not ijoried, wuld be great-
er than the depths of the footings for these slabs, and consequently, the magnitude of the
base disturbance wouid be less than for the Project 3.6 slabs.
Rebound. It is recommended that consideration be given to the provision of longi-

tudinal reinforcement to resist tensile forces developed during rebound. This can be
accomplished by the use of the charts in Reference 27. It is emphasized that these charts
were prepared assuming that the member has the same moment of inertia in both direc-
tions. The required resistan'e obtained from the charts should be multiplied by the ratio
of 4r-/. '.s stated in Section 4.3.6, the factor given above is an approximation which
is correct only for response to an i:.pulsive loading. Multiplication of the rsiaaance
values obtained from charts in Reference 27 by the &ator given above is conservative for
long-duration loads. I r and I mov be computed using transformed elastic sections.

This procedure will not prevent cracking in rebound but will prevent a flexural failure
in rebound. If no steel is provided to resist tensile forces z,, rebound, a vertical crack
might represent failure of the member, depending upon the function of the slab.

5.2.4 Interim Desagn Criteria for Deep Two-Way Slab. It is recommended that deep
two-way slabs be designed in accordance with the procedures outlined in Reference 28
until better criteria become avallabe from future research.
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Appendix A

DISTRIBUTIONI OF STRESSiS IN REINFCRCED-CONCRETE BEAMS, ASSUMING
ELAsric STRESS DISTRIBUTION

In the derivation for the distribution of shearing stresses in rectangular beams of an
e!astlc, homogeneous. isotropic material, it Ih.s been shown by the application of the
principles of statics that the shearing stress at any point is the integrated difference
between the bending stresses on either side of a beam sectiom Applying the same
principles to the reinforced-concrete beam, the standard shearing stress distrib.tion
may be obtained. The total shearing force on the Section pq in Figure A.I. is vAxx.
assuming a uniform distribttion of shear along that surface in the direction of the width.
This force is the resultant of the horizontal forces acting to the right and !ift cop the
portion of the beam above the Section pq.

Fm kd fdAmndF, in fdA iA.A)

y1 Y1
Where: Fm the total force on the concrete above 1N at sectio m-rn

f m unit compresive sremss; at a depth t !e concretc above pq at section

dA = an elemental area over which the stress acts

re th t bfrce an the concrete abve Pq at cuo n-n

unit compressive stress at any depth in the concrete abDet p at scetion

U-n

But since the stress has been asumed to vary linearly with depth:
y

kdY

an dA = bd

Where: b = width of the beam

y r distance above neutral axis

kd - depth of the neutral axis

fc extreme fiber stress

"1 (c - an Increment of stress at the estreme fiber

Thus: vbxd -b T 3 fc-.%fcldy A. 2a

Y1
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Taking momnrts at the tensile stvei at Section m -m in Figure. A. L

2.x1 Vjd -Vx - sc - .1 c id

VA .1 ~ b~ k- Akj
le 2

Substittingts in the above inteo"a -A.2ba

rn-rn and n-n are so close together that Vm VW

expressedas

prinipls ofstaicsto te sc~in. a exresin! the ditibto ofr an veril strsse

inu yh appied loadeari y bte atevep iThe o rtca fore pqat Section pii m
i n elemeA. s yb n assuminger wir t d uit sriuin oftress acssteecin

1.1- r,. ut toas etzhearigsrs t an force an the concretv above prq at Section n -m



But b" f quation A.5. v;. Jol vn inay Le vx. russo as follows.,

, , r ,} , r {
lfl h,, kI d di ,-, b' , - (-

"

it .1 % % 1. [I

Taking the sum of the viertieal fures:

.- jd "Y L

y x bid - A-kd%.

y Mi

4ut anti w pb

Thus:

y p~ La'3kd J

Elaluatlng the above expression for the value of (y at the neutral axis:

ft -p - -E[ ] p (I~~ - IA.9)
id 3,3,,

From the preceding it is apparent that toe value ofly at the neutral axis is dependent upon
the properties of the beam:

k f

0.24 0.826

0.36 0.727

0.51 0.590

The v..riatioi of vertical cow-press!ve stress 4ith depth in reinforeed-concrce beams
is shown in Figure A.3 conpared to the variation of vertical compressive stress with
depth in a beam of homogeneous, elastic, Isotropic material.

Combined Stress Conditions. From tL preceding. the combined atress
conditions in the Ctcrete lt con p. ,.*,A, U9... '- i;;t:.q. T.u ,vaih:es -'nt!

aet vertical compressi'e stresses and the shear strev# at azay titv:$ ri 'We coic4,ica,
_nncretW may be writtta as follows:

Ex X fc
lcd

iv d pL 3  d v

V b;d [ kld']

i it' ;. 3sstmed that a section Is taken just aelad of the intclined crauk, and that vo
ia Lre i.csiht of the crack at that WpIt, then. from Figure 4.4:
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V

f f,
x kd

0

9 , k. - .,-kd j
)' [3 b t €

d

Where yo is height of the crack :.tme the neutral axie aw 4. f, - and v are the unit• , ~0 - o'

.oriznb ia ne l uca. compressive stresce 3.-A the unit it..-ri- zrrsz .
Asumin lh zt the crack is produced Ib. the principl| tetwile *.re s,, the following

combined stress equation may ;x written-
fx 0 - k x O - Io 2

t¢ --- + V (A.9-F 7 ( 0

Where te the ultimate strength of concrete in tension.
Since

XT LcUkdjd-
22

f" • pili - X P

o kd jdand f Y:.,p qx - fA.10

&nce V - pt/2- $3"

The above exprsslons may be used with the comiwe4 stress Fquaios A.9 to etal"W.
the height of ibe iac!ined crack if the value of tt. is kowwr

Even if this value is not hums with certainy. it is appbtew from the equatiox Bo the
combiaed stress ¢coditloss that the inclinied crack canaot proceed to the exzntreiber
under these conAlt;cn. meaus.e r approaches zero a the crack rises am thus the
ptinipli teialle stress approacbes zero. Thus. it is osclWded th a diaona!-mnsiou
A~lswe is mot pisMvble in a sia y supported rectaagular beam subjected to 0aitoraly dis-
tribwted load, assuming the stress -trat relatiolp to be elamtie. Similar relation-
ships have heen d6.eloped for parabolic and traiezoidal stressstrain relationstips which
result in the i£j~u. ;:o~r.4o%,

The peceding dwes nm preclude any other mode of ainiure such as mnear-colpression.
In tact. A appear& to xp!ain why simply bappot ed rectzg.;!ar re~k .--cd-c-acrete metn-
I-~r .'l 'iin alper c mress~or rather thCRE T irnsion.
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C P q7 " C.AC d q

T T+AT

m nl

Figure A.1 Distribution of compressive stress~es on an
elemental length of a simply supported rectangular con-
crete beam subjected to uniformly distributed load.

atoml d istribuedqload

t 1 ft 6Y
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k 0.24
0.2

o I /

0

- k=0.360.4

0.ECoertabelw eura

a

0.6
I-a

Eo / ,, ;.\w note.,ni
•/ b/./neata

o0.8 Lo u elastic beam

.0
1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ratio of Vertical Stress to Pressure of Load

Figurie A.3 Variation of vertical comnpressive stress wath depth in a unifurnil.
inaded beam, a/suminga teiangutar berding stress distribution.

Sis,i
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Appendix I

i..\BtL)IA' 'R1 Y "IS'" S OF HEINFORCIN; STI*'.L

':,m'les of ,#. reinforving steel used in the iro iect 3.6 slabs ;wLre seam to the inivers.it-

of ltinoxs for test.ng. These samples v ere of tle followvng sizes: No. 6. 5. 4. and 3.
:,-up)onb of all thi, sizes " ere teeted iin tension at normal ,tatic loading rates, and coup.Nnis
of tht. .No. ; b.irs : %ce tested in tensi,, at high loading rates comparable to those thal

wer, exper'eoced in the field test.
'I he areas of the coupons were dcter'nined by veighing the bars ii O.ol Ibi. measuring

their lengths i* 1 :32 inch in about :3 feit). and computing the areas based on a weight f
3.4 lb in2 -ft.

,I STAI1C TES'IING

*1 he normal loading-rate, or static, tests were performed on a 12(i.000-pound Baldwin
Universal livd'aulie "I esting Machine. - ste coupons as tested wore the unaltered rein-
forcing bars; except fcor prick punching to support the extensometer, no machining %as

done on the bars. I he static tests of the No. 6, 5. and 4 bars were planned so as to pro-
side complete load-versus-deformation records from star t of test through yield and up to

stt.:.,.i hardenir.g, and also the maximum load and corresponding strain. An autographic

recorder %as used to provide the load-versus-elongation record up to strain hardening.
"l he deformation at maximum load was measured wit)' calipers to * 1 101) inch. since
the extensonieter uas removed after the begii,ning of strain hardening. It must be empha-
sized that this dcformation at maximum load is not comparable to the usual figure of "elon-
gation in , inchts". since the measurement was taken before the cupon nec'L -

Because the No. 3 bars were used for ties rather than reinforcement, no load-
deformation record %as taken. Only the yield point and maximum load were recorded.

I he time frn ..e beginning of steady stressing until the upper yield point was attained
was recorded for ..ach static test. The time readings were taken by ordinary wristwatch
second hand and are not accurate to the nearest second, but they do define the rate of load-
ing or strain rate adequately.

The results of the static tests of the Project 3.6 rcnforcitg steel are given in Table
BIl. It is noted th,,' I ';.: .lta -o,'.; :c u..;,:.,ytnlfnrm in n,.- hnr ;"- -1,. -, #",

overall grouping of No. (, 5, and 4 bars. This steel did oLut vxlhibit praiousincud upp m'I
ind lower yit:1J points.

13.2 DYNAMIC TESTING

To obtain an indication of the yield resistance of the reinforcing steel when subjected
to high loading rates coupons of the No. 6 bar-, were tested in the U',niversity of Illinois
60-kip dynamic ,;- ".g machine. This machine, described in Refer,,.rcr- 29. is cap.l1Al.
of applying a (l0-kip load in approximately 6 maec.

The b:.-, were tested in an unaltered form; the only change from the mill condition was
pr-'.,:c., by filing smooth a portion of each af the longitudinal ribs on opposite side.3 of the
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bar in) order to apply SI1-4 strain gages. The basic instrumentation 1.r4 ,he higl.-;hru. , -
ratL testing was planned to yield load-versus-time and deformation-vers:s-time it coids.
Ali .iuminun dynamometer. mounted between the coupon and the iachive frame. a idiatcd
the load through output from Type AD-7 S11-4 electrical resistanct strain gages mounted
on the dynamometer. The strain in the coupon was indicated by "1ype A-12-2 Si-4 elec-
trical resistance strain gages mounted ol the coupon. The outputs ,of load from the d% na-
mometer S31-1 gage bridge and of strain frc-n the coupon SR-4I gage bridgei % .rI- r.,corded
on a Hathaway S-l-t magnetic oscillograph along with a 540-cps timing s.gnil.

A complete description of the dynamic-test apparatus and instrumentation may be found
in Reference :f.. This report describes tests which were carried out using the sat :e pro-
cedures as for the Project 3.6 tests.

Il ie results of the dynamle tests of the reinforcing are given in l able 13.2. I he nomen-
clature used is defined in Figures t,-I and B-2.

As noted in Section 4.3.1. in the dynamic tests of the Project :1.6 bars. an effort %as
miade to load tht. bars with a force-time function similar to that to which the bars in the

fheld-test slabs were subjected. This objective was largely realized. Analyses of SDF
systems equivalent to the one-way slabs indicated that the time ft -,m start of loadin~g to
yield in the field ranged from al-mt 1.5 to 3.0 msec. The range in the laboratory testing
was from 4.0 to -(; mset with four of the six tests near the shorter time lin.t. The shape
of tne load-ritne function in the laboratory was quite similar to the shape ot the resistance-
time function established for the field-test siaus by use of the equivalent SDF system. It
is therefore believed that the ,--" "' --f yield point versus time to yield as shown in Figure
4.14 gives a reliable indication of the yield resistance of the reinforcing steel under field-
test conditions.

Some results from the series of tests described in Reference 30 are included here to
indicate the variations in the dynamic increase in yield point for intermediate-grade re-
inforcing bars of different lots and manufacturers. The Project 3.6 reinforcing bars
were obtained from the Judson Steel Company; the Reference 30 bars were manufactured
by the Inland Steel Company. The chemical properties of the Project 3.6 bars at - given
in Table B.3.

In the full range of tests performed by the two projects, the variation in .
load-time functions applied to the coupons bec-ime too broad for adequate representation
by the time parameter ty-tlire from start of loading td yield. Theoretical studies of the
yielding phenomenon in steel in Reference 31 Indicate that yielding, for t v less than about
100 msec, is defined by the relation ff dt - C. where a is on the order of 12.5. The
test data obtained is not adequate for defining the constants a and C; therefore, the results
obtained cannot be expressed as values of a and C for each lot of steel. lowever. the
high value of a indicates that the stress-time history is of major significance only at the
higher stress levels. Ti.;s has been confirmed experimentally by many investigations, for
:w;stance, those of Heference 32. For this reason, the time parameter t, defa'ae enditjons

of testing was selected as the delay time td- the elapsed time during the test when the
stress level was m f-xccss of the static-yield level but the specimen was still elastic.

In the reduction of the ;ubratory-test data, the yield point was defined as the stress.
strain, tir.e. point at w:%ich the imstantaneous slope of the stress-strain curve dropped
to 20 x 109 psi. This criterion was selected in order to best consider tests in which the
load on the coupon peaked and then oscillated before yielding eccurred, Definite yielding
eventually oct i. 'red i the average L.jd level was in excess of the s'atic yield level. How-
ever, in each. 4'ycle of vibration, before general yielding, the strain corresponding to a
given load level increased by a small amount. Defining the yield point as stated above
sc, :aed most satisfactory for these conditions, and equally applicable when yielding
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~-e C irrl hbftwe the 1.0. It tlt! e ra pml rcailvt.u a in. 1.. n Ih. AO k~ e d V

n'th miu s111 111 tresh level after tile vid point %%as passed %as ci' het sit£4htiv .

Pit, 'Siitv stuallvi than tilt y.iAd stesdvfiied b, this eliterioni. 'I hie upper yield tr ~
,the miaxitnum stress ivvei acur.ring between the, yield p. .inii and thle lower vield pointl
%%as vither greater thani th- vivid stress or equal to it. Fiji- the tests .f loigur .k .aY t. n S.

.21- misve or gi'vater . it shaoul. bie iree'_gni'/ed th-ut thu scut:er van be ..tt.1I 'sied to1):,

vXteflt t" the sea ft: ,n~ vivid time. Fo'r the labt tests. a i'th de jav tii -. , lvsss than _'ww
it sh~ould be appreciated that -hL teVQ wIding UequJMlM-et, SeISItiVe ZO 7)(111 vps. %%i: being
J5LS14LeJ to tile imts of ;Is tesponlsi'. and thalitthe leiaiv J.m~etternli neal it oni th1 ecv
,Ia% rti v :r''pesvia~ naly anl ordr-r -4 ni.,gnitude. One. 'athe~r rttn*.i eracV
of tile esdi's as bignificant ant the. o'ngt- dv:t ,V teitS. Ine~ strait -.,ert. -Pio z uto '

"'eti age !Cengtnl of I -tzael at the et liter of I I'- inch speei nien. The spout .uetis Ira-.
lKVv begunl vieldiiig at anothur po.int bef~r. thle yielding bvgran a:ntivi tL !r. gag.. In:
I iis sense. all1 delay timies represent maximnum values. 1 est., described Ii iivfvrvnce,- 31'
conducted withi two suttS -if strain gages 2-1 2 inches apart show that this diffe: envu in
dla N. titte %% :th location onl thlt specimen is insignificant a hnthe delay timie is ja-,,s thani

1ha. p~resentation of -.~au-~l sistance data Ii tiac form of Vivld stritss versus
d;-'.-V time is rather Lnsuited '.o use in design. For this reason the test results presented
:-rv expressed as tha:- percept increase inl lower vivid stress versus effective str,.ss rt%
a Figure 11.3'. and percent increase in lower vieid Stress vers.5s 4Xa~fcive strain ratc.
-FiguJre DA.). For co.nparison, th- --:4, of tests de'scribed in Rleferience 3:J. 'athteh
were made on mild steel at approximately constant strain rates. art! included on Figure
1.4. The effective stresE rate is the average stress rate during the delay time periodl;
the effective strain rate is the average strain rate during this period. These are not be-
livu1 to be the ultimate methods of expressing the time criteria for dynamic uffects on
stel yield point, but they should apply well when the actual stress and strain rates are
reasonabYv linear.

Test, results from Reference 30 show a generally greater piercentage of increase in
vield stress for a given stress or strain rate than is shown by test results from Protect
3.6. Refer' e 31 indicates that as the static-vield level increases. pi,&centage -;f dvnaii-
vicid iniert tends to decrease. Thus, the generally higher stzttic-yield points of the
Project 3.6 ilpeimens help explain the smaller dynamic effects. It is also quite possible
wa; Jiheaf-rliations of the reinforcing bars may influence the dynamic-yield point. In
Retference 34. it is indicated that secatches on polished specimens caused maarkcd redu--,-
tions in dynamic-vivid level. 'I he differences in deformations signify differences in the
stress concentrations. w'hich may have a major influence on the yield level1.
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Appv'ndix C

DEFINITIIS OF SYMBOLS

A r- a constan.

A5  area of tensile reinforcenvnt.

.V zrit of compressive reinforcer cut.

a area of tensile tes specimen.

b width of compressive zone in a concrete section; width of slab.

r a amnnant; restitant vector or horizontal compressive force on concrete cros
sectio .

Cwidth of the slab supon in the direction of the slab spa.

Cf coeficieM of friction betw- Iti~ an its support.

d the depth of a me ed concrete cross section from the compressive svurfce
to the centrod of the tensile relsrcing steel.

do the distance from the cestrod of the tensile reintring steel to tk bottom of th

E wmodlus of elasticity.

Es modulus of elasticity of the tensile eimforciag steel.

Ec modulus of elasticity of concrete

f a unit stress
tb eotcref 5 sres in bearing.

N ulUme --trench in bearing.

th sominal bearing stress on shear-machorap failure pane.

concrete bees lng struts at time of yield of tensile reinfoeng steel.

e mpressive Mr-qsub of standard concrete cylinder "-v a! Lt

fr madulus of rupture for concrete tagparcut ultimate tensile stress from test of
meinforced bean).

f stres in tensile reinforcilg steel.

yield stren of tensile relafolrcng steel.

E lower yi&", , n-na.

f mu*er yield stressu
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. ,ffeCt,v,. e srs rate i -,,,- - Static fir
14l

g accelerdAzon due It- gravnts.

h total depth of slab.

I iwitmoent of itierlia of cross section about neutral axs.

Ir  rnln of inertia fur rebunad. I of crol35 section almut the cenltridai axi*.

ti mnternl muwnnt arim at a reinforced W correte cross section as a proortion
- -'. for elastic theory.

t the internal momnat arm at a itinforeed concrete cruss section as a iruportion
of d for the general ssua A case.

k spring constant of elastic system. 4imensionless parameter up"' in elastic theory
expressing the depth -f thu compressive zvn of a reinforced concrete sectio-
a* a proportion of d. raUio of dynrmc ultimate cotipressIve stregth of cm-
crew standard cylindmr lo r.

ksl uni stres in tl Pat sit.

Iu di'raesioonie parameter u ed in ultimate strength theory cxpressing the depth
of the tmpression zon '4 a reinforced concrete section as a propcu-tion ofd.

KE kinn-c earr.

Scoefficit expressing ratio of the area of the concrete stress block to that of
the aciosn rectagle mtd by ksI'r k,6

& cfw-ciest espreisaq locatos with respect to compressive surface of resultant
compresslvr force as a pruportios of it,4

It coefficief expresm ratio of ltismae cmpqesve stres to t .

I da spa of slab-e * to e of sparts.

P sa of slab. centr to cooler of sapoorts.

Ia  span of slb. center to ceater i anchor bolts.

i s  total Of l1

M bending momet.

Me  bending momn at coer of spn.
UIr  rV*;a4;.4 g:ouu ." . -u .- fA

Mfg slab resistace in shear compressio expressed as the maximurn moment
capcity.

M stab ultimate Bera resistate extessed as &he maximum resisting moment.

Mua slab ulmte floxra resistance with axial liad acting exressed as the naxi-
ma-. resisting moment.

MY 6- mg maent at which she temle reinforeimg aeet Yi*W

M betding moment at which the tensile steel yied with axial beaM acting.
~.4
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; mabs -it v'asti- svstera; mass of tlabs Ir unit-p zn art-t-

m rluavai-nt mass -f slab per untt-pflian argot r'*r use with equiv.slent singi--dugru-
.d-frtdom system.

N rsukant axl force on rtnforccd-concret. act n.

3xial floret. nhiew; would cau-r buckling of slab in first critical mondAe.

imodular ratio of voncrt-te F. P e .

V- tntrt-transtittcd axial load ' slab.

s, bu.Aancc point of intcr-ction Qtagrain.

'F! j.,fiCntial energy.

,. uvvrressure " wilng on slab iurface : reinforcing ratio A. hi.

pm peak ovcrpress re.

p overpressurv at t too

overprmre at time of yaeiing of slat.

rate of change oi #nerpresmre.

p, rate of change of overpressure at t t0 .

psi pressure or stress in pounds per squarv Inch.

q reinlforcing index p /.i

%. lstatic-yield resistance.

r rezistance of elastic syment. res stanse of slab expressed as force per unit-pian
area.

r rebound resistaace as limitd by anchor-bolt capseit3i expressed In terms of

e rebound resistance as limited by anchor bolt capacit~y expressed in terms of
a

qmnVP.

rf resistance of slab in flexure.

ro  resistance of slab at time - t.-.

rr available rebound resistance of slab.

rr  required tu mis , staa tu r w cracn:. .f i%%-

rs  rebomnd resisfam as limited by soil friction expressed in terms of span I.
rdneniL-. resistanc as litit:ni by soil froctn expresse L'-- e .-us f'span !'.

rac resistance of slab ia shear compression.

rp O resistance of slab in pare shear.

raw resistanc "f sla. 1ti diagonal te son.

ru  ultimate Iqlstance of slab.

ry .ted resistance of slab.
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r rate of ange ef resist2inev.

rate uf change of z euistar.ce at t o

"1 !net natural period oi elastic system; resultant tensile Furcr or rrtdrfctvd
ecncrete section.

Ty tensile force in reinforcing steel at yield.

tinm.

Id  d,*r-:fio~ of overpressure pulse. tely time in sttl! r:ng t -.

t dt time at Ahich coutqp, yields in ste! te ting.

ti) inittai time; initial time of positive stressing in stte teuing.

tsv time at which static-vivid stress is achieved in ste! testing.

time to yield in steel testing tdj. - t.

u re.ative displacement beuven mass center and suppurt in siqk--dgrv-M-

freedom system.

u2 vrerage Wand stress.

oU ultimate bond stress.

u rate of chang of u. relativ velocity.

r= of e o4, retive acc eration

V shear orcen shear in slab at support.

V" *!*-- which achor bolts can transmit to stab.

ve shear at support calculated to produce disgoni crackng

v hear at r-aort at time of slableie

V. shear in slab carried k- concreft.

V. sher in slab carried by dowel action of reinforcing e!.
v shear ig stres.

'a avernie shear stres on failure plane for shear an.eraw.

V uat shear at s4was at which diagwnl cracklng is alculate te oem

bd

VOU ultimate averap shearing stress . vertical mctio. - * ypor

v. avera shearing stress on vertical fcUoa at the suots at the time of slab
y;eing.

Vu  maximum unit shear reistmance on failure plaw R sbear achwrs

Wu  t. iund on beam at ultimate.

S total load on beam at yield.
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w weight of slab per unit length; load on slab per unit length.

x a displacement.

x, displacement at t t 0
o

xl maximum displacement of single-degree-of-freedom system.
vb ield displacement of sIngle-degree-,f-freedom system.

.x velocity.

x accetvration.

y' displacement.

velocity.

Y acceleration.

a a phase angle in response analysis; dimensirnless parameter for defl:ction
computations.

.3 a dimensionlsb parameti.i for deflection computations.

6c deflection of slab at center.

",r maximum center deflection of slab.

o static deflection of slab under Its own weight.

6 static center deflection of slab under its own weight.

6s* static quarter point deflection of slab under its own weight.Osq static cnterp deflection of slab under wn wg

05s static center deflection of slab under load Po

vu  ultimate center deflection of slab.

03. yield center deflection of slab.

unit strain.

4) strain in steel coupons at beginning of strain hardening.

s strain in tensile reinfore',g steel.

t su strain in tensile reinfor,ing steel at ultimate load.

y sv strain in tensile reinforcing steel at yield.

ultimate pr. e "rafn of -merele.

yield strain of reinforcing steel.

" ,fective strtn rate fe/r.

A\ a dimensionless parameter expressing distribution of strain in tensile steel.

p slab mars per unit length; ductility factor: ultimate deflecticn/yield deflection.

o p,*rcenta:.- of t .sile reinfore.ing' 100 d

of peicentage of compressive reinforcing - 1O-
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summation symbol for finite summation.

2 0 sum of reinforcing-bar perimeters.

c. natural frequency of elastic system.

W'a natural frequency of elastic system with axial loads acting.
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